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Abstract

This dissertation presents newly developed

GIS-based deterministic

and

probabilistic approaches for slope stability analysis and earthquake-induced landslide
hazard zonation. The described approaches combine numerical slope stability analysis
with GIS spatial analysis to evaluate earthquake-induced slope failures, both shallow and
deep-seated. The study has four major research components.
The first component is a GIS-based procedure which was developed based on
one-, two-, and three-dimensional (ID , 2D, and 3D) deterministic approaches to slope
stability analysis and landslide hazard zonation. Slope stability methods in the GIS-based
procedure included the infinite slope model, the block sliding model, the ordinary method
of slices, the Bishop simplified method, and the Hovland’s column method.
The second component focuses on causative factors analysis of earthquakeinduced landslide hazards. This component also discusses the determination o f peak
ground acceleration for slope stability analysis.
The third component consists o f an evaluation o f the topographic effect o f
ground motion and the seismic response in the Balsamo Ridge area in Nueva San
Salvador.
The fourth component is concerned with the regional and site-specific landslide
hazard zonation, using newly developed models for landslide hazard assessment in Nueva
San Salvador. The slope stability and landslide susceptibility were mapped in terms o f
slope stability index (factor o f safety, critical acceleration, Newmark displacement,
failure probability, and reliability index).
The landslides triggered by an earthquake on January 13, 2001 in El Salvador
provide a setting for the calibration o f results from GIS-based approaches. The
procedures developed in this research proved to be feasible and cost-effective for slope
stability analysis and earthquake-induced landslide hazard zonation.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

A landslide is a downslope mass movement o f soil and/or rock and is one o f the
major natural hazards in the world. In recent years, population growth and the expansion
of settlements and life-lines over hazardous areas are increasing the impact o f natural
disasters in both the developed and developing countries (Rosenfeld, 1994). Much of the
damage and sometimes a considerable proportion o f the fatalities occurring during
earthquakes and intense storms are due to landslides (Vames, 1984).
Landslides within the United States constitute a major geologic hazard, occurring
in all 50 states, causing on average 25 to 50 fatalities and damage o f approximately $1
billion to $3 billion each year (Spiker and Gori, 2000). China also frequently suffers from
landslides. In 1998, about 180,000 geological hazards such as avalanches, landslides, and
debris flows on different scales occurred in China, resulting in 1,573 deaths, more than
10,000 people injured and 500,000 houses destroyed. From 1998 to 2004, landslides
within China caused on average 974 fatalities with up to $3 billion direct economic losses
each year (CIGEM, 2004).
Landslides can be triggered by many factors including heavy rainfall, earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, groundwater change, river erosion, glaciers, ocean waves, and human
activity. In an earthquake prone area, seismic shaking is often a major cause o f
widespread landslides. Structural damage and/or fatalities from earthquake-triggered
landslides and other ground failures sometimes exceed the damage directly related to
strong shaking and fault rupture during the earthquake (Keefer, 1984). In the United
States, annualized losses from earthquakes have been estimated at an amount ranging
from $4.1 billion (direct damage only) to $10 billion (including indirect losses) (NRC,
1985, Schuster and Highland, 2001). Some deadly earthquake-induced landslides in
recent centuries have killed a huge number o f people. Table 1.1 lists major earthquakes
worldwide that triggered catastrophic landslides in the 20th and 21st centuries. Such
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earthquakes and induced landslides had a tremendous impact on the society and
environment in which they occurred. For example, on December 16, 1920, Haiyuan
Earthquake in Northwest China (Mw=8.7) triggered thousands o f slope failures and
landslides that killed over 100,000 people and affected an area o f more than 4,000 km2
(Close and McCormick, 1922). On March 27, 1964, the Alaska Earthquake (Mw=9.2)
devastated the Tumagain Heights residential development and many downtown areas in
Anchorage. It has been estimated that 56% o f the total cost o f damage in Alaska was
caused by earthquake-induced landslides (Youd, 1978, Wilson and Keefer, 1985).
In May 1970, an earthquake in Peru took about 70,000 lives, and about 20,000
people perished in the avalanche o f debris from the north peak o f Nevado Huascaran
(Vames, 1984). In Japan, more than half o f all deaths in large earthquakes (M > 6.9)
between 1964 and 1980 were caused by landslides (Kobayshi, 1981). In southern
California, the Northridge Earthquake in 1994 with a magnitude o f 6.7 triggered more
than 11,000 landslides— the vast majority were highly disrupted, shallow falls, and slides
o f rock and debris occurring over wide areas (Harp and Jibson, 1995).
In early 2001, two earthquakes (January 13 with M7.6 and February 13 with
M6.6) struck El Salvador. Both earthquakes triggered thousands o f landslides that caused
most o f the damage and fatalities in the southern half o f El Salvador. One destructive
landslide, the Las Colinas Landslide, caused 585 fatalities when it slid off the north slope
o f Balsamo Ridge (Jibson et al., 2004).
Although earthquakes can hardly be predicted, the susceptibility to earthquakeinduced landslides o f a certain area can be assessed on the basis o f potential ground
motion, geological, geotechnical, and geomorphologic conditions. The identification and
map portrayal o f areas highly susceptible to damaging landslides is the first necessary
step toward loss reduction (Zeizel, 1988). Slope instability recognition, analysis, and
hazard zonation are some of the most important challenges facing earthquake engineers,
geotechnical engineers, researchers, and land use planners.
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Table 1.1 Major earthquakes that triggered catastrophic landslides in the world
Location
Ningxia,
China
Shichuan,
China
Alaska,
USA

Magnitude

Deaths

8.5

234,117

7.5

20,000

9.2

131

Peru

7.7

70,000

Guatemala

7.5

22,000

El Salvador

5.4

200

Ecuador

6.1 and 6.9

2,000

Mass wasting and flooding

Tajikistan

5.5

230

Landslides and debris flow

California

7.1

42

2,000-4,000 rock, earth and
debris falls

Iran

7.3

50,000

Philippines

7.8

1,621

Hokkaido Nansei-Oki
earthquake, 07/12/1993

Hokkaido,
Japan

7.8

230

Northridge earthquake,
01/17/1994
Paez earthquake,
06/06/1994

California,
USA

6.7

57

Colombia

6.4

>1,000

Hyogo-Ken Nanbu
earthquake, 01/171995

Kobe,
Japan

6.9

5,300

Taiwan

7.6

2,375

El Salvador earthquake,
01/13/2001

Off-shore,
El Salvador

7.6

844

El Salvador earthquake,
02/13/2001

San
Salvador,
El Salvador

6.6

315

Nam e and Date
Haiyuan earthquake,
12/16/1920
Diexi earthquake,
08/25/1933
Alaska earthquake,
03/27/1964
Anchas earthquake,
05/31/1970
Guatemala earthquake,
02/04/1976
San Salvador
earthquake, 10/10/1986
Ecuador earthquake,
03/05/1987
Tajikistan earthquake,
01/23/1988
Loma Prieta earthquake
10/17/1989
Manjil earthquake,
06/21/1990
Luzon earthquake,
07/16/1990

ChiChi earthquake,
09/21/1999

Comments
W idespread landslides
destroying many villages
Blockage o f Minjiang River
by landslides
M any earthquake-induced
landslides and liquefaction
Avalanches o f rock and
snow buried two towns
M ore than 10,000
landslides
Many landslides around
San Salvador area

Landslides, rockfalls
Landslides, subsidence
Landslides and tsunami,
Okushiri-Port slide with 30
fatalities
Rock falls, landslides, and
severe structure damages
Landslides and debris flows
Widespread liquefaction,
landslides, and damage to
subway
Landslides, severe
structural damage
W idespread landslides in
the southern part o f the
country
Many landslides in San
Salvador area

Peru earthquake,
Landslides and house
118
Peru
7.9
collapses
06/23/2001
Sources: Schuaster and F emming (1986), Kramer (1996), USGS website, Sassa (1999),
Wieczorek (1999), and Ji ?son et al. (2004)
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1.2 GIS Applications in Landslide Hazard Zonation

According to a description by the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC,
2002), the zones o f earthquake-induced landslide hazards are areas known to have
experienced earthquake-induced slope failures during historical earthquakes, or areas
identified as having past landslide movement including both landslide deposits and
source areas, or areas where the geological materials are susceptible to earthquakeinduced slope failure. Zonation refers to the division o f the land surface into areas and the
ranking o f these areas according to the degree o f actual or potential hazard from
landslides or other mass movements on slopes (Vames, 1984). The goal o f earthquakeinduced landslide hazard zonation is to evaluate the location o f landslide susceptibility
zones where landslides could be induced by future strong earthquake shaking. The
procedure o f slope stability analysis and hazard zonation requires an evaluation of
spatially varying terrain, geological and hydrological conditions, and spatial distribution
of existing landslides.
The Geographic Information System (GIS) has been described as “a powerful set
of tools for collecting, storing, retrieving at will, transforming and displaying spatial data
from the real world for a particular set o f purposes” (Burrough, 1986). Over the past three
decades, GIS has attracted great attention in the assessment o f natural disasters.
Government agencies and research institutions have expended great effort in landslide
hazard mapping. A large amount o f research on landslide hazard zonation has been done
in recent years. Overviews o f various landslide hazard zonation techniques can be found
in publications by Vames (1984), Harden and Viberg (1988), Guzzetti et al. (1999), and
Van Westen (2000). Many scientists and engineers have attempted to assess landslide
hazards and their spatial and temporal distributions. The literature on this subject is
voluminous.
From the literature reviews on GIS application to slope stability analysis and
landslide hazard zonation, it appears that most o f the studies focused on using statistical
methods to assess and predict the landslide susceptibility (Carrara, 1983, Chung and
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Fabbri, 1999, Carrara et al., 1991), and the remainder focused on integrating the GIS
technique with a deterministic model for slope stability analysis (Van Westen, 1993 &
2000, Jibson, 1998, Xie et al., 2003[1], 2003[2], Zhou et al., 2003). For seismic-induced
landslide hazard assessment, there are two components which are commonly used:
pseudo-static

slope stability analysis and Newmark displacement method.

For

deterministic and probabilistic approaches, most research employs the infinite slope
model, Newmark displacement, and Monte-Carlo simulation to estimate the factor of
safety and displacement, or failure probability (Jibson and Harp, 1998, Christian and
Urzua, 1998, Luzi et al., 2000, Refice et al., 2002, Khazai and Sitar, 2002).
In the last two decades, research has proven that GIS provides an excellent tool
for landslide hazard zonation. However, seismic-induced landslide susceptibility
assessment inherits complex uncertainties o f terrain, seismic,

and geotechnical

parameters. Most existing GIS-based analysis models can only assess approximate
landslide hazards. For deterministic analysis o f slope stability, the assumption o f current
analysis models such as the infinite slope model, are only applicable for shallow slope
sliding prediction. In fact, circular slope failure and deep slope sliding occur more
commonly than otherwise in earthquake prone areas and these types o f landslides usually
are the major cause o f property damage and fatalities. More accurate analysis and better
techniques are needed to improve the mapping o f landslide hazards and the prediction of
seismic-induced slope instability. It is essential to develop a reliable analysis model that
considers failure modes, geotechnical parameters, and uncertainties to achieve the
accuracy needed for seismic-induced landslide hazard zonation.

1.3 Objective and Scope

The overall objective o f this research is to develop reliable deterministic and
probabilistic models for slope stability analysis and earthquake-induced landslide hazard
zonation. These models combine a slope stability analysis model with GIS-based
techniques for mapping landslide hazards and for evaluating shallow and deep slope
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failures. The primary goal o f this research is to develop one-dimensional (ID), two
dimensional (2D), and three-dimensional (3D) deterministic and probabilistic analysis
models for earthquake-induced landslide hazard zonation. The city o f Nueva San
Salvador, El Salvador, and its vicinity were selected as the study area.
The other main tasks o f the study are:
(1) to characterize causative factors based on the available data in the study area
to determine peak ground acceleration for slope stability analysis in El
Salvador, and to analyze the influence o f causative factors on slope stability;
(2) to evaluate the topographic effect o f ground motion and seismic response in
the Balsamo Ridge area where the most damaging landslide destroyed the
neighborhood o f Nueva San Salvador;
(3) to use terrain and hydrology analysis with manual correction to determine
mapping units (slope profiles for 2D analysis and slope units for 3D analysis),
which are related to geomorphology, geological conditions, and rock''soil
properties;
(4) to use ArcObjects to perform the slope stability analysis inside a GIS platform
(ID model) and to write a VBA program for slope stability analysis outside o f
the GIS environment (2D and 3D model); and
(5) to perform regional and site-specific landslide hazard zonation for Nueva San
Salvador, El Salvador using the developed analysis models. The landslides
triggered by the January 13, 2001 earthquake provide a reference setting to
calibrate the modeling results and to predict seismic-induced landslide hazards
in the Balsamo Ridge mountain area.
Slope stability analysis methods employed in this study include the infinite slope
model, the block sliding model, the ordinary method o f slices, the Bishop simplified
method, and the Hovland’s column method. Both pseudo-static and Newmark
displacement methods are adopted in seismic slope stability analysis. A large portion o f
this research is concentrated on developing GIS-based analysis models of slope stability
and GIS process.
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In probabilistic analysis, in order to simplify the problem solving process, the
Monte-Carlo simulation is used to simulate the uncertainty o f geotechnical parameters
(soil friction angle, cohesion, and unit weight) and groundwater depth. Both the MonteCarlo simulation and the first order reliability analysis (Hasofer-Lind method) are
employed in the slope failure probability analysis.
In the 2D model, a number o f slope profiles are selected based on the
characteristics o f the terrain. The dataset o f each profile is sampled and exported to
external slope stability analysis models for computation calculation. The results of
stability analysis are imported to the GIS environment for display and for performance o f
landslide hazard zonation according to the degree o f slope stability. In the 3D model, the
slope units are sampled and exported to an external 3D slope stability analysis model.
Similar to the 2D model, the analyzed data are processed in GIS for landslide
susceptibility mapping.
Slope stability and earthquake-induced landslide hazard zonation is a process of
integrating analytical techniques with practical decision-making. Figure 1.1 shows the
framework o f the GIS-based deterministic and probabilistic methods developed in this
study. The GIS approach developed here is based on the spatial analysis o f the raster
dataset which models the slope as an aggregate o f grids (or cells). The first step, shown in
Figure 1.1, is data collection. All the available datasets related to slope stability analysis
are to be collected. The second step is data preparation in which parameter data layers for
GIS-based slope stability analysis are generated. At this stage, effective data management,
spatial analysis, and information generation, such as interoperable geodatabases, is
integrated into the GIS process. The third step is the application o f ID, 2D, or 3D models
to regional or site-specific slope stability analysis. Using various analyses and modeling
tools with diverse data sources in combination, the slope stability maps are produced. In
the final step, landslide hazard zonation maps are obtained through reclassification o f the
slope stability indexes.
Evaluation o f landslide hazards is a complex, multicriteria decision making
problem, which requires experience and expertise pertaining to the geosciences, terrain
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analysis, GIS spatial analysis, and slope stability analysis. The resulting interpretation
and validation involve comparisons o f historic landslide occurrence and the judgment o f
an expert. However, in this framework, deterministic and probabilistic analysis can
supply more accurate slope stability and landslide hazard information. The ultimate goal
o f earthquake-induced landslide hazard zonation is to predict where and in what seismic
conditions slope failure will most likely occur with a threshold earthquake magnitude and
horizontal acceleration.
The analytical models are tested in the study area. The landslide susceptible areas
and the hazard levels are estimated through slope stability analysis and regional and sitespecific landslide hazard zonation.
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Figure 1.1 Framework o f GIS-based slope stability analysis and landslide hazard zonation
applied in the study. The procedures o f the analysis include source data collection, data
preparation for each analysis model, data integration for regional or site-specific slope
stability analysis, and landslide hazard zonation.
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Chapter 2 Earthquake-Induced Landslides and Analysis Methods

2.1 Characteristics of Earthquake-Induced Landslides

Earthquakes have triggered landslides in many different topographic and
geological settings. Keefer (1984) studied 40 earthquakes worldwide to determine the
characteristics, geological environments, and hazards caused by seismic events. Fourteen
types o f landslides were identified, the most abundant o f which were rock falls, disrupted
soil flows, and rock slides. Different types o f slope movement and shaking threshold
values for rock and soil slope sliding are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. For rock slopes
(Table 2.1), the earthquake-induced slope moment is often divided into falls and slides.
For soil slopes (Table 2.2), there can also be earthquake-induced falls and slides. In
addition, the slope can be subjected to a flow slide or lateral spreading (Keefer, 1984,
Day, 2002). In the tables, the minimum slope inclination refers to the minimum slope
angle that is usually required to initiate a specific type o f earthquake-induced slope
movement. The shaking threshold value refers to the minimum local magnitude (also
known as Richter magnitude scale) required to produce earthquake-induced slope
movement.
Earthquake-induced landslides can be divided into three main categories:
disrupted slides and falls, coherent slides, and lateral spreads and flows. Keefer (1984)
and Kramer (1996) have identified characteristics o f earthquake-induced slope failures:
•

Disrupted slides and falls include rock falls, rock slides, rock avalanches, soil falls,
disrupted soil slides, and soil avalanches. The earth materials involved in such
failures are sheared, broken, and disturbed into a nearly random order. These
types of failures, usually found in steep terrain, can produce extremely rapid
movements and devastating damage; rock avalanches and rock falls have
historically been among the leading causes o f death from earthquake-induced
landslides.
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•

Coherent slides, such as rock and soil slumps, rock and soil blocks slides, and
slow earth flows, generally consist o f a few coherent blocks that translate or
rotate on somewhat deeper failure surfaces in moderate to steeply sloping
terrain. M ost coherent slides occur at lower velocities than that o f disrupted
slides and falls.

•

Lateral spreads and flows generally involve liquefiable soils, although
sensitive clays can produce landslides with very similar characteristics as well.
Due to the low residual strength o f these materials, sliding can occur on
remarkably flat slopes and produce very high velocities.

Different types o f earthquake-induced landslides occur with different frequencies.
Historically, rock falls, disrupted soil slides, and rock slides have been most common.
Subaqueous landslides, slow earth flows, rock block slides, and rock avalanches are least
common, although the difficulty o f observing subaqueous slides might have contributed
to their apparent rarity.
Keefer (1984) studied the effect o f earthquake magnitude and epicentral distance
on the occurrence o f earthquake induced landslides. The study was based on 300 U.S.
earthquakes between 1958 and 1977, and showed that for local magnitudes less than 4.0,
landslides rarely occur. The smallest earthquake that produced landslides had a local
magnitude of about 4.0. The minimum magnitudes for different types o f landslides were
estimated as shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The threshold values needed to produce
liquefaction-related landslides (flow slides, subaqueous flows, and lateral spreading) are
at peak ground acceleration (amax) o f about O.lg and the local magnitude M l of about 5.0.
In general, the most abundant types o f slope failure during earthquakes tend to have the
lowest threshold value o f earthquake magnitude. For example, rockfalls and rock slides
have low threshold values (M l=4.0). When earthquake magnitude reaches 7.0, it can
cause landslides as far as 200 km from epicenter. Keefer (1984) also observed that
earthquakes of moderate to high magnitude can cause landslides over an area as large as
500,000 km2.
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Table 2.1 Types of earthquake-induced slope movement in rock

Name

Rock
falls

Rock
slides

Type of
Movement

Bounding,
rolling, free fall
Translational
sliding on basal
shear surface

M aterial Type

Rock weakly cemented,
intensely fractured, or
weathered; containing
conspicuous planes o f
weakness dipping out of
slope or containing boulders
in a weak matrix.

Min. Slope
Inclination

Threshold
Value

Depth

40°
(1.2:1)

M l=4.0

Shallow

35°
(1.4:1)

M l=4.0

Shallow

Rock intensely cemented
and exhibiting one o f the
following properties:
Rock
significant weathering,
25°
avalan
Deep
M l=6.0
planes o f weakness dipping
(2.1:1)
ches
out o f slope, weak
cementation, or evidence o f
previous landsliding.
Intensely fractured rocks,
Sliding on
pre-existing rock slump
basal shear
deposits, shale, and other
15°
Rock
surface with
rocks containing layers o f
M l=5.0
Deep
(3.7:1)
slumps component o f
weakly cemented or
headward
intensely weathered
rotation
material.
Rocks having conspicuous
Translational
Block
bedding planes or similar
15°
M l=5.0
Deep
sliding on basal
planes o f weakness dipping
(3.7:1)
slides
shear surface
out o f slopes.
Source: Keefer (1984), Division o f M ines and Geology, CA (1997), and Day (2002).
Velocity: extremely slow (<0.6 m/yr), very slow (0.6-1.5 m/yr), slow (1.5 m/yr~1.5 m/month),
moderate (1.5 m/month~1.5 m/day), rapid (1.5 m/day~0.3 m/min), very rapid (0.3 m/min~3
m/sec), extremely rapid (>3 m/sec).
Depth: shallow (thickness generally <3 m) and deep (thickness generally > 3 m)
Complex,
involving
sliding and/or
flow, as stream
of rock
fragments
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Table 2.2 Types of earthquake-induced slope movement in soil
Name

Soil falls

Soil
avalanches

Disrupted
soil slides

Soil slumps

Type o f Movement

Bounding, rolling,
free fall
Translational
sliding with
subsidiary flow
Translational
sliding on basal
shear surface or
zone o f weakened,
sensitive clay
Sliding on basal
shear surface with
component o f
headward rotation

Soil block
sliding

Translational
sliding on basal
shear surface

Slow earth
flows

Translational
sliding on basal
shear surface with
minor internal flow

Flow slides

Flow

Subaqueous
flows

Lateral
spreading

Complex, involving
lateral spreading or
flow, slumping
Translational on
basal zone of
liquefied sand, silt,
or weakened
sensitive clay

Min. Slope
Inclination

Threshold
Value

Depth

Granular soils
with slight
cementation or
containing clay
binder

40°
(1.2:1)

M l=4.0

Shallow

Loose,
unsaturated sand

25°
(2.1:1)

M l=6.5

Shallow

Loose,
unsaturated sand

15°
(3.7:1)

M l=4.0

Shallow

10°
(5.7:1)

M l=4.5

Deep

5°
(11:1)

M l=4.5

Deep

10°
(5.7:1)

M l=5.0

Shallow
or deep

Material Type

Loose, partly to
completely
saturated sand or
silt
Loose, partly to
completely
saturated sand or
silt
Stiff, partly to
completely
saturated clay,
flow deposits
Saturated sand or
sandy silt; loose,
saturated granular
soils

2.3°
(25:1)

Loose, saturated
granular soils

0.5°
(110:1)

Loose, partly to
completely
saturated silt or
sand, artificial fill
composed o f sand

0.3°
(190:1)

Shallow
M l=5.0
Variable
<W =0.1g

Variable

Source: Keefer (1984), Division o f Mines and Geology, CA (1997), and Day (2002). Definition
o f velocity and depth same as in Table 2.1.
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2.2 Seismic Slope Stability Analysis

2.2.1

General Methods

Earthquake-induced landslides usually occur in marginally or moderately stable
slopes where earthquake inertial forces may be sufficient to trigger a failure. In the case
o f weak materials, repeated ground shaking may cause loss o f strength o f the soil
materials (e.g. liquefaction) and subsequent slope failure. The evaluation o f slope
stability is a process that requires the collection o f detailed information on geology,
geomorphology, hydrogeology, and the soil/rock properties o f a site. Slope stability
analysis can yield sufficiently accurate results when the above data are evaluated
carefully and the appropriate parameters are used in a slope stability calculation.
Seismic slope stability analyses are further complicated by two additional factors:
(1) earthquake-induced dynamic stresses, and (2) the effect o f dynamic stresses on the
stress-stain behavior and strength o f slope materials. Depending on the behavior of
soil/rock materials during seismic shaking, seismic instability analyses may be grouped
into two general categories: inertial slope stability analysis and weakening slope stability
analysis (Day, 2002).
Weakening slope stability analysis is preferred for those materials that will
experience a significant reduction in shear strength during earthquake. This analysis is
usually confined to slope failure caused by soil liquefaction, such as mass flow sliding
and liquefaction-induced lateral spreading caused by the shear strength reduction of
strain-softening soil such as slow earthquake flows.
Inertial slope stability analysis is preferred for those materials that retain their
shear strength during an earthquake. Slope instability can occur due to an inertia force
from the earthquake.
There are numerous analytical techniques that deal with slope in the above two
categories and these are either based on limit equilibrium or stress-deformation analyses.
The most commonly used approaches for inertial slope stability analysis are the pseudo
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static and Newmark displacement (Newmark, 1965) methods. They are commonly
applied in GIS-based landslide hazard zonation. Other numerical methods, such as stressdeformation analysis carried out by the dynamic finite element method, are rarely used in
GIS-based landslide hazard zonation because they are too complicated to allow efficient
data processing.

2.2.2

.

Pseudo-Static Analysis

Since 1920s engineers have used the pseudo-static approach to analyze the

seismic stability of earth structures. This analysis ignores the cyclic nature o f the
earthquake and treats it as if it applies an additional static force on the slope. Pseudo
static analysis represents the effects o f earthquake shaking by pseudo-static acceleration
that produces inertial earthquake force, which acts through the centroid o f sliding mass.
The magnitudes o f the inertial earthquake force are given by:
a W
Fh = mah = — = khW
g

(2.1)

a W
Fv = mav = —— = k vW
g

(2.2)

where: Fh and Fv are horizontal and vertical pseudo-static earthquake forces (kN),
respectively; m is total mass o f sliding materials (kg); a/, and av are horizontal and vertical
earthquake accelerations (m/s ); W is total weight o f sliding materials (kN); kh{=ah/g) and
kv (rciy/g) are dimensionless horizontal and vertical pseudo-static seismic coefficients; and
g is gravity acceleration (or gravitational constant, g=9.81 m/s ).
An earthquake could subject the sliding mass to both vertical and horizontal
pseudo-static forces. However, the vertical earthquake force, Fv, is usually ignored in the
standard pseudo-static analysis because it has a much less effect on the stability o f a slope
than does horizontal acceleration. In addition, in most cases av is less than

and hence

1^ is smaller than kh (Day, 2002). If not specified, the seismic coefficient, k, usually
refers to kh.
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The unit of the seismic coefficient has been defined loosely. In some literature, it
is presented with a dimension o f gravity acceleration (e.g., 0.2 g). The seismic coefficient
should not be confused with the particle acceleration generated by an earthquake
(Comforth, 2005). In some practices, engineers mistakenly refer to the seismic coefficient,
k, as a substitute for ground acceleration, a. In pseudo-static analysis, the coefficient k is
an arbitrary number used to aid analysis o f nonliquefying soils.
The limit equilibrium method in slope stability analysis is the most commonly
used method for static and pseudo-static slope stability analysis. This method postulates
that the slope might fail due to a soil mass sliding on a failure surface. The shear strength
o f the soil is normally given by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, in which the shear
stress at failure is expressed as follows:
r = c'+(a —p ) ta n ^ '

(2.3)

where: x is the shear stress at failure, kPa; c ’ is the cohesion with respect to effective
stresses, kPa; a is total applied normal stress, kPa; <j>' is the angle o f effective internal
friction; and p is the pore-water pressure, kPa.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the simplest type o f slope failure. The failure mass has a
planar slip surface inclining at an angle a to the horizontal.

B

Figure 2.1 Plane failure with forces acting on the sliding mass for pseudo-static slope
stability analysis (N is normal reaction force, T is shear strength)
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For a plane failure (Figure 2.1), assuming thatthe sliding mass will move
same direction as the slip surface, the factor o f safety o f the slope can

in the

bederived by

summing forces along the sliding direction. Ignoring the vertical earthquake forces, the
factor o f safety o f the slope is defined as follows:
resisting forces
cL + N tan <f>
r S ~ ---------------------= ----- ;------------------driving forces
W sin a + Fh cos a
(2.4)
_

cL + (W cos a - Fh sin a ) tan (f>
W sin a + Fh cos a

where: N is the normal force acting at the slip surface, kN; L is length o f slip surface
(length o f AB, see Figure 2.1), m; c is cohesion o f sliding material along slip surface, kPa;
and </> is friction angle o f the slip surface.
Theoretically, in the equilibrium analysis, an F S o f unity is a critical condition
and would indicate an imminent failure, an FS greater than 1.0 indicates a stable
condition, and an FS less than one indicates a failure condition.
Many methods have been developed for slope stability analysis based on the limit
equilibrium concept. The common methods o f 2D and 3D slope stability analysis are
listed in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. Usually, the Bishop modified, Janbu simplified, and
Spencer’s methods are used in slope engineering design.
The failure surface to be analyzed for slope stability consists o f a combination o f
linear and/or circular traces that result in the lowest factor o f safety. The typical circular
sliding surface in homogenous soil is shown in Figure 2.2. In 2D slope stability analysis,
it is essential to perform a thorough search for the slip surface, which has a minimum
factor o f safety.
The pseudo-static method is inherently conservative because the cyclic
earthquake force is replaced by a constant force equal to the maximum transient force.
The degree o f conservativeness in pseudo-static analysis critically depends on the value
of a horizontal seismic coefficient. Thus, the selection o f a proper seismic coefficient to
be used for design purposes is quite important. However, it is also one of the most
difficult issues facing engineers.
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Table 2.3 Common methods for 2D limit equilibrium analysis in geotechnical engineering (after
Duncan, 1996)________________________________________________________________________
Equilibrium
Shape of
Method
Date
Conditions
Slip
Assumptions
Satisfied
Surface
Infinite slope
Slip surface is parallel to the
1957
Force equilibrium
Plane
(Skempton)
ground surface
Normal force on base of slice is
W cosa and shear force is
W sina. No interslice forces
(W: weight of slice; a : angle of
slip surface)

Ordinary method
of slices
(Fellenuis)

1927

Method o f slices
(Fellennuis)

1910

Force equilibrium
o f each slice

Bishop modified
method

1955

Vertical
equilibrium and
overall moment
equilibrium

Circular

Side forces are horizontal.

Friction circle
method (Taylor)

1937

Moment
equilibrium

Circular

Resultant force is tangent to
friction circle

1968

Force equilibrium

Any
shape

Side forces are horizontal

1970

Force equilibrium

Any
shape

Side force inclinations are
parallel to the slope

Lowe and
Karafiath’s
method

1960

Vertical and
horizontal force
equilibrium

Any
shape

Janbu’s
generalized
method

1968

All conditions of
equilibrium

Any
shape

Spencer’s method

1967

All conditions of
equilibrium

Any
shape

Morgen stem and
Price’s method

1965

All conditions o f
equilibrium

Any
shape

Sarma’s method

1973

All conditions o f
equilibrium

Any
shape

Janbu’s simplified
method
Modified Swedish
method (U.S. army
corps o f engineers
method)

Moment
equilibrium o f
entire mass

Circular

Side force inclinations are
average o f slope surface and
slip surface (varies from slice to
slice)
Assumes heights of side forces
above the base vary from slice
to slice
Inclinations of side forces are
the same for every slice; side
force inclinations is calculated
in the process for solution
Inclinations of side force follow
a prescribed pattern; side forces
can vary from slice to slice
Magnitudes o f vertical side
forces follow prescribed
patterns
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Table 2.4 Common methods of 3D slope stability analysis in geotechnical engineering (after
Duncan, 1996). IVost 3D methods are an extension o f 2D methods.
Geometry of slope/Slip Result comparison with
Authors
Method
Surface
2D method
Extended ordinary
Unrestricted/
F3d < F?d for some
Hovland (1977)
method o f slices
unrestricted
cases
Extended Bishop
Unrestricted/ surface o f
Hungr (1987)
F3d > F2d
method
revolution
Gens et al.
Extended Swedish
Simple slope/surface o f
F3d > F2d
(1988)
circle
revolution
Limit equilibrium
Leshchinsky and
Unrestricted/
and variational
F sd5” F2d
Huang (1992)
unrestricted
analysis
Note: F2d and F3D are 2D and 3D factor o f safety, respectively.

Figure 2.2 Slope geometry o f circular failure surfaces in homogenous soil (after SCEC,
2002). The slope usually fails along the most critical failure surface, which has the
lowest factor o f safety.

The general concept for selection o f a seismic coefficient is that a higher value of
k should be used if the site experienced or will probably experience a higher peak ground
acceleration, a larger earthquake, or a longer shaking period. Note that the k should never
be greater than amaJg.

The seismic coefficient k is usually one-half or less than the

maximum ground acceleration, amax/g. The typical practice in the U.S. uses k values
ranging from 0.10 to 0.15. In Japan, the earth dam code specifies values between 0.15
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and 0.25. For slope, dam, and embankment stability analysis, the selected horizontal
seismic coefficients usually are from 0.15 to 0.5amJ%. Typical seismic coefficients and
factors o f safety used in practice today are given in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 The selection of horizontal seismic coefficients (k) in slope and embankment stability
analysis____________ _______________ _________________________________________
Seismic
Authors
Conditions
coefficient, k

Terzaghi, 1950

0.10

Severe earthquake

0.20

Violent and destructive earthquake

0.50

Catastrophic earthquake

0.10

Near fault site, M=6.5, acceptable FS> 1.15

0.15

Near fault site, M=8.25, acceptable FS > 1.15
Dam engineering, k including amplification and
deamplification effect

Seed, 1979
Marcuson, 1981
Krinitzsky et al.
1993, Tanguchi and
Sasaki, 1986
Hynes-Griffm and
Franklin, 1984
Division of Mines
and Geology,
California, 1997
SCEC, 2002
Japan earth dam
code

0.33 amJ g
to 0.50amw/g
0.65rrmax/§

Intermediate slide mass. This constant 0.65 is
used in the liquefaction analysis.

0.50<Wg

Earth dam, FS > 1.0; earth dam will not develop
“dangerously large deformation”

>0.15
0.15
0.12-0.25

California
LA county, FS > 1.10
Japan

Hynes-Griffith and Franklin (1984), based on a study o f the earthquake records
from 354 accelerograms, use a horizontal earthquake coefficient equal to 0.5amaJ g for
earth dam analysis. By using this coefficient and having a pseudo-static factor o f safety
greater than 1.0, they concluded that earth dams will not be subjected to “dangerously
large” deformations. Seed (1979) recommended a k value based on a study o f earth dams
constructed o f ductile soils with crest accelerations less than 0.75 g. Ductile soils are
those which do not generate additional pore water pressure and which show no more than
15% loss o f strength upon cyclic loading. In those cases, deformations would be
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acceptably small if the earthquake coefficients are 0.10 (M=6.5) to 0.15 (M=8.25) and
factors o f safety are at least 1.15.
Although the pseudo-static approach to stability analysis is relatively simple, it
suffers from many limitations as it sometimes cannot realistically simulate the complex
dynamic effects of earthquake shaking with a seismic coefficient. These limitations were
clearly recognized by many researchers including Terzaghi (1950), Seed et al. (1969), etc.
More specifically, in the case o f soils that build up large pore water pressures or have
strength degradation of more than 15% due to earthquake shaking, the analysis can
become unreliable. As a case in point, the upper and lower San Fernando Dams (k=0.15)
and the Sheffield Dam (k=0.1) failed due to earthquake shaking even when the calculated
factors o f safety by the pseudo-static method were well above 1.0 (Seed, 1979, Kramer,
1996). Due to the limitations o f the pseudo-static approach, in the last two decades
researchers have increasingly used methods based on the assessment o f Newmark
earthquake-induced displacement.

2.2.3 Newmark Displacement Method

The purpose o f the Newmark method (1965) is to estimate the cumulative
displacement o f earth dams and slopes in response to earthquake shaking. It is based on
the concept o f a rigid frictional block resting on an inclined plane that is subjected to a
sinusoidal wave. The method calculates the acceleration, ay, needed to exceed the static
equilibrium (Figure 2.3). When the ground acceleration o f seismic wave exceeds ay, the
slope moves. When this occurs, the blocks are no longer stable, and they will be
accelerated down the slope. To simplify the calculations, areas in the same general
direction as the slope face are used. The acceleration plots above the zero line in the time
history of the acceleration curve (Figure 2.4) are thus considered in the analysis.
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Figure 2.3 Sliding block analogy o f Newmark analysis (N is normal reaction force; T is
shear strength; W is weight of the block; k is horizontal seismic coefficient). When k > ay,
the factor o f safety < 1, block moves. ay is critical acceleration (yield acceleration).

Figure 2.4 Diagram illustrating the Newmark method (a) acceleration versus time; (b)
velocity versus time for the darkened portions o f the acceleration pulses; (c) the
corresponding downslope displacement versus time in response to the velocity pulses
(after Wilson and Keefer, 1985; and Day, 2002).
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In slope stability analysis, the Newmark method further assumes that the slope
will deform only during those periods o f earthquake shaking when the out-of-slope
earthquake forces cause the pseudo-static factor o f safety to drop to below 1.0. Figure 2.4
can be used to illustrate the basic premise o f the Newmark method. The darkened
portions o f the acceleration pulses will cause permanent lateral movement o f the slope.
Total displacement during an earthquake can be calculated via integration and by
examining significant representative cycles o f ground motion. The Newmark method
does not apply to soils that liquefy or experience a significant reduction in shear strength
during an earthquake. The magnitude o f slope displacement depends on horizontal yield
acceleration (critical acceleration), ay, peak ground acceleration, amax (or PGA), duration
o f earthquake (time), and number o f acceleration pulses (frequency). Many different
equations have been developed utilizing the basic Newmark (1965) method (discussed in
Section 6.4).
Newmark displacement analysis requires a prior knowledge o f the static factor o f
safety, slope angle, and the earthquake strong-motion record. Interpretation o f the results
of Newmark analysis and determination o f tolerable Newmark displacement o f a slope is
more complicated. The allowable displacement for a slope depends on the relationship
between shear strength and shear strain o f the material along the failure surface, and the
slope’s geometry, material properties, and seismic characteristics. The allowable
displacement could be estimated from the measurement in slope displacement monitoring
programs or damage in structures associated with slope displacement. Unfortunately,
such data are very limited, and hence there is currently no rational basis for selecting
allowable displacements. However, several observations o f seismic-induced displacement
are available and they can be use to understand the relationship between the slope failure
and displacement. Those displacement data were obtained after the Loma Prieta
earthquake (M7.1) which struck the San Francisco Bay area on October 17, 1987.
Engineers and geoscientists performed a reconnaissance o f landslide damage caused by
the earthquake. These observations were summarized by the California Division o f Mines
and Geology (Manson et al., 1992). Shortly after the earthquake, about 50 landslides
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were documented and seismic-induced displacements were estimated based on ground
features at the headscarp for each slide. Among them, 12 landslides were active prior to
the earthquake. According to the observation, two landslides had displacements over
90cm. The other landslides had displacements ranging from about 5 to 60 cm where the
corresponding epicenter distance ranged from 5 km to 35 km. These observations
provided information on the likely range o f movement at a particular distance from the
epicenter (Comforth, 2005).
Due to these constraints, allowable displacements are often established based on
observations o f landslide movement and engineering judgment. The judgment from
SCEC (2002) is that “if the critical slip surface from slope stability analysis daylights
within a structure that is likely to be occupied by people during an earthquake, the
median displacement should be maintained at less than 5 cm”. Wang et al. (2001) applied
Jibson’s (1993) model to calculate the Newmark displacement and factor o f safety using
an infinite slope model in seismic hazard assessment o f Benton County, Oregon, and
used the following range o f displacement (u) and factor o f safety (FS) to categorize the
seismic-induced hazard: low hazard (w<10 cm, FS>3.0); moderate (w= 10-100 cm,
FS= 1.25-3.0); and high (w>100 cm, FS< 1.25). Wieczorek et al. (1985) used 5 cm as the
critical displacement for ground cracking and slope failure assessment in San Mateo
County, California; Keefer and Wilson (1989) used 10 cm as the critical displacement for
coherent landslides in southern California, and Jibson and Keefer (1993) used a range o f
5 to 10cm as critical displacement for landslides in the Mississippi Valley.
In seismic slope stability analysis, the pseudo-static and permanent deformation
methods may be combined into a single, unified method. First, a pseudo-static analysis is
performed using a suitable value o f the seismic coefficient. If the pseudo-static analysis
results in an unacceptable factor o f safety, a permanent seismic deformation analysis is
then performed (Munfakh, 1998).
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2.3 Review of GIS-based Approaches to Landslide Hazard Zonation

2.3.1 Landslide Susceptibility and Hazard Mapping

The generally accepted terminology related to landslide hazard mapping were
defined by Vames (1984), National Research Council (NRC) o f the National Academies
(2004), and Spiker and Gori (2000). Several important terms, such as “landslide hazard”,
“susceptibility”, “zonation”, and “vulnerability” were defined as follows:
(1) Landslide hazard refers to the potential for occurrence o f a damaging
landslide within a given area and in a give period o f time. Such damage could
include loss o f life or injury, property damage, social and economic disruption,
or environmental degradation.
(2) Landslide susceptibility refers to the likelihood o f a landslide occurrence in an
area on the basis o f local terrain conditions. Susceptibility does not consider
the probability o f occurrence, which depends also on recurrence o f triggering
factors such as rainfall and seismicity. The terms o f hazard and susceptibility
are frequently used incorrectly as synonymous terms
(3) Landslide vulnerability reflects extent o f potential loss to a given element (or
a set o f elements) within an area affected by the hazard, expressed on a scale
o f 0 (no loss) and 1 (total loss). Vulnerability is influenced by physical, social,
economic, and environmental conditions.
(4) Landslide hazard zonation refers to division o f the land into homogenous
areas or domains and the ranking o f the area according to their degrees o f
actual or potential hazard or susceptibility to landslides.
(5) A landslide susceptibility map ranks slope stability o f an area into categories
ranging from stable to unstable. Susceptibility maps show where landslides
may form. Many susceptibility maps use a color scheme that relates warm
colors (red, orange, and yellow) to unstable and marginally unstable areas and
cool colors (blue and green) to more stable areas.
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The landslide zonation maps can be constructed at various scales including
regional, neighborhood, and site-specific landslide hazard zonation maps. The definitions
are as follows (NRC, 2004):
(1) National zonation maps provide a general inventory o f landslide problem
areas for the nation with a low level of detail. These maps are useful to
national policy makers and the general public.
(2) Regional zonation maps provide engineers and planners an overview of
potential impacts on large projects or regional developments during initial
planning phases. The areas investigated are quite large and the required map
detail is low.
(3) Neighborhood zonation maps identify landsliding zones for large engineering
structures, roads, and urban areas. The investigations may cover quite large
areas; yet a considerably higher level o f detail is required. Slopes adjacent to
landslides should be evaluated separately and may be assigned different
hazard scores depending on their characteristics.
(4) Site-specific zonation maps are used during site investigations to provide
absolute hazard classes and variable safety factors as a function o f slope
conditions and the influence o f specific triggering factors.
There is no consensus on the map scale o f landslide hazard zonation.

The

working scale is determined by the purpose o f assessment, and extent o f the study area,
and the availability o f data. The following map scale, which is used by the International
Association o f Engineering Geology (1976) for engineering geology mapping, may be
used as a guideline for landslide hazard zonation mapping: national scale at
<1:1,000,000; regional scale at 1:100, 000 to 1: 500,000; medium scale (neighborhood
zonation) at 1:25,000 to 1: 50,000; and large scale (site-specific zonation) at 1:5,000 to 1:
15,000.
Landslide hazard zonation is commonly portrayed on maps using GIS techniques.
Preparation o f these maps requires an in-depth knowledge o f the mass movement
processes and an understanding o f the causative factors that may lead to an occurrence of
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potentially damaging landslides. Therefore, this is a task that should be undertaken by
geoscientists (NRC, 2004).

2.3.2 General Methodology

The Geographic Information System contains a set o f procedures which facilitate
data input, storage, manipulation and analysis, and which output both spatial and attribute
data to support decision-making activities (Grimshaw, 1994). It provides an excellent tool
for landslide hazard zonation. The first application o f GIS to landslide hazard zonation
took place in the late 1970s (Newman et al., 1978). In the 1980s, the application o f GIS
to landslide mapping increased rapidly because o f fast developing computer technology
and commercial GIS software packages. Over the past three decades, geoscientists have
developed several approaches to landslide hazard analysis. The methods presented in the
literature can be broadly classified into five basic approaches: direct mapping, heuristic
approach

(geomorphic

analysis),

statistical

analysis,

deterministic

analysis,

and

probabilistic analysis.
Despite a lack o f agreement on methods and the scope o f research, all o f the
methods are founded upon a basic concept (Carrara et al., 1995) which includes the
following aspects: mapping o f landslides over a target region; identification and mapping
o f a set o f causative factors which are correlated with slope instability; estimation o f the
relative contribution o f these factors in generating slope-failures; and classification o f the
land surface into domains o f different degrees o f hazard by different analysis methods.
Most o f the current hazard mapping aims to predict where failures are most likely to
occur instead o f when they are likely to take place.
Landslide hazard mapping and assessment requires a preliminary selection o f a
suitable mapping unit that refers to a portion o f the land surface which has a set o f ground
conditions that differ from adjacent units across definable boundaries (Hansen, 1984).
Various methods have been proposed to partition terrain into mapping units for the
purpose of landslide hazard zonation (Carrara et al., 1995). The commonly used mapping
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units can be classified into five groups: grid cells, terrain units, unique-condition units,
slope units, and geomorphic units.
Guzzetti et al. (1999) summarized the definition o f each mapping unit. Grid cell,
or pixel, is preferred by raster-based GIS users. The area is divided into regular squares
o f a predefined size which become the mapping unit o f reference. Each grid is assigned a
value for a particular factor (terrain parameters, geological, and land use, etc.). A stack o f
raster map layers, each representing a single factor o f slope instability, is obtained for the
grid based landslide hazard assessment. The grid format offers many advantages due to
the simplicity o f operation through matrix algebra, and has been widely used by many
researchers in heuristic, statistical, and deterministic analysis. Different analysis models
have been developed to perform landslide hazard assessment based on the factor map
layers.
Terrain units, which are traditionally preferred by geomorphologists, can be
described as natural divisions o f the terrain that can be distinguished on aerial
photographs: for example, bottom and summit areas, relative flatness and steepness in
slope, convergent and divergent areas. Terrain units are the basis o f the land-system or
land-unit classification approach, which has found wide application in many land
resources investigations (Meijerink, 1988).
Unique condition units are constructed by the overlay o f different categorical
maps, so each map unit is defined by a unique combination o f attributes. It implies the
classification of each slope-instability factor into a few significant classes, which are
stored in a single map or layer. By sequentially overlaying all layers, homogeneous
domains (Chung et al., 1995) are singled out whose number, size and nature are strictly
dependent on the criteria used in classifying the input factors.
Slope units can be obtained by partitioning the terrain into hydrological regions
between drainage and divides (Carrara, 1988). It can be considered as the left or right
side o f a sub-basin o f any order into which a watershed can be partitioned. It can be
automatically derived from a high resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM). According
to the prevailing slope failure mode and size, slope units can be resized by partitioning a
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river basin into nested subdivisions, coarser for larger landslides and finer for smaller
slope failures (Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994). Slope units can be further subdivided
into geomorphic units.
Methods for landslide hazard assessment and zonation can be qualitative or
quantitative, and direct or indirect. Qualitative methods are subjective in defining
landslide hazard using descriptive terms. Quantitative methods produce numeric
estimations such as factor o f safety or failure probability. Van Westen (1993, 2000), Van
Westen et al. (1996, 1997), and Soeters and Van Westen (1999) discussed the main
approaches in landslide hazard zonation and the scales o f mapping. The main methods
and their characteristics in landslide hazard analysis are listed in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6 The main methods used in landslide hazard zonation (after Van Westen, 1993 , 2000)
Methods

Main Characteristics

Direct
mapping

Direct mapping o f mass movement for those sites where landslides have
occurred in the past. This method usually involves aerial and satellite
image interpretation and field work.

Heuristic
approach
(geomorphic
analysis)

Direct or semi-direct methods in which the geomorphological map is
derived into a landslide hazard map by terrain analysis, direct mapping of
data analysis, or by combining several maps into one using subjective
decision rules based on the experience o f the earth scientist.

Statistical
analysis

Indirect methods in which statistical analyses are used to obtain predictions
o f the mass movement hazard from a number o f parameter maps. Usually,
the bivariate, multivariate, and fuzzy logic approaches are used.

Deterministic
analysis

Indirect methods in which parameter maps are combined in calculations
including slope stability analysis by geotechnical engineering methods and
Newmark displacement analysis for seismic-induced slope stability
assessment.

Probability
analysis

Indirect methods in which the uncertainties in geotechnical parameters are
considered in slope stability analysis by a probabilistic method such as
Monte-Carlo simulation and the first order second moment approach. The
failure probability or reliability index is used in landslide hazard
assessment.

Geomorphic analysis is generally used for very large areas such as national hazard
maps. The scale o f such maps can be on the order o f 1TOO,000 to 1:250,000. This kind of
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mapping is mostly used by large regional or national planning. The statistical analysis has
the most flexibility in scale and in data type. It can also be used for medium scale
mapping with scale o f 1: 25,000 to 1:50,000. This scale o f mapping can be used for
infrastructure and transportation route planning. The deterministic and probabilistic
analyses are used generally for local, regional, and site-specified hazard analyses such as
land use planning for large engineering projects like dams, nuclear power plants,
highways, and slopes of open pit mines and spoils. The scales for local regional hazard
assessment can be at 1:15,000 to 1:25,000. For detailed engineering study, the scale o f
hazard mapping can be at 1:5,000 to 1:15,000. Such large scale mapping needs large
scale digital topographic maps and geological maps, and/or high resolution aerial or
satellite images (e.g. 1 to 4 m in spatial resolution).

2.3.3 Direct Mapping

Direct mapping is the most straightforward approach to landslide hazard zonation.
It relies on visual analysis o f aerial photographs, satellite images, topographic and
geologic maps, field observations, and the database o f historical landslide occurrence o f a
study area. Direct mapping creates interpretative maps o f the extent and relative activity
o f landslide features. Such landslide maps are a basic data source for other landslide
hazard mapping projects. Four major classes o f maps can be produced by direct mapping
approach: landslide inventory maps (Wieczorek, 1984), landslide density maps, landslide
activity maps, and qualitative combination maps.
The direct interpretation o f high resolution aerial and satellite images can lead
directly to the identification o f the large landslides and scarps. For identification o f small
scales of mass movement, a knowledge o f characteristics o f landslides and image features
such as color, tone, shape, and texture is necessary. The landslide information extracted
from images is related to terrain, vegetation, and hydrological conditions. Landslides
disrupt the vegetation cover and expose the basal soil/rock and hence alter their spectral
characteristics; therefore, vegetation cover and high moisture content in the debris along
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with their shapes and locations are used as a key in demarcating the slide area (Sarkar and
Kanungo, 2001).

2.3.4 Heuristic Approach (Geomorphic Analyses)

The heuristic qualitative approach combines the directly mapped landslides with
their geomorphic setting to generate hazard maps. This approach is based on the direct
relationship between the occurrence o f slope failure and the causative terrain parameters.
Causative factors are ranked and weighted according to their assumed or expected
importance in causing slope failure (Guzzetti et al., 1999).

Causative factors can be

determined by the analysis of historic landslides and their terrain conditions.

This

method is subjective and relies on the professional experience of the expert and the rule
o f decision making, especially for the causative factor extraction and its weight
assignment. Usually, the decision rules are difficult to formulate because they vary from
place to place. Therefore, a good knowledge on the causes o f landslide is essential in the
decision making process. For hazard zonation, the historic databases o f landslide and
terrain parameters are o f the utmost importance. This method can be applied at all map
scales. The application o f this approach is common in some European countries where
sufficient experience in the determination o f the relationship o f terrain parameters and
landslide hazards distribution exists (Vames, 1984).

2.3.5 Statistical Methods

The statistical approach is based on the observed relationship between each factor
and the past and present landslide distribution. All possible causative terrain parameters
are weighted and integrated using GIS for landslide susceptibility analysis. The strength
of this functional approach is also directly dependent on the quality and quantity o f data
collected. Bivariate, multivariate statistic, probability, and favorability functions are used
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to analyze the parameters o f instability (Carrara et al., 1991, Van Westen, 1993, Chung
and Fabbri, 1999, Fabbri et al., 2003, Santacana et al., 2003).
A statistical approach assesses hazard by assuming that the past events are guides
to the future. The basic assumption for this method is that the factors which caused slope
failure in a region in the past are the same factors that will generate landslides in the
future.
Results of a statistically based analysis usually are indices indicating the degrees
of hazard. The analysis methods applied in statistical analysis are listed in Table 2.7.

Table 2.7 The statistical methods in GIS-based landslide hazard assessment (after Van Westen,
1993, 2000)_________________________________________________________________________
Statistical
Analysis Methods
Evaluation Parameters
Authors
Model
Brabb, 1984, Van
Susceptibility analysis
Landslide density
Bivariate
Weston, 1992, 1993
statistical
Information value method Information value
Yin and Yan, 1988
methods
W eights o f evidence
Spiegelhalter, 1986
Landslide occurrences
modeling
Percentage o f a terrain unit
Multivariate Multiple regression
Carrara, 1983,
covered
by
landslides
statistical
Carrara et al., 1991,
methods
Probability
and
favorability
function

Discriminate analysis

Pixels with mass movements

Likelihood ratio function

Favorability index

Membership function
(fuzzy set)
Dempster-Shafer belief
function

Membership

1995

Chung and Fabbri,
1993 , 1999

Belief and plausible function

In the bivariate statistical model, the role o f individual factors or combinations
related to slope failure is evaluated. The weight or contribution o f a causative factor to
the landslide hazard is determined on the basis o f landslide density in each individual
class. The GIS procedures for bivariate analysis usually are: (1) the division o f each
parameter map into a number o f relevant classes; (2) the overlaying o f the landslide map
with each parameter map; (3) the determination o f landslide density and weighting the
value of each parameter class; (4) the assignment o f weighting values to the various
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parameters maps; (5) the final overlay mapping using a decision rule and determination
of susceptibility threshold values; and (6) the classification o f the resulting score in a few
landslide hazard classes.
In many cases, the principal causative factors for rain- or earthquake-induced
landslides are found to be slope steepness. Other parameters may be taken into account in
bivariate models include soil type, slope aspect, slope height, land use, distance to a river,
drainage density, etc. Medium scale maps are most appropriate for this type o f analysis.
Large scale maps do not supply sufficient detail for this type o f analysis.
Van Westen (1993) applied density functions to determine weights o f causative
factor classes. Yin and Yan (1988) developed an information value method for landslide
hazard assessment, which can be applied on a pixel-base as well as rock units. The
landslide hazard information o f each unit can be calculated, and the degree of hazard for
a unit is calculated by the total information value. The hazard zonation map is generated
by reclassifying the total information value map.
Bivariate statistical methods have a serious drawback because of the assumption
of conditional independence, in which the different parameter maps are independent with
respect to the probability for the occurrence o f a landslide. This assumption is generally
invalid. The problem can be avoided if the user evaluates the data and makes a new
parameter map by combining the dependent maps (Van Westen et al., 1997).
Multivariate statistical models were developed for landslide hazard zonation by
Carrara (1983) and Carrara et al. (1991, 1995). In their applications, the grids or
morphometric units are reclassified into landslide hazard classes. The analysis is based on
the presence and absence of mass movement phenomena. For each o f the sample units,
the presence or absence o f landslides is determined. The resulting matrix is analyzed by
multiple regression methods. A statistical model o f slope instability in hazard is assessed
through correlation o f past landslides with several influential factors. The general linear
model assumes the form as:
L = fa + A X , + {32X 2 + /?3W3 + • • -p„Xn + *
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where: L is the presence/absence (or area percentage) o f landslide in each mapping unit.
The Xn’s are input predictor variables (or instability factors) measured or observed for
each mapping unit. The /i„’s are coefficients estimated from the data through techniques,
which are dependent on the statistical tool selected (multiple regression, discriminant
analysis, and neural networks, etc.), and e represents the residual error o f the model.
The procedure in multivariate analysis involves several preliminary steps, which
can be described as follows: (1) the determination o f a list o f factors which will be
included in the analysis; (2) the partition o f the study area into mapping units such as grid
cells, terrain units, unique condition units, or slope units etc.; (3) the identification o f the
percentage o f landslide affected area in each mapping unit; (4) the creation o f various
classes o f parameters/factors map; (5) the creation o f presence/absence values for each
mapping unit by overlaying the parameter maps with the mapping unit map, and the
creation o f a large matrix; (6) the combination o f the mapping units map with the mass
movement map via map overlay and the division o f mapping units into stable and
unstable units; (7) the exportation o f the matrix to a statistical package for subsequent
analysis; (8) the importation o f the results per mapping unit into the GIS and recoding of
the land units; (9) the verification o f the frequency distribution o f classified stable and
unstable units for proper separation; and (9) the classification o f the map into a few
hazard classes.
Two types o f multivariate analyses have been conducted extensively: multiple
regression and discriminant analysis (Carrara, 1983, Carrara et al., 1991). Both methods
are often employed in parallel in the same project. It is preferable to apply discriminant
analysis with continuous variables, while the regression analysis can be used with normal
variables.
Chung and Fabbri (1993, 1999) developed a prediction model to produce a
thematic map showing the area likely to be affected by future landslides and thematic
classes indicating the degree of uncertainties associated with the prediction. This
prediction model is also referred to as the favorability function approach, which is based
on two assumptions: (1) past landslides o f a given type can be characterized by sets o f
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layers o f supporting spatial data, and (2) landslides o f the same type will occur in the
future under similar circumstances (Chung and Fabbri, 1999).
The basic assumption for statistical analysis is that the future landslides will take
place under the conditions which led to past and present slope instability (Vames, 1984).
This assumption could be true for static factors such as geology, structure, and
geomorphology. For factors which vary with time such as groundwater conditions, slope
inclination, and seismic activities, the assumption might not be applicable. Earthquake
shaking that triggers slope movements in one earthquake may differ from the shaking of
another earthquake in the same region at a different time, and the instability factors
determined for a particular earthquake-induced landslide event may vary greatly in
response to changes in the ground motion characteristics (Khazai, 2004). Thus, for
earthquake-induced landslide hazard assessment, attention should be given to the
dynamic instability factors analysis.
Although multivariate techniques can be applied at different scales, their use
becomes quite restricted at the regional scale, where an accurate input map o f landslide
occurrences may not be available and most o f the important parameters cannot be
collected with satisfactory accuracy. At large scales, different factors will have to be used
(such as groundwater depth, soil sequences and thickness). These data are very difficult
to obtain even for relatively small areas. Therefore, the medium scale is considered most
appropriate for multivariate analysis.
In statistical analysis, the accuracy o f the final hazard maps might be tested by
comparison with the historic landslides in the area, and through an iterative process o f
analysis and classification, an optimalization o f the model can be established.

2.3.6 Deterministic Methods

Heuristic and statistical approaches give no information on the stability o f a slope
as expressed in terms o f its factor o f safety or reliability. In order to obtain this
information, it is necessary to use the deterministic slope stability method. This analysis
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model is based on the failure mechanism that is used in geotechnical engineering. The
advantage o f these ‘white box’ models is that they can obtain quantitative values o f slope
stability through stability analysis. Usually, the limit equilibrium method is employed in
GIS-based stability analysis and landslide hazard zonation. The results, such as factor of
safety and/or displacement can be used directly by land developers and geotechnical
engineers in stability prediction, engineering design, and geohazard management (Van
Westen, 1996, 2000, Capolongo et al., 2002, Xie, et al., 2003, Zhou, et al., 2003).
The deterministic approach includes the pseudo-static analysis and Newmark
displacement model. A pseudo-static analysis combines a traditional static slope stability
analysis with the addition o f a horizontal force component that models the effects of
earthquake-induced ground motions. The pseudo-static analysis yields a factor o f safety
against seismic slope failure. This effectively provides a simple binary index o f whether a
slope is expected to fail or not at a given level o f seismic acceleration.
Many

deterministic

methods

for

assessing

earthquake-induced

landslide

susceptibility have been developed on the basis of Newmark’s block sliding model.
Permanent displacement techniques provide

information regarding

actual

slope

performance through calculation o f some indices o f relative or actual displacement based
on commonly accepted characterizations o f earthquake-shaking severity. Permanent
displacement analysis is often chosen because o f its higher information content, better
modeling o f ground motion, and increasing acceptance in the earthquake engineering
community over static slope stability analysis. In recent years, many researchers have
integrated GIS and various deterministic models for slope failure zonation. Wilson and
Keefer (1985) developed a deterministic method for evaluating landslide susceptibility in
terms of exceedance o f significant threshold value o f Arias Intensity and permanent
displacement for different types o f landslides. Wieczorek et al. (1985) predicted the
spatial distribution o f unstable slopes using a displacement method.
Deterministic models are increasingly being used in seismic-induced landslide
hazard analysis, especially with the aid o f GIS techniques which can perform a large
number of calculations o f pseudo-static safety factors or seismic-induced displacement
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over large areas. Deterministic methods are applicable when the geomorphic and
geologic conditions are fairly uniform over the entire study area and the landslide type is
simple. The analysis models that can be used in the deterministic method are listed in
Table 2.8.

Table 2.8 The deterministic methods of slope stability analysis used in GIS-based landslide
hazard assessment
Methods

Analysis Model

Evaluation Parameters

Infinite slope model
Pseudo-static
analysis

Displacement
analysis

2D analysis o f slices:
Ordinary method o f slice, Bishop Method,
Janbu’s generalized method, Spencer’s
method
3D analysis o f columns:
Hovland’s column method, Hungr’s Method
Newmark displacement:
Integration from ground motion time-history,
Ambraseys and M enu’s (1988) equation,
Jibson’s (1993) and Jibson et al. (1998)
equation, Yegian et al. (1991) equation

Factor o f safety,
critical acceleration

Earthquake-induced slope
displacement

For application o f the GIS-based deterministic model, the ID, 2D, and 3D
approaches can be used. The 2D and 3D slope stability methods are complex, and need to
sample data at pre-defined slope profiles or slope units and export these data to an
external 3D slope stability model. This is only applicable to small areas where detailed
terrain and material data are available. A common deterministic method, usually applied
to translational slides, is the infinite slope model. Wieczorek (1985) first applied the
infinite slope model and simplified displacement method to produce seismic landslide
susceptibility map for a study area in San Mateo County, California. This method has
been widely used in GIS-based landslide susceptibility mapping and has become a
popular slope stability analysis tool because it is simple and applicable to many shallow
landslides. The infinite slope model is appropriate for failure analysis of a soil mass that
overlies a sloping drainage barrier, such as a bedrock or a less permeable and well
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compacted soil layer (Hammond el al., 1992). However, the infinite slope model does not
adequately predict deep-seated, rotational failure. In recent research on GIS slope
stability analysis, the 3D limit equilibrium analysis method was employed by several
researchers (Xie et al., 2003, 2005). In the 3D method, the entire study area is divided
into slope units by terrain analysis tools. Taking each slope unit as a study object, the 3D
factor o f safety can be obtained and the landslide hazard distribution can be then mapped
for the entire study area.
The advantage o f these models is that they are based on deterministic slope
stability models, allowing the calculation o f quantitative values o f stability (safety factors,
displacement, or critical acceleration). The main problem with these methods, however,
is the degree o f simplification, which is constrained by the assumptions. Another problem
is that the data requirements for the deterministic model can be difficult to achieve in
order to make the model effective.

2.3.7 Probabilistic Methods

Obviously, all input data for the deterministic calculation o f a factor o f safety
inherit uncertainties. In recent years, considerable research has been directed towards
applying probabilistic methods to site-specific stability analysis (Vame 1984). Because
the parameters in slope stability analysis are inherently uncertain, a probability o f failure
should be estimated. Some parameters that are highly variable in space and time,
including soil/rock strength, depth o f potential sliding mass, saturated depth, and unit
weight, can be considered as random variables. Probabilistic methods might be a more
efficient approach to earthquake-induced landslide hazard analysis because they allow for
spatial variability and uncertainties in all the parameters including earthquake occurrence,
ground motion parameters, and material and slope features.
The probability methods applied in GIS-based landslide hazard zonation include
three approaches. The first is to apply the reliability or probability analysis method,
which is used in slope engineering design. This approach uses the limit equilibrium
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model and probability method to consider the randomness o f input parameters. The result
is a map showing the average safety factor or failure probability for a given groundwater
depth and horizontal seismic acceleration in conjunction with the return period of
triggering events. The factor o f safety or failure probability can be used to test different
scenarios o f slip surfaces and groundwater depths. The landslide susceptibility o f a study
area can be determined by the relative magnitude of calculated results. M any articles are
available concerning this approach to slope stability analysis (Low and Tang, 1997, Low
et al., 1998, Christian and Urzua, 1998, Malkawi et al., 2000, El-Ramly et al., 2002).
Many approaches to reliability analysis can be applied to slope stability estimation.
Among them, the Monte-Carlo simulation and the first order second moment approach
are commonly used in probability analysis. The probabilistic methods used in GIS-based
landslide assessment are listed in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9 The probabilistic methods used in GIS-based landslide hazard assessment
Stability Analysis Methods

Probabilistic Analysis Methods

Evaluation Parameters

Monte-Carlo simulation
Pseudo-static analysis

First order second moment method
Point estimate method

Failure probability,
reliability index,
mean factor o f safety

Hasofer-Lind approach
Displacement and critical
acceleration analysis

Probability function method
Failure probability
Monte-Carlo simulation

The second approach to probabilistic analysis is based on displacement analysis.
The displacement in an area is compared with the inventory o f seismic triggered
landslides to construct a probability curve relating predicted displacement to failure
probability. A probability function is applied to predict and to map the spatial variation in
failure probability under earthquake conditions (Jibson and Harp, 1998, Capolongo et al.,
2002). In displacement methods, the landslide hazard also can be predicted by probability
o f Newmark displacement exceeding the threshold value (Del Gaudio et al., 2003).
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Threshold values of 5 cm or 10 cm are usually used for displacement based probabilistic
analysis.
The third probabilistic method is based on the critical acceleration exceedance
probability for a given seismic shaking threshold value. The critical acceleration, ay, o f
each earthquake represents the minimum shear resistance required for the slope to remain
stable under such seismic shaking. In order to estimate whether the slope has a significant
probability o f failure under future seismic shaking, the spatial distribution o f calculated
critical acceleration can be compared with the actual acceleration value o f a slope (Del
Gaudio et al., 2003). This procedure is a simplified method o f characterizing the
earthquake-induced landslide hazards.
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Chapter 3 Study Area: Nueva San Salvador, El Salvador

3.1 Introduction

El Salvador is a small and densely populated country in Central America. It
-y

extends about 21,040 km over a flat erosion surface 650 to 750 m above sea level. The
surface slopes to the east and is cut by numerous, deeply incised streams and rivers. In
the south, it is bordered by the coastal Cordillera (Cadena Del Balsamo with maximum
altitude 1,100 m) and Cerro San Jacinto (1,154 m), in the west by Boqueron volcano
(1,967 m), and in the north by the relatively subdued Cerros de Mariona (798 m). To the
east is the steep slope towards Lake Ilpango (438 m o f water level) (Schmidt-Thome,
1975). Figure 3.1 shows the map o f El Salvador.
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Figure 3.1 Map o f El Salvador (after Baum et al., 2001)

,

The population, estimated at about 6.4 million (2001), is very unevenly
distributed throughout the country. Well over h alf o f the population is concentrated in the
southwest, the zone o f the highest seismic hazard, in which at least twelve destructive
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earthquakes have occurred during the 20th century alone (Bommer et al., 1998, 2002).
Landslides are a common occurrence in El Salvador.
On January 13, 2001, a destructive earthquake o f M7.6 struck El Salvador, which
centered off the coast at 13.049°N, 88.660°W in the subduction zone occurring in the
lower Cocos plate with a focal depth o f 60 km. This earthquake was followed by
numerous aftershocks o f the same origin (Jibson et al., 2004). One month later, on
February 13, 2001, a second major inland earthquake o f M6.6 occurred which centered at
13.64°N, 88.94°W with a shallower depth o f 10 to 15 km. The February 13 earthquake
was caused by a strong, shallow intraplate strike-slip fault, which likely occurred in
response to the complicated stresses in the Caribbean plate as it overrides the Cocos plate
(USGS, 2001). Figure 3.2 shows the distribution o f recorded historic landslides in El
Salvador during the 1986 and 2001 earthquakes.
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Figure 3.2 The distribution o f historic landslides in El Salvador. The background image is
the Landsat satellite image. Data source: SNET (National Services o f Territorial Studies,
El Salvador)
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The January 13, 2001 earthquake triggered widespread destructive landslides in
many parts o f the country. Most o f the southern two-thirds o f the country had
experienced ground acceleration o f at least 0.1 g, and several strong-motion stations in
South Central El Salvador recorded peak accelerations o f 0.4 g or greater. The strong
earthquake shaking o f the January 13, 2001 earthquake affected a large part o f El
Salvador. Most o f the triggered landslides were relatively shallow falls and slides in rock
and debris primarily within young volcanic pyroclastic deposits (Jibson and Crone, 2001).
The most significant concentration o f landslides occurred on slopes around the periphery
of San Salvador, in the Cordillera Balsamo region west and south o f San Salvador, in the
area around Lake Ilopango and Lake Coatepeque, and on steep flank o f some volcanoes
in the southern part o f the country (Jibson et al, 2004).

3.2 Study Area: Nueva San Salvador

The study area, Nueva San Salvador, formally known as Santa Tecla is located
west o f San Salvador. The city o f Nueva San Salvador is at the southern foothills o f the
San Salvador Volcano. Situated on the Pan-American Highway, the city is in an area with
coffee plantations, livestock farms, and many large estates. In 1992, the population o f the
area was 116,575.
Geographically, the study area is located in the Cordillera Balsamo region. There
was a highly seismic landslide occurrence area during the January 13 and February 13,
2001 earthquakes which caused a great loss o f life in this area. In view o f this tragedy,
there is great public concern about the slope stability above Nueva San Salvador along
the Balsamo Ridge. The public’s concerns include whether and how potential landslides
could be triggered and how slopes might respond to future large earthquakes similar to
those o f January 13 and February 13, 2001 (Jibson and Crone, 2001).
After a preliminary search o f the target sites during a field trip in Nueva San
Salvador area in June 2003, the author and his professors identified the Balsamo Ridge
area around the City o f Nueva San Salvador as a prime study area. Regional earthquake-
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induced landslide hazard assessment was performed in Nueva San Salvador and its
vicinity. Furthermore, the Balsamo Ridge area, which is a critical seismic hazard prone
area, was selected for site-specific landslide hazard zonation study. As shown in Figure
3.3, the areas for regional landslide hazard zonation cover over 200 km2. The site-specific
area inside the study area, a part o f Balsamo Ridge, was selected for the 2D and 3D slope
stability analysis.
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Figure 3.3 The study area for the regional and site-specific (2D and 3D) landslide hazard
zonation. The boundaries o f study areas are overlaid on a Landsat satellite image. The
area is 200 km2 for regional landslide hazard zonation, and about 5 km2 for site-specific
zonation.
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The study o f seismic-induced landslide hazard zonation was carried out using
GIS-based deterministic and probabilistic models developed in this study. The study
includes: (1) characterizing the landslides that occurred in natural terrain in Nueva San
Salvador; (2) determining the statistical correlations between landslide occurrence and
terrain parameters; (3) determining seismic parameters according to the original ground
motion records during earthquake; (4) performing slope stability analysis using the
developed GIS-based deterministic and probabilistic methodologies, including seismicinduced displacement analysis, ID , 2D, and 3D slope stability calculations; and (5)
performing landslide hazard zonation based on the degree o f seismic-induced slope
stability.
Various types o f data are available and can be used to predict the level o f
landslide hazard susceptibility o f slopes during earthquakes. In this study, the information
integrated into the predictive model includes geology, in-situ material properties,
dynamic properties of soil and rock, hydrologic conditions, topographic data, peak
ground motion, and derivative information from satellite images. The GIS-based analysis
model is applied to perform earthquake-induced slope stability analysis and landslide
hazard zonation, which aims to alleviate the public concerns and supply landslide
susceptibility information for hazard mitigation, future infrastructure planning, and
earthquake response decision-making by the government o f El Salvador.

3.3 Geology

3.3.1 Geological Setting of El Salvador

El Salvador sits atop the western part o f the Caribbean plate, where it is
overriding the Cocos plate. The Cocos plate is subducting beneath the Caribbean plate
from the Middle American trench at a relatively high rate o f 92 mm/year with a deep
subducting angle. Figure 3.4 shows the tectonic setting o f Central America.
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Subduction zones are geologically complex and produce numerous earthquakes
from multiple sources. The country is crossed from west to east by a chain o f Quaternary
volcanoes as a result o f the subduction process. Earthquakes in this region can be divided
into two types: shallow intraplate earthquakes and deep intraplate earthquakes. Shallow
intraplate (crustal) earthquakes occur within the crust o f the overriding Caribbean plate.
They have been mostly produced by right-lateral faults running parallel to the volcanic
range as a result o f oblique convergence o f the Cocos plate relative to the Caribbean plate.
The February 13, 2001 (M6.5) earthquake was caused by this type of faulting. Deeper
intraplate earthquakes occur within the shear zone o f subducting Cocos plate. The
January 13, 2001 earthquake (M7.6) is an example o f this type o f earthquake (JSCE,
2001 ).

3.3.2 Geology o f Nueva San Salvador and Vicinity

The surface geology o f Nueva San Salvador is dominated by the primary and
reworked products of Upper Tertiary to Holocene volcanism. All rocks cropping out in
the study area are volcanic and consist o f intercalated primary and reworked Upper
Tertiary to Holocene deposits. The stratigraphic sequence in the area consists, from oldest
to youngest, o f the Balsamo Formation (B1 -B 3), Cuscatlan Formation (C1-C3), and San
Salvador Formations (SI, S2, S3A-S3C, S4, S5A-S5C, and Qf) that are largely composed
o f pyroclastic deposits and associated volcaniclastics. Table 3.1 shows the stratigraphic
sequence o f Nueva San Salvador and its surrounding area (listed from top to bottom).
South o f the older rocks, the Miocene to Pliocene Balsamo Formation (B1-B3)
covers a large part o f El Salvador. It is comprised o f intermediate to basic volcanic rocks
and reworked material from these rocks (i.e. volcanic epiclastic rocks).
The Balsamo Formation forms the coastal mountains o f El Salvador. The belt o f
volcanoes o f this formation has a maximum width o f 90 km. In Plio-Pleistocene, local but
widespread eruptions o f acid extrusive rocks occurred in the central part o f El Salvador.
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Table 3.1 Stratigraphy o f volcanic materials in the vicinity o f Nueva San Salvador (listed from
top to bottom)___________ ______________________________________________________________
Formation
Stratigraphic Groups
Age

San

Pleisto-

Salvador

Qf

Alluvium including artificially reworked material,
up to 20 m

S5

Basaltic extrusive rocks, volcanic ash and tuff deposit

S4

Flolocene
S3

Plio-

White acidic pumice ash (Tierra Blanca) up to 50 m,
produced when the Lake Ilopango depression formed
Brown pyroclastic and volcanic epiclastic deposits (Tobas
Color Cafe) up to 25 m

S2
SI

Andesitic and basaltic extrusive rocks, locally scoria, from
La Laguna crater partly interbeded in S3

C3

Acidic to intermediate-acidic extrusive rocks, partly o f the
same age as C2.

C2
Cl

Acidic pyroclastic and volcanic epiclastic rocks, up to 80 m.
Locally ignimbritic and welded tu ff deposit, up to 25 m

B3

Andesite basaltic extrusive rocks, up to 30 m

B2
B1

Volcanic epiclastic and basic pyroclastic rocks with
intercalation of andesitic lava flows (up to 10 m),
up to 100 m

Cuscatlan
Pleistocene

MioBalsamo
Pliocene

After Evans and Bent (2004), Weber (1978), and Schmidt-Thome (1975)

The rocks o f lower Cuscatlan Formation (C l, C2) were deposited in and around
Ahuachapan, and the Lake Ilopango area. In the Balsamo Ridge, ignimbrite o f the
Cuscatlan Formation overlies rocks o f Balsamo Formation.
The upper Cuscatlan Formation (C3, Pleistocene) and the acidic volcanism o f the
San Salvador Formation (S1-S5, Flolocene) overlie the older formation to the north. The
coastal mountains consist mostly o f the Balsamo Formation (B| and B 2 , Mio-Pliocene) to
the south.
The San Salvador Formation is present mainly in the northern part o f the study
area. The formation starts, in general, with acidic, brown and yellowish, more or less
consolidated, medium to fine-grained pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks (known as Tobas
Color Cafe or TCC) with thickness up to 25 m. The stability o f TCC depends mainly on
the degree o f consolidation. In the case o f heavy rainfall, exposed TCC is rapidly eroded
down to considerable depth and over large areas. The youngest part o f the San Salvador
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Formation, which is rather widely distributed, consists o f white acidic pyroclastic and
epiclastic rocks (known as Tierra Blanca or TB). They were produced by a center within
the Lake Ilopango depression. The TB consists o f light-grey to white, fine-grained dacitic
pumice ash. The thickness varies from a few meters, or even a few centimeters up to 50
m. TB is relatively well-consolidated and is stable only in places where it is thick.
Flowever, in most of the area, TB is poorly consolidated and can be easily eroded
(Schmidt-Thome, 1975)
Two sets o f fault systems with strike directions o f northwest-southeast and eastwest cross each other in the study area. The individual faults probably were formed at
different times but were repeatedly reactivated. Ring-like structures formed by
volcanotectonic subsidence are also present in the study area around volcano craters. The
geologic map o f the study area (Nueva San Salvador) is shown in Figure 3.5. The
lithologic units were converted into a GIS map layer, which is shown in Figure 3.6.
3.4 Historic Destructive Earthquakes
The area of San Salvador is situated in a zone o f frequent and sometimes
disastrous earthquakes. In general, about 20 earthquakes o f medium intensity are
perceivable annually (Schmidt-Thome, 1975). El Salvador was hit by at least 14
destructive earthquakes of intensity up to X (modified Mercalli intensity scale) between
1915 and 2001. The information on triggered landslides is available for the most recent
events (the 2001 earthquakes). The main parameters for these earthquakes are
summarized in Table 3.2.

3.5 Landslides in Nueva San Salvador Area

Major earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 5.4 have caused widespread
landsliding in San Salvador and its vicinity. Table 3.3 shows the major events and
landslide damages since 1982. The locations o f earthquake-induced landslides during
1986 and 2001 are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.5 The geologic map o f Nueva San Salvador (Scanned from 1:100,000 geology
map o f El Salvador). The legend o f lithology is listed in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.2 Source parameters o f some of the destructive earthquakes in El Salvador in the past
century (Benito et al., 2004)_____________________________________________________________
Latitude
Longitude
Y ear/M onth/Day
Depth
Intensity
Ms
Source
/Hours/Minutes
(km)
(MM)
(°)

o

-89.60

1917/06/08/01:30

13.90
13.83
13.77

-89.31
-89.50

7.7
6.7
5.4

1919/04/28/06:45

13.69

-89.19

5.9

1930/07/14/22:40
1932/05/21/10:12

14.12

-90.25
-88.00
-88.93
-89.78

6.9
7.1
6.1
5.9
5.9
6.3
7.3
5.4

10
15
80
10
60

1915/09/07/01:20
1917/06/08/00:51

1936/12/20/02:45
1937/12/27/00:43
1951/05/06/23:03
1965/05/03/10:01
1982/06/19/06:21
1986/10/10/17:49
2001/01/13/17:33

12.80
13.72
13.93
13.52
13.70
13.30
13.67
13.05

-88.40
-89.17
-89.40
-89.18
-88.66

7.8

IX

60
10
10

VIII
VIII

Subduction
Local
Local

10

X

Local

30
150
10
10

VII
VIII
VIII
VII-IX

Local
Subduction
Local
Local

VIII
VIII
VII
VIII-IX
VIII

Local
Local
Subduction
Local
Subduction

VIII

Local

2001/02/13/14:22
13.67
-88.94
6.5
10
Ms: Surface wave magnitude scale.
Intensity (MM): Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale (I to XII).

Table 3.3 M ajor events and landslide damages in El Salvador since 1982
Date
September, 1982
Heavy rainfall
October 10, 1986
San Salvador
Earthquake (M5.4)
January 13, 2001
Earthquake (M7.6)
February 13, 2001
Earthquake (M6.6)

Damages
Triggered debris flow. Originated on the steep eastern flanks o f San
Salvador volcano. Struck the M ontebello area on the northern side o f
San Salvador. Killed over 500 people.
Landslides were largely confined to the Tierra Blanca deposits o f San
Salvador Formation. The main type o f landslides was debris flow.
Killed over 200 people.
Triggered thousands o f landslides. The most devastating landslide
occurred in the Las Colinas area o f Nueva San Salvador. Killed over
900 people
Triggered thousands o f landslides. Killed over 300 people.

The January 13, 2001 earthquake triggered widespread landslides in Cordillera
Balsamo. The Balsamo Ridge defines the northern boundary o f the Cordillera Balsamo.
The major types o f landslides triggered by the earthquake were relatively small (tens to
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hundreds of cubic meters), shallow falls and slides (depth < 5 m) in surface rock and
debris within young volcanic pyroclastic deposits (Jibson et al., 2004). However, it also
triggered a few large, deep, and destructive landslides.
The field investigation o f landslides had been carried out by National Services of
Territorial Studies, El Salvador (SNET), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), and other
organizations. According to the landslide data provided by SNET, the occurrence o f the
landslides triggered by the January 13 and February 13, 2001 earthquakes was correlated
with lithology and terrain parameters including lithological unit, slope angle, slope aspect,
land use, and water drainage.
The geologic units most affected by landslides include the Balsamo Formation,
and the younger pyroclastic units that overlie the Balsamo Formation. Among these
overlying materials, the San Salvador Formation, especially S4 (TB), is particularly prone
to slope failure. The Cordillera Balsamo region at the south o f Nueva San Salvador city
was most affected by the January 13, 2001 earthquake. The most damaging landslide was
the Las Colinas landslide, which buried a middle-class Las Colinas neighborhood in
Nueva San Salvador. The landslide, which was off the steep northern flank o f the
Balsamo Ridge, originated at an elevation o f about 1,040 to 1,070 m and traveled
northward for a distance of about 800 m. The vertical drop from the ridge to the
neighborhood was about 160 m. The volume o f the landslide material was about 250,000
m3 (Jibson and Crone, 2001). Figure 3.7 is an IKONOS satellite image (March 16, 2001)
showing the Balsamo Ridge and Las Colinas areas. The large scale landslides such as the
Las Colinas landslide can be directly identified from the image. Figure 3.8 shows some
slope failures along the Pan-American Highway on the west o f Nueva San Salvador.
Figure 3.9 shows slope failures along the Balsamo Ridge investigated by a team from the
Japan Society o f Civil Engineers. Figure 3.10 is an oblique aerial view of the Las Colinas
landslide that buried the southern portion o f the community. Figure 3.11 shows a cross
section of the Las Colinas landslide. In 2003, the slide mass o f the Las Colinas landslide
was moved and the unstable area was mitigated. Figure 3.12 shows a typical profile of
volcanic deposit at the site o f the Las Colinas landslide.
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Figure 3.7 The Las Colinas landslide and the Las Chorios flowslide in the Balsamo Ridge
area (IKONOS satellite image, March 16, 2001)
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F igure 3.9 Slope failures along the Balsamo Ridge (after JSCE, 2001, Jibson and Crone, 2001
topographical map: Ministerio de Obras Publicas, 1970)

Figure 3.10 Oblique aerial views o f the Las Colinas landslide (slope towards north) that
buried a middle class neighborhood o f Nueva San Salvador (Photograph by Edwin L.
Harp, U.S. Geological Survey, 2001)
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Figure 3.11 Cross-section o f the Las Colinas landslide showing four generalized
geological strata (after Lotti C. & Association, 2001).

Figure 3.12 A photograph showing the soil profile where excavation for slope mitigation
at the top o f the Las Colinas landslide was conducted (photograph by S. L.
Huang, 2003)
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Chapter 4 Causative Factor Analysis and GIS Data Processing

4.1 Introduction

The factors that affect slope stability are numerous and the occurrence of
landslides in general is a function o f the interaction o f natural phenomena such as
unfavorable geological conditions. The main complex contributing factors are geological
materials, geomorphologic features, groundwater, hydrologic conditions, land use,
rainfall, earthquakes, and human activities. Generally, these factors can be categorized
into three major classes: (1) geology, (2) geomorphology, and (3) external triggering
factors. A landside can be trigged by an earthquake or by other natural causes such as
heavy rainfall, volcanic eruptions, or river erosion. The three classes and their
subdivisions are listed in Table 4.1. Detailed descriptions o f these factors can be found in
the literature (Vames, 1984, Khazai, 2004). In this chapter, geology, geomorphology,
earthquakes, and vegetation o f the study area are discussed. The GIS source data were
processed for landslide hazard zonation. The ground motion, which is the major external
triggering factor for an earthquake-induced landslide, will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.2 Geology

4.2.1 Lithology

The geological units in an area may be grouped by lithology. Lithologic features
such as material composition and stmcture influence mechanical behaviors o f rock and
soil. The type o f slope failure is also related to the material types. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 (see
Chapter 2) show the material types for different types o f slope movement. In the study
area, the young pyroclastic Tierra Blanca deposits occur within the upper part o f the San
Salvador Formation and blanket the surface o f the area. These deposits were produced by
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a crater within Lake Ilopango (which occupies Ilopango Caldera) and reach up to 50m in
thickness.

Table 4.1 The factors controlling slope stability and landslides
Factor
Classification

Factor
Lithology

Geology
(Slope material)

Structure
Hydrogeology

Subdivision
Lithologic unit
Geotechnical parameters

Geomorphology
(Slope geometry)

Slope
Direction

Control failure mode

Groundwater

Change shear strength

Drainage network
Slope height

Aspect

Ground motion
Earthquake duration

External
Triggering
Factors

Rainfall
Climate
Weathering
Land Use

Other factors

Vegetation

Affect slope stability as the
boundary condition of slope

Profile shape

Earthquake magnitude
Earthquake

Control slope stability and
failure mode

Geological discontinuities

Slope angle
Slope
Geometry

Description

Influence soil moisture and
seismic force
Change stress condition,
decrease shear strength and
increase pore water pressure

Rain duration

Change groundwater table,
strength and pore pressure

Weathering depth

Change strength

Agriculture
Engineering activity

Change slope geometry and/or
vegetation

Vegetation type

Change slope material property

Vegetation index

In the past 75,000 years, Ilopango Caldera has been the source o f four
exceptionally large and violent explosive Tierra Blanca eruptions that produced
widespread tephra layers and ignimbrites (Rolo et al., 2004). There are at least four Tierra
Blanca (TB) pyroclastic sequences, each separated from the others by a brown to reddishbrown paleo-soil several meters thick. These sequences are informally called TB4, TB3,
TB2 and TBJ (Tierra Blanca Joven), from oldest to youngest.
The geotechnical properties o f Tierra Blanca have been investigated by several
researchers and consulting companies (e.g. Bommer et al., 1998, 2002, Lotti C. &
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Association, 2001, Rolo et al., 2004). The main engineering problem caused by the Tierra
Blanca deposits is their susceptibility to landslides during heavy rainfall and earthquake
ground shaking (Rolo et al., 2004). Tierra Blanca material has also been observed to be
susceptible to liquefaction, but this hazard is limited because o f the deep groundwater
table in most o f the area. Some liquefaction-related damage was observed on the shores
o f Lake Ilopango (Bommer et al., 2002).
According to the particle size distribution, Tierra Blanca can be classified as
sandy silt or silty sand. The index properties o f Tierra Blanca are summarized in Table
4.2 (after Rolo et al., 2004). The samples o f the first three rows in Table 4.2 were
extracted from a depth o f 1.5-2.0 m under an undisturbed condition with natural moisture
content during the later part o f the dry season in El Salvador (October to April). The soil
typically has a moisture content that varies from 7.5 to 29.5% and with a degree of
saturation from 21.8 to 82.5%. The specific gravity, Gs, usually varies between 2.25 to
2.5, with moist unit weight, y, ranging from 11 to 15 kN/m .

Table 4.2 Index properties of Tierra Blanca (After Rolo et al., 2004)
Moisture
Content

Specific
Gravity

W (%)

Gs

n (%)

Sr(%)

y (kN/m3)

B erdousis, 2001

7.95

2.44

46.1

22.63

13.91

M avrom m ati, 2000

9.92

2.50

51.7

23.44

13.02

Rolo, 1998

7.63

-

49.2

21.80

13.70

Amaya Dubon and
Hayem Breve, 2000

20.88

2.26

44.0

59.81

14.98

29.48

2.29

53.0

60.11

13.70

Guzman Urbina and
Melara, 1996, Min.
and Max. value

16.70

2.43

47.5

43.0

10.80

28.10

2.50

62.3

82.5

12.9

References

Porosity

Degree of
Saturation

Unit
Weight

The shear strength o f Tierra Blanca was determined from direct shear and triaxial
compression tests conducted by several authors (Lotti C. & Association, 2001, Rolo et al.,
2004). Table 4.3 shows shear strength o f undisturbed and remolded samples at natural
moisture content. In Table 4.3, the soil friction angle o f undisturbed samples varies from
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30 to 39°, corresponding to soil cohesion o f 1.2 to 30 kPa. The geotechnical parameters
o f pyroclastic deposits at Balsamo Ridge are listed in Table 4.4. In the Las Colinas
landslide area, the range o f tested cohesion is between 5 and 80 kPa for the samples of
paleo-soils.

Table 4.3 Strength parameters o f Tierra Blanca by direct shearing test (after Rolo et al., 2004)
Reference

Friction Angle

C ohesion

<K°

c, kPa

39

30

Undisturbed, natural moisture

34

0

Undisturbed, saturated

36

10

Remold, natural moisture

35

0

35

6

30

1.2

Remold, saturated
Undisturbed, natural moisture/
San Antonio
Undisturbed, natural moisture/
Cumbres de Cuscatlan,

34

70-90

Mavrommati, 2000
Berdousis, 2001
Amaya Dubon,
Hayem Breve, 2000

Bernal Riosalido,
2002

Condition/Sample Location

Undisturbed, natural moisture

Table 4.4 Soil properties of Balsamo Ridge at Las Colinas landslide (by Lotti C. & Association,
2001, and Loria, 2003)__________ _________ __________ ____________ ___________________
Shear
Dry
Average
Friction
Density
Strata
SPT
Unit
Wave
Thickness
Angle
Velocity
Weight
m
N
kg/m3
Vs, m/s
kN/m3
4>,°
1

Pyroclasts

15-25

10-40

1500

90-145

11

30-35

2

Brown ashes

20-80

10-40

1530

390-750

11

30-33

3

Paleo-soils

1.5

O
7
00

1760

390-750

11

20-24

4

Pyroclasts

N/A

Refusal

1900

660-1100

18

35-38

Cohesion

Young’s
Modulus

Poisson’s
Ratio

Shear
Modulus

M ax. Shear
Modulus

c, kPa

E, kPa

V

G, kPa

Gmax? kPa

Table 4.4 (Continued)
Strata
1

Pyroclasts

60-80

6.0x104

0.43

2.0x104

1.2xl04 - 3 .2 x l0 4

2

Brown ashes

30-40

3.6x105

0.33

1.5x10s

2 .3 x l0 5 - 8.6 x l0 5

3

Paleo-soils

5-10

3.6x105

0.33

1.5xl05

2.7 x 105~ 9 .9 x 105

4

Pyroclasts

200

3 .8 x l0 6

0.26

1.7xl06

8.3 x 105~ 2 .3 x 106
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The shear strength is particularly influenced by the negative pore water pressures
and the presence o f weak cementation. Negative pore-water pressure increases the
effective stress and makes a positive contribution to the shear strength. The cementation
provides an additional strength and stiffness to the soil mass. However, the weak
cementation o f volcanic soil is easily broken when the soil is subjected to a small strain.
Both factors play an important role in the stability o f slopes and these types o f deposits
show a tendency to fail during heavy rainfall and seismic activity (Rolo et al., 2004).

4.2.2 Geotechnical Parameters

Laboratory test data and field engineering measurements are limited for this study
area. Most of the historic landslides occurred in TB4 units (Tierra Blanca). The friction
angles are in the range o f 30-39° and cohesions are in the range o f 30~90kPa. Because
laboratory and field measurements are lacking, it is difficult to determine the
geotechnical parameters of other lithologic units. However, it is probably true that the
other units should have higher shear strengths than the TB4 unit (i.e., the Cuscaltan and
Balsamo formation would have higher friction angle and cohesion). All o f the soils or
rocks near the ground surface have been weathered and their strengths decrease under the
influence of weathering and groundwater. The strength parameters o f these near-surface
materials should be much lower than those o f the unweathered bedrock. For the GISbased slope stability analysis, the average value and range o f the geotechnical parameters
assigned to each lithologic unit based on the above analogy are shown in Table 4.5.

4.2.3 Groundwater

Besides soil strength parameters, groundwater also plays a vital role in stability of
slopes, especially for slopes consisting o f loosened volcanic soil. The effects of
groundwater on slope stability include increasing pore water pressure and decreasing
shear strength o f soil. Both effects are clearly causative factors o f slope failure. The direct
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influence o f pore water pressure on slope stability is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The
estimation of the effect of groundwater condition on slope stability analysis usually
includes evaluation o f the depth o f the groundwater table or the soil saturation ratio. In
order to illustrate the influence o f groundwater conditions on the factor o f safety, factors
o f safety were calculated by using the FLAC/Slope 5.0 program at the condition of
homogenous soil, slope angle=50°, <p= 36°, and c=35 kPa. Figure 4.1 shows the
relationship between the factor o f safety and the soil saturation ratio (in here, saturation
ratio is Hw/H, see Figure 4.1) for a slope. Both slopes (H=15 m and 30 m) failed at full
saturation (Hw/H =l). In dry soil conditions, slopes were stable with factors of safety over
1.5.

Table 4.5 Geotechnical parameters of lithologic units
Formation

San
Salvador

Cuscatlan
Balsamo

Units

Friction, <)>(°)

C ohesion, c (kPa)

Dry Unit Weight, y
(kN/m3)
Range
A verage

A verage

Range

A verage

Range

S5

39

35-43

75

60-90

15

13-17

S4

35

32-38

35

20-50

12

11-13

S3

36

33-39

50

40-60

13

11-15

S2

38

35-41

65

50-80

13

12-14

C3

39

35-43

80

60-100

15

13-17

Cl

40

36-44

85

65-105

15

13-17

B3

41

36-46

110

90-130

17

15-19

B1

42

37-47

120

90-150

17

15-19

The direct evaluation o f groundwater conditions in the study area was not carried
out due to lacking o f drill-hole data. However, groundwater was involved in some slope
failures (for example, debris flows). For simplification, the analysis often assumes
completely dry or fully saturated condition. A drained slope could be a valid assumption
for the earthquake-induced slope stability analysis, such as those for the 2001 El Salvador
earthquakes, because they occurred during a long dry season. Otherwise, groundwater
distribution should be determined according to field investigation o f the hydrogeological
conditions in a study area.
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Factor of Safety vs. Soil Saturation
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Figure 4.1 Factor o f safety vs. soil saturation ratio (Hw/H) under homogenous soil
condition (slope angle=50°, <j) =36°, c=35 kPa). The factor o f safety drops rapidly after
the saturation ratio is greater than 0.3. Both slopes (H=15 and 30m) will fail under a fully
saturated condition (Hw/H =l).
4.3 Geomorphology

4.3.1 Slope Angle and Height

Slope angle is one o f the most important causative factors affecting slope stability.
Estimating the critical slope angle is one o f the goals o f conventional slope stability
analysis. The characteristics o f earthquake-induced landslides have shown strong
relationships among slope inclination, failure mode, and mechanism. Rock falls and rock
slides generally occur on steep slopes, usually greater than 35° (Keefer, 1984). In
landslide hazard assessment, a statistical relationship between slope angle and historic
landslide occurrence can be used to evaluate potential landslide activity.
In the study area, in dry conditions volcanic soil such as Tierra Blanca (TB) is
able to stand in deep, near-vertical slopes. A numerical analysis o f slope stability for a
simple slope was performed using FLAC/Slope 5.0 (Itasca, 2005). Figure 4.2 shows the
relationship between the factor o f safety and slope angle for homogenous volcanic soil
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under a static and dry soil condition (^ = 36°, c=35 kPa). Under these conditions, slopes
can withstand heights up to 15m with a nearly vertical slope but the factor of safety
decreases steeply with increasing slope angles.

Figure 4.2 Relationship between factor o f safety and slope angle under a static and dry
soil conditions for homogenous volcanic soil {(/) -3 6 ° , c=35 kPa).
In El Salvador, according to the statistics o f historic landslides during the 1986
and 2001 earthquakes, the records o f 139 landslides indicate an increase in failure
frequency as the slope angle approached 30-50°. Beyond that, a sharp decrease follows.
However, landslide frequency increases again when the slope angle is greater than 80°
(Figure 4.3a). Many steep road cuts likely contributed to sliding o f steep slopes during
these earthquakes.
The engineering activity o f road cutting strongly influences slope stability. In El
Salvador, around 20% o f the triggered landslides occurred in steep slopes with slope
angles greater than 70°, and most o f them were initiated by road cuts along highways.
High population density resulting from residential development close to such steep,
unprotected slopes in the San Salvador area has compounded the problem (Bommer et al.,
1998).
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4.3.2 Slope A spect

Slope aspect (i.e. dip direction o f slope surface) and curvature may also influence
slope stability. Soil moisture, vegetation, and the orientation of geological structures may
be reflected by slope aspect, which in turn may influence soil strength and susceptibility
to landslides. Figure 4.3b shows the correlation between landslide frequency and slope
aspect in volcanic material during the 2001 earthquakes. The NE (45°~90°) direction
shows the highest landslide frequency.

Slope A spect
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Figure 4.3 Histogram o f landslide frequency (number o f landslides) vs. slope angle and
slope aspect. In the El Salvador area, landslide frequency increased as the slope angle
approached 30-50°.

4.3.3 Depth and Dimension o f Slope Failure

The slope failures triggered by the 2001 earthquakes was relatively shallow. The
histogram o f 137 landslides’ frequency vs. corresponding failure depth shows that the
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failure depth for 56% o f the landslides was 2 to 4m, and a further 20% o f landslides had
4 -6 m failure depths (Figure 4.4a). Around 10% o f landslides had failure depths over 20
m. The Las Colinas landslide, which had a failure depth o f 35 m, was one o f the deepest,
most massive slides and had devastating consequences.
Figure 4.4b shows the dimensions (length o f slides in source area) o f seismicinduced landslides. According to the statistics of 44 landslides with size measurements,
52% o f landslides were less than 50 m in length. Few landslides had dimensions greater
than 500 m, which might have included the runoff distance o f debris flow. The Las
Chorros flowslide traveled 1300 m downslope, and Las Colinas landslide had a runoff
distance o f 700-800 m.
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Figure 4.4 Histogram o f landslide frequency (number o f landslides) vs. failure depth and
the dimension o f sliding mass (137 landslides in statistic o f failure depth and 43 in failure
dimension). The failure depth for 56% o f the landslides was within 4 m, and 20% o f
landslides had 4~6m failure depths. Slightly over half (52%) o f landslides are less than
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4.4 Earthquakes

Slopes frequently become unstable during earthquakes or heavy rainfall. A
sensitivity analysis was carried out for volcanic soil under dry conditions and different
horizontal accelerations using the Bishop Circular Surface method and the RSS slope
stability program (U.S Department o f Transportation, 1996). Figure 4.5 shows the curves
o f factor o f safety vs. horizontal acceleration and slope height under dry soil conditions
(slope angle=50°, (f>= 36°, c=35 kPa). At same slope angle, the factor o f safety drops
sharply with the increase o f horizontal acceleration and slope height. As the slope height
increases from 15 m to 80 m, the critical horizontal acceleration decreases from 0.6 g to
0.08 g. The influence o f ground motion on slope stability will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 5.

Factor of Safety vs. Horizonatal Acceleration and
Slope Height

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Horizontal acceleration, g

Figure 4.5 The factors o f safety vs. horizontal acceleration and slope height at a dry soil
condition (slope angle=50°, <f>- 36°, c=35 kPa). At the same slope angle, the factors o f
safety drop sharply with an increase in horizontal acceleration and slope height.
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4.5 Vegetation

4.5.1 Root Strength

Some research shows that vegetation cover can improve the stability o f slopes
because root systems provide additional shear strength to the soil mass (Gray and Leiser,
1982, Greenway, 1987).
Vegetation influences slope stability in two ways: through hydrological effects
and through mechanical effects (Chok et al., 2004). Hydrological effects involve removal
o f soil water by evapotranspiration through vegetation, which leads to an increase in soil
suction or a reduction in porewater pressure, and hence an increase in the effective shear
strength o f the soil. The shear strength o f the soil is also increased through the
mechanical effects o f the plant root matrix system which provides a laterally reinforcing
surface layer that acts as a membrane to hold the underlying soil in place (O ’Loughlin
and Ziemer, 1982) and by anchoring an unstable soil mantle to stable subsoils or rocks
where the roots penetrate a potential failure surface. The density o f the roots within a soil
mass and the roots’ tensile strength contribute to the ability o f the soil to resist shear
stress. The effects o f soil suction and root reinforcement have been quantified as an
increase in apparent soil cohesion.
In the slope stability analysis (infinite slope and block sliding models), the two
parameters, root strength and tree surcharge, can be considered. Root strength is
expressed as root cohesion and tree surcharge as the tree weight per unit area. Tables 4.6
and 4.7 list the root strength and surcharge values cited in literature.

4.5.2 Vegetation Index

In the study area, the density o f the vegetation cover can be determined through
digital processing of remote sensing images. Identification o f vegetation is based on
differences in spectral characteristics between vegetation and soil. These differences are
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particularly distinct in the red (around 0.675 pm) and near-infrared (0.8 to 1.0 pm)
channels. Many researchers have developed various ‘vegetation indices’ based on certain
combinations o f the intensities o f these channels. These indices are used to identify and
monitor the temporal variation o f vegetation cover.

Table 4.6 The root strength value cited in the literature
Soil Type

Vegetation Type

Nursery loam

Sugi

SM (f= 3 0 ° )

Root Strength,
kPa
1.8-5.7

Hemlock

5.6-12.6

Sitka Spruce

3.7-7.0

Yellow cedar

5.4

SM
(<t>’=35~37°)

M ixed Sitka Spruce &
hemlock

Tyee S. S.
(SM)

Investigators
Tsukamto and
Minematsu, 1987

Wu, 1984

4.2-5.5

Wu et al., 1979

Coastal Oregon Douglas-fir

11.5-22.7

Douglas-fir

4.2-14.0

Burroughs and
Thomas, 1977

Table 4.7 Tree surcharge values reported in the literature
Tree Species

Tree Surcharge, kPa

Unspecified, 30~80m high

0.48-1.91

Sitka spruce, Alaska

2.51 (average)

Sitka spruce, 30~60m high

2.39

Investigators
Greenway, 1987
Sidle, 1984
W u e ta l., 1979

The most commonly used index is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDV1). It is defined by the following general equation:
N D VI =

N IR -R
NIR + R

(4.1)

Where: NIR is the reflection in the near infrared band; R is the reflection in the red band.
For Landsat TM and IKONOS satellite images, band 3 is for red, and band 4 is for NIR.
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In general, vegetation yields high positive N D VI values. Clouds, water, and snow
yield negative values due to larger red reflectance than NIR. The N D VI value for rock and
bare soil areas are near zero due to their similar reflectance in both bands. Therefore, in
an N D VI image the lighter tone areas are associated with dense coverage with healthy
vegetation. Figure 4.6 shows the classification o f vegetation in the Nueva San Salvador
area into 4 classes: heavy vegetation, moderate vegetation, scattered trees, and grass and
bare land.

4.6 GIS Data Preparation and Processing

All o f the data sets which were needed to conduct a detailed seismic-induced
landslide hazard zonation were digitized and rasterized at a 30m grid spacing for the
entire regional analysis and at a 10 m grid spacing for site-specified analysis (2D and 3D
analysis) in the ArcGIS platform. Figure 4.7 shows the data layers used in seismicinduced slope stability analysis in the study area. The GIS source data obtained from the
study area for seismic-induced landslide hazard zonation are as follows:
(1) 1:25,000 topographic maps and digitized vector topographic data with a 10m
contour interval in the study area (Nueva San Salvador HOJA-2357III-SE, Zaragoza
HOJA-2356IV-NE). This map can be transformed into a digital elevation model (DEM)
or ESRI grid, which is elevation expressed as a 3D digital surface;
(2) Geological map of El Salvador at 1:100,000 scale, which is used to define the
lithology;
(3) Digital strong ground motion records from the 2001 El Salvador earthquakes
and the published seismic hazard map;
(4) Historic landslides occurrence during 1986 and 2001 earthquakes in El
Salvador;
(5) Landsat TM images with 30 m resolution and IKONOS images with 4 m
resolution; and
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Figure 4.6 The vegetation classification in the study area using vegetation index. The
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GIS Data for Slope Stability Analysis
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Figure 4.7 GIS datasets for seismic-induced slope stability analysis in the study area

(6) Research papers and reports o f investigations o f the 2001 earthquakes by
USGS, the Japan Society o f Civil Engineers, and Lotti C. & Association, and literature
related to seismic hazard study and volcanic soil in El Salvador.
The GIS data preparation for the above mentioned factors can be described as
follows.
(1) Surface Model Creation
An ArcGIS TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) was created using a 1:25,000
vector digital topographic map. It was then converted into a digital elevation model
(DEM or Grid). The ArcGIS Spatial Analyst was used to do the terrain surface analysis.
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Figure 4.8 shows the hillshade map o f the study area with stream networks. Figures 4.9
and 4.10 show the slope angle and slope aspect o f the study area.
(2) Geotechnical Parameters
Geotechnical parameters have been collected on a site-specific basis. The values
of strength properties vary spatially throughout the terrain. Distribution o f geomaterials is
shown as lithologic layers based on the geological map (polygon shapefile). The
geotechnical strength parameters were assigned according to Table 4.5. The polygon file
(including attributes o f friction angle, cohesion, unit weight o f soil materials) was
converted into friction, cohesion and unit weight grid files. The friction angle o f surface
lithology in the study area is shown in Figure 4.11. The soil cohesion and unit weights on
the surface soil map were produced the same way as the friction angle.
(3) Depth o f the Potential Sliding Surface
The depth o f the potential sliding surface also varies spatially throughout the area.
With information from the historic landslide database, the depth at unsampled points was
done in ArcGIS through interpolation using the Kriging method. The prediction map o f
soil depths was converted into grid map layers. The predicted map of the depth o f the
potential sliding mass is shown in Figure 4.12.
(4) Groundwater Condition
Due to the lack o f data for the groundwater table distribution, the model
considered three scenarios: a dry condition, 5 -7 m depth o f the groundwater table, and a
fully saturated condition during the factor o f safety analysis. For the fully saturated
condition, it was assumed that the groundwater table coincided with the ground surface.
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Figure 4.8 The hillshade map o f the study area with stream network. The map was
produced using ArcGIS with ArcHydro tools. The San Salvador Volcano is in the north,
and the ridge in the middle o f the map is known as the Balsamo Ridge.
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Figure 4.9 Slope angle variation in the study area. The map is produced from a digital
topographic map (1:25000). The grid size is 30x30 m2.
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Chapter 5 Ground Motion and Topographic Effect

5.1 Introduction

Ground motion was found to be the primary factor in earthquake-induced slope
failure. Seismic-induced ground motion is often sufficient to trigger landslides in slopes
that have low to moderate stability in static conditions. The minimum ground
acceleration or earthquake magnitude to trigger landslides depends on the earthquake
duration, terrain characteristics, and geotechnical parameters o f the potential sliding mass.
In January and February o f 2001, El Salvador experienced two major earthquakes
that caused widespread damage and fatalities throughout much o f the country. The
earthquake o f January 13 had a magnitude, Mw, o f 7.6, and the epicenter was located 40
km o ff the coast o f El Salvador beneath the Pacific Ocean (13.049°N, 88.660°W) at an
estimated focal depth o f 60 km. The focal mechanism indicates normal faulting in the
overriding Caribbean plate (Jibson et al., 2004).
In the city o f Nueva San Salvador, a nearby seismograph recorded base motion
with a maximum horizontal acceleration o f 587.7 cm/s2 (0.6 g) along the north-south
direction (Santa Tecla station). In order to estimate the seismic hazards in the study area,
this chapter discussed ground motion characteristics, seismic response, and slope stability
in the Las Colinas landslide area.

5.2 Strong Ground Motion

The ground motion produced by earthquakes can be recorded by a seismograph.
The actual record o f ground shaking from the seismograph, known as a seismogram, can
provide information about the characteristics o f earthquake. For engineering purposes,
the earthquake amplitude, frequency, and duration have primary significance. Strong
ground motion can be described by various ground motion parameters. Among them, the
earthquake magnitude, peak ground acceleration {PGA), and Arias Intensity {Ia) are
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widely used in landslide hazard estimation. A typical ground motion record, including
acceleration, velocity, and displacement histories during the January 13, 2001 earthquake,
is shown in Figure 5.1.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 list the characteristics o f the strong-motion stations and
instruments in El Salvador (Cepeda et al., 2004). Each station was assigned a National
Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP) site class (Dobry et al., 2000), which is
listed in the last column o f Table 5.1.
The NEHRP site class was originally calculated as the average shear wave
velocity within the top 30 m. B sites (rock sites) have average velocities o f 760 m/s to
1500 m/s. C sites are very dense soils or soft rocks with average velocities o f 360 m/s to
760 m/s. D sites are defined as stiff soils with average velocities o f 180 m/s to 360 m/s.
The definitions o f NEHRP site classes are listed in Table 5.3.
Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of recorded horizontal acceleration in El
Salvador during the January 13, 2001

earthquake. Contour lines of horizontal

acceleration were generated using the ordinary kriging method based on the seismograms
at the stations listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Southern El Salvador experienced strong
earthquake shaking with horizontal earthquake acceleration reaching 0.3-0.8 g.
Horizontal acceleration close to the coastline was greater than 0.8 g. In northern El
Salvador, horizontal acceleration decreased to 0.1-0.3 g.
Nueva San Salvador experienced an acceleration o f 0.3-0.8 g. The records from
the Hospital San Rafael (TE) and Santa Tecla (ST) accelerograph stations in the Nueva
San Salvador recorded peak horizontal accelerations (N-S component) o f 0.46 g and 0.6 g,
respectively. Such high earthquake shaking would be strong enough to trigger landslides,
rock falls, or soil cracks in the study area.
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Figure 5.1 Horizontal acceleration, velocity, and displacement (N-S) component
during the January 13, 2001 El Salvador earthquake recorded at ST station located
at Santa Tecla (Nueva San Salvador). Sources: corrected accelerogram from the
USGS website.
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Table 5.1 Characteristics o f strong motion recording stations (after Cepeda et al., 2004)
Code

Description

Owner

Instrument

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

Geology

NEHRP
Site

AH

Ahuachapan

CIG

SMA-1

13.925

89.805

S3

D

AR

Armenia

UCA

SSA-2

13.744

89.501

S3

D

BA

San Bartolo

UCA

SSA-2

13.704

89.106

S4

D

BE

Berlin

GESAL

SSA-2

13.497

88.529

S2

D

CA

CEPA, Acajutla

CIG

SMA-1

13.567

89.833

B1

Rock

Cl

Centro de Investigaciones
Geotecnicas, San Salvador

CIG

SMA-1

13.698

89.173

S5'A

Rock

CM

CESSA, Metapan

CIG

SMA-1

14.333

89.450

QT

Rock

CU

Cutuco

CIG

SMA-1

13.333

87.817

C3

Rock

DB

Ciudadela Don Bosco,
Soyapango

CIG

SMA-1

13.733

89.150

S4

D

EX

Extemado, San Salvador

UCA

SSA-2

13.707

89.207

S4

D

LI

La Libertad

UCA

SSA-2

13.486

89.327

Q'F

C

MG

San Miguel

CIG

SMA-1

13.475

88.183

S3

C

NO

San Pedro Nonualco

UCA

SSA-2

13.602

88.927

Cl

D

OB

Observatorio, San Salvador

CIG

SMA-1

13.681

89.198

S4

D

Panchimalco

UCA

SSA-2

13.614

89.179

Cl

Rock

CIG

SMA-1

13.616

88.550

B3

Rock

CIG

SMA-1

13.692

89.250

S3’A

C

CIG

SMA-1

13.692

89.250

S3'A

D

PA
QC
RF
RS

“ 15 de septiembre” dam
(zero level)
Relaciones Exteriores
(bottom o f borehole)
Relaciones Exteriores
(ground level)

SA

Santa Ana

CIG

SMA-1

13.992

89.550

S3

D

SE

Sensuntepeque

CIG

SMA-1

13.867

88.663

B1

Rock

SM

Santiago de Maria

CIG

SMA-1

13.486

88.471

S3

D

SS

Seminario “San Jose de La
Montana” (ground level)

CIG

SMA-1

13.705

89.225

S4

D

ST

Santa Tecla

CIG

SMA-1

13.675

89.300

S3

D

TE

Hospital San Rafael, Santa
Tecla

UCA

SSA-2

13.671

89.279

S2

C

TO

Tonacatepeque

UCA

SSA-2

13.778

89.114

Cl

D

GESAL

SSA-2

13.520

88.512

S2

D

CIG

SMA-1

13.677

89.236

S3'A

D

CIG

SMA-1

13.737

89.209

S4

C

TR
UC
VF

Planta Boca Pozo, Berlin
Universidad Centroamericana,
Antiguo Cuscatlan
Viveros de D U A (bottom o f
borehole), San Salvador

VI

San Vicente

UCA

SSA-2

13.642

88.784

S4

D

VS

Viveros de DUA (ground
level), San Salvador

CIG

SMA-1

13.737

89.209

S4

D

ZA

Zacatecoluca

UCA

SSA-2

13.517

88.869

B1

Rock
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Table 5 .2 R ecords for the January 13, 2 0 0 1 earthquake, peak acceleration, peak v elo city and pseudo
spectral accelerations for 0.3 s and 1.0s. Stations ordered w ith increasing rupture distance (after C epeda et
ah, 2 0 0 4 )
__________________________ ______________________________________________________________
Rupture
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PGA
PGV
PGA
PGV
PGA
PGV
T=0.3 s
Code Distance
T= 1 s
T=0.3 s
T= 1 s
(cm/s2) (cm/s)
(cm/s2) (cm/s) (cm/s2) (cm/s)
(cm/s2) (cm/s2)
(km)
(cm/s2) (cm/s2)
Vertical

North-South

East-West

LI

61.3

1092

53.2

1290

285

604

15.9

564

35.5

958

237

ZA

72.0

255

12.3

362

140

247

8.6

305

19.1

410

229

PA

75.4

173

9.2

223

174

87

7.3

151

9.4

182

111

SM

77.7

864

27.8

1607

350

432

16.1

702

40.4

2011

415

NO

78.9

569

37.5

1063

402

430

18.2

479

26.4

1789

319

TE

79.2

486

57.0

1103

385

239

18.5

A ll

34.2

1112

389

TR

79.4

453

18.6

1017

163

235

18.0

364

24.2

1279

220

ST

79.4

588

60.5

1119

514

464

21.6

761

43.3

2570

343

RF

81.0

204

19.5

476

233

184

13.9

205

16.6

470

251

RS

81.0

317

27.6

1207

280

323

15.3

298

22.9

1026

268

OB

81.4

420

38.4

1096

555

301

13.0

372

26.2

1052

507

ss

83.2

267

15.0

544

211

157

11.3

247

20.3

656

330

EX

83.7

295

25.4

962

441

151

11.9

Yll,

17.4

584

394

BA

85.2

154

25.2

615

491

163

15.2

195

31.2

485

454

CA

86.5

106

18.6

209

282

49

4.2

96

14.6

226

183

vs

86.5

301

21.9

N/A

N/A

207

12.5

306

37.3

N/A

N/A

DB

87.1

221

23.2

473

523

157

11.3

245

19.2

502

183

QC

87.2

149

23.5

365

209

120

10.2

183

16.0

574

163

AR

87.3

589

49.6

751

1050

219

19.6

445

53.3

1183

657

MG

91.9

118

12.1

215

252

88

6.0

133

12.8

204

225

TO

92.0

258

23.1

594

424

201

9.8

230

23.2

611

208

SE

108.7

81

8.5

213

115

57

6.2

60

9.1

190

71

SA

112.1

133

19.5

373

407

50

6.2

84

13.6

169

175

CU

113.6

76

13.8

205

100

62

4.0

78

8.6

179

149

AH

114.8

210

16.6

335

335

121

10.8

143

14.9

318

324

CM

144.1

14

1.7

23

18

N/A

N/A

12

2.2

21

25

N otes: Rupture distance = distance to plane o f rupture; P G A = horizontal peak ground acceleration;
P G V = horizontal peak ground v elo city ; P S A = p seu d o spectral acceleration; T = period; N /A = N o data.
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Table 5.3 Definition o f NEHRP site classes by shear velocity Vs and blowcount N (Dobry et al.,
2000)
______________________
Site Class

Shear Velocity Range, m/s

SPT Blowcount, N

A

V > 1500

Not applicable

B

760 < V < 1500

N > 100

C

360 < V < 760

5 0 < N < 100

D

180 < V < 360

15 < N <50

Stiff soil

E

V < 180

N < 15

Stiff soil

Description
Hard rock
Rock
Dense soil or soft rock

Figure 5.2 Peak ground acceleration o f the January 13, 2001 El Salvador earthquake. The
contour map was obtained by using the ordinary kriging. The Southern part o f El
Salvador experienced strong earthquake shaking. The horizontal earthquake acceleration
reached 0.35~0.8g and increased to l.Og near the coastline.
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5.3 Regional Ground Motion Estimation

5.3.1 Estimation Methods

The ground motion caused by the earthquake is generally characterized in terms
of ground surface displacement, velocity, and acceleration. Geotechnical engineers have
traditionally used acceleration because it is directly related to the dynamic force that
earthquake induces in soil mass.
Peak ground acceleration {PGA, or amax) is the most commonly used ground
motion parameter in seismic hazard assessment and Newmark displacement calculation.
For earthquake engineering analysis, PGA is one o f the most difficult parameters to
determine. It represents an acceleration that will be induced sometime in the future. Since
it is not possible to predict an earthquake, the peak ground acceleration must be based on
prior earthquakes and fault studies (Day, 2002).
Engineering geologists can determine PGA at a site based on fault structure,
seismicity, and attenuation relationships. Some o f the commonly used methods to
determine PGA at site are as follows (Day, 2002):
(1) Historic earthquake: past seismic activities, more recent earthquakes, and data
from seismographs can be used in determination o f PGA. The PGA determined from an
earthquake history study should be compared with other methods because the time frame
of recorded earthquake history is usually too small.
(2) Code or other regulatory requirements: there may be local building code or
other regulatory requirements that specify the design value o f PGA.
(3) Maximum credible earthquake: the maximum credible earthquake is often
considered to be the largest earthquake that can reasonably be expected to occur based on
known geologic and seismologic data. It is also considered to be the maximum
earthquake that an active fault can produce. The method used to determine maximum
credible earthquake is referred to as the deterministic seismic hazard analysis (DSHA)
method. Ground motion is estimated from a given set o f seismological parameters, such
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as earthquake magnitude and the distance from the earthquake rupture zone to the site of
interest.
(4) Maximum probable earthquake: a commonly used definition of maximum
probable earthquake as the largest earthquake that a fault is capable o f generating within
a specified time period, such as 50 years or the design life o f a project.
(5) Seismic hazard map: another method for determining the peak ground
acceleration is to determine the amax that has a certain probability o f being exceeded in a
specific number o f years. Basic ground acceleration can be determined through sitespecific seismic hazard analysis, or from a hazard map produced by a government agency,
for example, USGS seismic hazard maps. Usually, seismic hazard maps show PGA with
a 10% probability o f exceedance in 50 years. The method used to determine PGA, based
on the concept o f acceptable risk, is referred to as probabilistic seismic hazard analysis
(PSHA) method. Ground motion is estimated statistically using all possible earthquake
locations and magnitudes together with their expected probabilities o f occurrence.

5.3.2 Seismic Hazard and Attenuation Relationship

Seismic hazard is the likelihood, or probability, o f experiencing a specified
intensity of any damaging phenomenon at particular site, or over a region, in some period
of interest (Tenhaus and Campbell, 2003). Seismic hazard analysis involves the
quantitative estimation o f ground-shaking hazard at a particular site.
Probability values that are commonly used and cited in probabilistic seismic
hazard analysis (PSHA) are ground motions that have a 10% probability o f being
exceeded in a 50-year exposure period o f engineering interest. The return period of
ground motion, x, is defined as (Tenhaus and Campbell, 2003):

R*(X) “ A[X ^ x ] ~ ln(l - P[X > x])

(5 1 )

where X\X > x] is the annual frequency that ground motion at a site exceeds the chosen
level X = x. P[X >x] is the conditional probability that the chosen ground motion level is
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exceeded for a given magnitude and distance. Based on Equation 5.1, the return period
for ground motions having a 10% probability o f being exceeded in a 50-year exposure
period will be 475 years.
Seismic design codes exist in the form o f zonation maps, which show, explicitly
or through generalized zones, the distribution and level o f hazard in terms o f peak ground
acceleration, usually with a return period o f 475 years.
Ground motion estimation is usually done using a ground motion relation, or an
attenuation relation. A number o f empirical equations o f the attenuation relationship for
different geographic and tectonic environments were developed.
Strong ground motion can be estimated from the attenuation relationship o f the
common logarithmic form (Campbell, 2003):
log Y = bx +b2M - b3 log R - b , R + b5F + b6S + £

(5.2)

where the distance term R is given by one o f the alternative expressions:
r + b7 exp(igM )
R = or

(5.3)

^Jr2 +[b7 +exp(6gM )]2
where Y is strong ground motion o f interest, usually, PGA in g; M is earthquake
magnitude (Mw); R is distance from the earthquake sources to the site (km); £ is a random
error term with a mean o f zero and a standard deviation equal to the standard error o f
estimate o f aiogY', r is a measure o f the shortest distance from the site to the source o f the
earthquake; bs, b6, and b? are defined in terms o f M and R; and bj, b2 , b 4, b$ and bg are
parameters dependent on the tectonic environment.
Several attenuation relations commonly used to estimate PGA for engineering
evaluation are listed in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Attenuation relations used to estim ate PGA (after Cam pbell, 2003)
Region

Attenuation Relation

Tectonic Environment

Western North America

Shallow active crust

Eastern North America

Shallow stable crust

Europe

Shallow active crust
Shallow stable crust

Abrahamson and Silva, 1977
Boore et ah, 1997
Atkinson and Boore, 1995, 1997,
2003
Toro et ah, 1997
Ambraseys et ah, 1996
Dahle et ah, 1990

Japan

All types undivided

Molas and Yamazaki, 1995, 1996

Shallow extended crust
Subduction interface
Subduction intraslab
Subduction undivided

Spudich et ah, 1999
Youngs et ah, 1997
Youngs et ah, 1997
Crouse, 1991

Worldwide

5.3.3 Seismic Hazard in El Salvador

The frequency o f destructive earthquakes in El Salvador demonstrates that it is a
country with very high seismic hazard. The historic earthquakes in El Salvador from
1915 to 2001 are shown in Table 3.2 (Chapter 3). Four earthquakes o f magnitude 7.1 or
larger impacted the Nueva San Salvador area. The largest historic earthquake from 1915
to 2001 was the January 13, 2001 earthquake. In Nueva San Salvador, the interpolated
PGA based on recorded peak ground accelerations of January 13, 2001 was 0.35 to 0.8g
(Figure 5.2).
Various researchers and organizations have estimated the seismic hazard in El
Salvador. Since the San Salvador earthquake o f 1986, three seismic hazard studies have
been carried out for El Salvador and another for Central America as a whole (Bommer et
al., 1996, Lopez et ah, 2004). The first study for El Salvador was conducted by the U.S.
Geological Survey (Algermissen et ah, 1988). The second was conducted by Stanford
University (Alfaro et ah, 1990), and the third was conducted by the Universidad Nacional
Autonoma de Mexico (Singh et ah, 1993).
The attenuation relationship for peak ground acceleration has been derived in
many hazard studies in Central America and El Salvador.
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Bommer et al. (1996), using records from Central America subduction
earthquakes and the model o f Crouse et al. (1988), obtained a prediction equation for
PGA as:
In{PGA) = -1.47 + 0.608M -1.181 In (R) + 0.0089H
(5.4)
^ „ ( ,G,) = 0-54

^

J

where M is earthquake magnitude; R is hypocentral distance; and H is focal depth, both
in kilometers; gi„(pga) is the standard deviation.
Alfaro et al. (1990) separately studied crustal and subduction data because crustal
and subduction earthquakes have different travel paths and stress conditions. For the
near-field events (events within one source dimension o f the epicenter, where source
refers to the width or length o f faulting, whichever is shorter), a dataset o f 20 records
obtained at epicentral distances between 1 and 27 km from 12 earthquakes in Guatemala,
Nicaragua, and El Salvador with magnitudes in the range o f 4.1 to 7.5, were used. The
equation obtained for PGA (g), using the larger horizontal component, is:
log(/,G ^) = -1.116 + 0.312M s -lo g (i? 2 + 7.92) 1/2

(5.5)

where R is the epicentral distance in km; standard deviation o f PGA is a = 0.21. For farfield events (beyond near-field), a dataset for San Salvador was comprised of 20 single
recordings o f earthquakes with magnitudes from 4.2 to 7.2, depths between 36 and 94 km,
and epicentral distances from 31 to 298 km. The equation obtained from the regression
on this dataset is:
\og(PGA) = -1.638 + 0.438M S -1.1811 log(i?2 + 70.02) v 2

(5.6)

with the same standard deviation as Equation 5.5.
Since the above attenuation relations did not consider events after 1990, they tend
to predict smaller PGA values because the large earthquakes in 2001 would have an
influence on the relation.
Figure 5.3 shows hazard maps from each o f these three studies, which show PGA
levels with a 10% probability o f exceedance in 50 years. A revised regional hazard
assessment presented by Lindholm et al. (1995) is also illustrated in Figure 5.3. There is
considerable disagreement amongst the four maps both in terms o f the geographical
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distribution of hazard and of the expected levels o f acceleration. Singh et al. (1993) gives
the highest acceleration of 0.7-1.02 g for El Salvador. Lindhom et al. (1995) gives the
lowest acceleration o f 0.25-0.35 g. The 475-year PGA values for San Salvador were 0.5
g, 0.8 g, and 1.0 g in the maps o f Algermissen et al. (1988), Alfaro et al. (1990) and
Singh et al. (1993), respectively.

Algermissen et ol. (1988)

Singh et ol. (1993)

Figure 5.3 Seismic hazard maps for El Salvador, showing 475-year return period (10%
probability o f exceedance in 50 years) accelerations (g) proposed by different studies
(Bommer et al., 1997).
The average PGA with a 10% probability o f exceedance in 50 years presented in
each of the hazard studies for San Salvador are summarized in Table 5.5.
The possible maximum earthquake magnitude in each source zone in El Salvador
was treated differently in each o f the studies (Bommer et al., 1996). The maximum
earthquakes in El Salvador predicted by the different methods and studies are listed in
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Table 5.5. The January 13, 2001 earthquake represented the largest subduction zone
earthquake and February 13, 2001 earthquake represented the largest volcanic chain
(intraplate) earthquake in El Salvador.

Table 5.5 Summary o f PGA value from seismic hazard maps and maximum earthquake in
1 S alvador predicted by diJ■ferent m ethods and studies.
PG A (g)

Hazard Study

Maximum Earthquake
Magnitude (M)
Subduction
Volcanic
Zone
Chain
7.6
6.6
(01/13/2001) (02/13/2001)

San Salvador

Study Area

0.42llJ
(01/13/2001)

0.6W
(01/13/2001)

Algermissen et al., 1988

0.50

0.45-0.5

7.3

6.6

Alfaro e ta l., 1990

0.8

0.80

7.8-8.2

6.5-6.6

Lindhom et al., 1993

0.30

0.31

-

-

Singh et al., 1993

1.00

0.8-1.00

8.0-8.2

7.7

Rojas et al., 1993

0.75

-

7.5-8.0

7.0

2001 El Salvador
Earthquake (M7.6)

Notes: llJ and 121 are recorded ground acceleration obtained at OB anc ST stations,
respectively.

The El Salvador government released three seismic hazard maps for seismic
design codes in 1966, 1989, and 1994. The country was divided into two parts, Zone I
and Zone II. Zone I is a higher hazard area containing all o f the Great Interior Valley and
the coast mountain ranges and coastal plains. The design values o f PGA from the current
regulations (released in 1994) are 0.4 g and 0.3 g in Zones I and II, respectively. The
study area, Nueva San Salvador is located in Zone I.
There is a considerable variation in PGA as shown above from a low o f 0.3 g to a
high of 1.0 g. For earthquake-induced landslide hazard assessment, the selection o f an
appropriate range o f PGA should be based on a combination o f risk analysis and the
experience o f earthquake engineers and engineering geologists. In the Nueva San
Salvador area, due to the high population density, the slope around the city must be able
to resist the largest maximum earthquake for planning purposes. Thus, for this study 0.5
to 0.8 g was chosen as the appropriate value o f peak ground acceleration amax.
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5.3.4 A rias Intensity

One of the most commonly used earthquake shaking intensities in seismic hazard
analysis is Arias Intensity (Arias, 1970), which is defined as:
ao

(5.7)
^& 0
where Ia is the Arias Intensity in units of velocity, m/s; a(t) is the acceleration-time
history in units o f g; t is the duration time, sec; and g is the acceleration o f gravity.
This earthquake shaking intensity is directly proportional to the integral o f the
square o f an entire acceleration time-history o f an earthquake, which is simply the area
enclosed by the time-domain strong-motion record. An earthquake does not have an
Arias Intensity, but rather an earthquake strong-motion record has an Arias Intensity,
because Ia is measured directly from a given acceleration time-history (Jibson, 1987).
Arias Intensity has been shown to correlate well with earthquake damage, and it is a
fairly reliable parameter to describe earthquake shaking necessary to trigger landslides
(Wilson and Keefer, 1983, 1985, Jibson, 1987, Jibson and Harp, 1998).
Wilson and Keefer (1985) suggested a relationship between Arias Intensity,
earthquake magnitude, and depth-corrected source distance as:
lo g ( /J = M -2 1 o g /? - 4 .1

(5.8)

where M is the moment magnitude o f a design earthquake and R is the earthquake
source-to-site distance in km.
Jibson (1987) used the same dataset as Wilson and Keefer (1986), but included
the strong-motion record from the 1978 Tabas, Iran, earthquake that added a large value
of Arias Intensity to the dataset. The multiple regression analysis yielded the following
equation:
log(/a) = 0.98M -1 .3 5 log(7?) - 4.90

(5.9)

This model yields a correlation coefficient (r) o f 0. 84, and is thus well fitted to the data.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the correlation between Arias Intensity and peak ground
acceleration, using the same dataset as Wilson and Keefer (1986), Jibson (1987), and
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additional records from 1986 San Salvador earthquake (Hotel Camino Real station) and
January 13, 2001 El Salvador earthquake (ST and OB stations). The regression equation
is shown below:
I a = 0.0336e90692(G/M)
or

(5.10)

In I a = 9.0692(PGA)~ 3.393

(5.11)

In Equation 5.11, Ia is Arias Intensity in m/s; PGA is peak ground acceleration in
g. This equation yields a correlation coefficient (R-square)of 0.79, and is also well fitted
to the data.

Arias Intensity vs PGA

J
,~~js
c/3
C
.H
C/3
'G
<

PGA, (g)
Figure 5.4 The correlation between Arias Intensity and peak ground acceleration (Data
sources: Wilson and Keefer (1986), Jibson (1987), and 1986, 2001 El Salvador
earthquakes)
Use o f Arias Intensity as a measure o f earthquake shaking is preferred over the
use o f peak ground acceleration, typically in slope-stability studies, because Ia depends
not only on the ground acceleration, which may have a peak value o f very high frequency
and short duration that will not affect many slopes, but also on the duration o f strong
shaking (Jibson, 1987).
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Harp and Wilson (1995) found a minimum Arias Intensity o f 0.11 m/s for the
initiation o f rock falls and disrupted soil slides. The same authors reported a minimum
Arias Intensity of 0.32 m/s required for the initiation of coherent deep-seated slumps.

5.4 Topographic Effect of Peak Ground Acceleration

Amplification of seismic waves caused by surface topography is an important site
effect and is often advocated as one o f the possible causes of concentration of damage
during earthquakes.
Faccioli (1991) shows a simplified model o f a valley and crest effect (Figure 5.5).
At the vertex o f the crest, the displacement o f shear waves traveling parallel to the ridge
axis is amplified by a factor 27i/q>, where cp is the vertex angle o f the crest.

Apex

(a)

I C re s ;

(b)

Figure 5.5 An infinite wedge subjected to vertically propagated shear wave (with particle
motion parallel to its axis): (a) a triangular infinite wedge; (b) an approximation of
ground surface at trough and crest (after Faccioli, 1991, Kramer, 1996)
Paolucci (2002) obtained a topographic amplification factor (the ratio of
acceleration response spectra o f output vs. input motion) from case studies, using 2D and
3D numerical simulation. In the ‘extreme’ case o f internal wedge angle (p=7i/2, the
resulting topographic amplification would be 2 at the apex.
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PWRI (Public Works Research Institute o f the Ministry o f Construction, Japan) located at
Tsukuba Science City, Japan, carried out a model test o f topographic amplification o f
seismic shaking in the Matsuzaki slope. The slope is located on a long ridge having a
gently sloping (less than 10°) upper part and a steep sloping (15-25°) face. Station #1 is
located where the ridge abruptly steepens. Stations #2 to #5 are spaced along the steep
lower part o f the ridge face and extend to the base o f the ridge. Peak ground accelerations
from strong motion records from five earthquakes were recorded. Figure 5.6 shows the
ratio o f the PGA recorded at each station to the PGA recorded at station #5 plotted versus
the elevations o f the stations above the ground surface at station #5. The ratios increased
significantly from the bottom to the ridge crest. The results show that the average peak
crest acceleration was about 2.8 times the average base acceleration (Jibson, 1987).

Figure 5.6 Average topographic amplification ratio o f PGA at the slope surface in
Matsuzaki, Japan. The amplification ratio is relative to the PGA o f station #5. The ratio at
the top station, #1, was 2.78 (Data source: Jibson, 1987).
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Eurocode 8 (CEN European Committee for Standardization, 1994) provides
amplification factors ranging from 1.2 to 1.4, as a function o f the slope angle and the
topographic feature. Usually, for slope angles <15° the topographic effects can be
neglected. The highest values apply to places near the top o f ridge with a crest width
significantly less than the base width and average slope angles >30°. The amplification
factor can be assumed to linearly decrease towards the base, where it becomes unity
(Paolucci, 2002).
Amplification phenomena were observed and were significant in the Balsamo
Ridge areas during the 2001 El Salvador earthquakes. Field observations revealed that
hilltop towns suffered considerably more damage than their lower-elevation counterparts
in the Cordillera del Balsamo region (Bent and Evans, 2004). Additional evidence for this
conclusion was provided by the significant cracking which was observed in the ridgetops
from Santa Tecla to Comasagua. At Balsamo Ridge, the evidence includes trees that were
snapped off, boulders that were thrown from their sockets, and deep fissures along the
edge o f the ridge (Jibson and Crone, 2001). The recorded PGA near ST station was more
than 0.6g, but shaking on the ridge top appears to have been even greater. This effect may
play a significant role in the activation o f landslides and rockslides during earthquakes,
which in many cases are one o f the major causes o f devastation. The Las Colinas
Landslide that caused hundreds o f casualties during the January 13, 2001 El Salvador
earthquake is evidence o f this effect (Paolucci, 2002). Many observations o f the intensive
damage related to the surface topographic effects on earthquake ground shaking can be
found in the literature (Bard and Riepl-Thomas, 1999).
Generally, local horizontal acceleration depends on the ground seismic response
to a local topographic and soil/rock condition. In order to determine topographic
influence on the acceleration, a seismic response analysis was performed using the
dynamic finite element method and the Fast Lagrangian Analysis o f Continua (FLAC) for
the Las Colinas landslide.
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5.5 Ground Response Analysis

5.5.1 Dynamic Model

The evaluation o f ground response is one o f the most important and most widely
encountered problems in geotechnical earthquake engineering (Kramer, 1996). In slope
stability and earthquake-induced landslide hazard estimation, ground response analysis
can be used to predict ground surface motion, to evaluate dynamic stresses and strains,
and to determine earthquake-induced forces in a slope. Two and three-dimensional
dynamic response problems are most commonly solved using dynamic finite element
analysis and finite difference analysis. The ground response analysis o f Balsamo Ridge at
the site of the Las Colinas landslide was carried out using FLAC5.0 (Itasca, 2005).
FLAC is a computer software package for engineering mechanics computation.
FLAC5.0 is a two-dimensional explicit finite difference program. This program simulates
the behavior o f structures built o f soil, rock or other materials that may undergo plastic
flow when their yield limits are reached. Materials are represented by elements, or zones,
which form a grid that is adjusted by the user to fit the shape o f the slope to be modeled.
Each element behaves according to a prescribed linear or nonlinear stress/strain law in
response to the applied forces or boundary restraints. Although FLAC was originally
developed for geotechnical and mining engineers, the program offers a wide range of
capabilities to solve complex problems in mechanics (Itasca, 2005).
Dynamic analysis is often very complicated and a considerable amount o f
judgment is required to interpret it correctly. Dynamic modeling with FLAC involves
several stages, which include (1) model building, including material assignment and
boundary conditions; (2) initial equilibrium analysis; (3) ground motion input and
dynamic boundary setup; and (4) dynamic analysis. Since dynamic analysis is a complex
procedure, a complete description o f dynamic modeling can be found in the User’s
Manuals for FLAC5.0.
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Under the initial conditions, gravity acceleration was applied to the model. First,
the static equilibrium condition must be satisfied. Then, displacement and velocity must
be redefined to zero to remove kinetic energy so that it does not affect the dynamic
calculation.
The initial horizontal stress coefficient, kg, is:
K = dxtcr = -^—
1- v

(5.12)

where a x, a y are horizontal stress and vertical stress, kPa, respectively; v is Poisson’s
ratio.
Rayleigh damping was used to represent energy dissipation through the material.
The damping matrix for each grid, C, is formulated using the assemblage o f element
damping matrices, which are constructed using the Rayleigh formation:
C = a - M + J3-K

(5.13)

where a is mass-proportional damping constant; P is stiffness-proportional damping
constant.
For a multiple degree-of-freedom system, the critical damping ratio, & , at any
angular frequency o f the system, CQj, can be found from:
a + ficof = 2(0j%j

(5.14)
(5.15)

The critical damping ratio, <£•, is also known as the fraction o f critical damping for
mode i with angular frequency cu;. In FLAC, Rayleigh damping is specified as minimum
critical damping, cmin, and center frequency, f min in Hz (Itasca, 2005).
Geological materials normally present a critical damping ratio in the range o f 2%
to 5% (Hart, 1991). In a plasticity constitutive model (such as Mohr-Coulomb material), a
considerable amount o f energy dissipation can occur during plastic flow. For many
dynamic analyses that involve large-strain, only a minimal percentage o f damping (e.g.
0.5%) may be required (Itasca, 2005).
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5.5.2

Material Models and FLAC Grid

As shown in Figure 5.7, a slope profile crossing the ridgetop o f the Las Colinas
landslide along the sliding direction was selected for the slope stability and dynamic
analysis. The height and width o f the section are 185m and 750 m, respectively. The
material constitutive model was assumed as elastic in initial gravity stress analysis and as
Mohr-Coulomb material during dynamic analysis. To simplify problem solving, the study
considered three layers o f Mohr-Coulomb materials. Underground water was not
considered in the seismic response analysis. Table 5.6 summarized the properties used in
the model.

Cross-section at Las Colinas Landslide

Horizontal Distance (m)

Figure 5.7 The slope profile crossing the ridgetop o f the Las Colinas landslide
(Generated by ArcGIS based on 10m resolution DEM)

Table 5.6 The geotechnical parameters in dynamic analysis
Density

Young’s
Modulus

Poisson’s
Ratio

Shear
Modulus

Shear
Wave
Velocity

Friction
Angle

Cohesion

kg/m3

E, kPa

V

G, kPa

Vs, m/s

<f>°

c, kPa

1500

6.0x104

0.43

2.0xl04

120

30

60

1540

3.6xl05

0.33

1.5xl05

570

35

100

1900

3.78xl06

0.26

1.7xl06

1100

39

200

Strata

1
2
3

Pyroclasts
Brown ashes
paleosoil
Tuffs and
pyroclastic
flows
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In dynamic analysis, the frequency o f the input motion and the velocities o f wave
propagation influence the accuracy o f numerical solution. In the FLAC model, the
maximum grid size, Al, must be smaller than one-tenth to one-eighth o f the shear
wavelength, X\

10

/

10

8 ( m)

(5.16)

where Vs is the velocity o f shear wave in m/s; a n d /is the highest frequency component
in Hz. The parameters considered in this analysis are 500 m/s and 6 Hz, respectively. The
grid size in this analysis is around 4x4 m . The grids for dynamic analysis are shown in
Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Grids in the dynamic analysis model. The average grid size is 4x4m. Three
types o f materials are considered in the dynamic analysis.

5.5.3

Boundary Conditions

The seismic analysis requires an adequate representation o f the propagation o f
elastic waves over the unbounded half plane. The outwardly propagating wave must be
transmitted (or absorbed) by the artificial boundaries (without boundary reflection). In the
initial static condition, the base boundary is fixed in the vertical direction, and the lateral
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boundaries are fixed in the horizontal direction. At the stage o f dynamic analysis, the
free-field boundaries are assigned to the lateral sides to account for free-field motion.

5.5.4

Input Acceleration and Damping Ratio

In this calculation, the horizontal accelerogram generated during the January 13,
2001, earthquake was selected as the input horizontal base acceleration. The seismic load
was applied to the base o f the model. The acceleration time-history from ST station was
used for the dynamic analysis (PGA=0.6 g). In order to avoid numerical distortions,
frequencies above 6.0Hz were filtered by applying the Fourier Transformation. The
dynamic damping in the model was provided by the Rayleigh damping option in FLAC.
A damping ratio o f 5% was used, which is a typical value for geological materials. A
damping frequency o f 3.3 Hz was used for this model.
5.5.5

Results

The topographic characteristics o f the hill increased the magnitude o f ground
vibration. Peak ground acceleration and displacement at the ridge top were significantly
amplified. The shaking-induced displacements are shown in Figure 5.9. The northern
slope near the crest had a horizontal displacement up to 105 cm and vertical displacement
about 30 cm. Movement o f the south slope was minimal (25 cm). This simulation is an
agreement with the actual failure area o f Las Colinas landslide during the January 13,
2001 earthquake. The analysis indicates that the slope near the crest on the north side is
the critical area in which the slope is most likely to fail.
Figure 5.10 shows ground motion and displacement time-history monitoring
points in the seismic response analysis. Figure 5.11 shows the horizontal time-history at
the crest point (#8), and slope point near the crest (#7), respectively. The maximum
horizontal displacements are 50 cm at #8, and 105cm at #7 (the largest displacement
point on the slope surface). The displacement at point #6 reduces to 30 cm.
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X Displacement contours

Figure 5.9 Contour map o f seismic-induced displacement. The maximum displacement
occurred at the north side o f the ridge near the crest. The maximum horizontal
displacement (X) is 100 cm, and the maximum vertical displacement (Y) is 30 cm.

Figure 5.10 Ground motion monitoring points on the slope surface for the seismic
response analysis.
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Figure 5.11 Horizontal displacement time-history at the crest point (#8 and #7). The
maximum downhill displacement is over 50 cm at #8 and 105 cm at #7.

Figure 5.12 shows the PGA and PGA amplification ratio at different locations
(monitoring points) along the surface o f the ridge. The PGA is obtained from the
horizontal acceleration time-history, and the PGA amplification ratio is the value o f the
PGA at each point over the PGA o f point #1 (the foot o f the slope). The PGA at points #1
and #2 is about 0.6 g. With increasing elevation along the slope, PGA increases and
reaches 1.56 g at point #8 (the crest). At the top o f the ridge, PGA remained above 1.43 g
(#9), and reached 1.5 g (#10) on the south crest. At the bottom o f the southern slope,
PGA drops to 0.71 g (#12). The equivalent amplification ratios at the northern and
southern crests reached 2.6 and 2.5, respectively. This result is consistent with the results
o f field monitoring in Japan (Figure 5.6).
5.6 Slope Stability of the Las Colinas Landslide

The pseudo-static method is applied in the slope stability analysis o f the Las
Colinas landslide. In the pseudo-static slope stability analysis, a constant horizontal
acceleration was used to represent an earthquake event. A force equal to the product o f
the acceleration and the soil mass is applied to the slope. Figure 5.13 shows a circular
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failure surface determined using the Bishop simplified method under the static condition.
The slope was stable with FS=1.78. A numerical analysis using FLAC/Slope was also
performed to determine critical sliding surface, and obtained a similar sliding surface and
the factor o f safety. Under the conditions o f seismic coefficient k=0.3 and average shear
strength, the results are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. The results indicate that the
factor o f safety is 1.04 with the groundwater level below sliding surface and 0.90 with the
groundwater level slightly above sliding surface. The sensitivity analysis o f the effect o f
horizontal earthquake acceleration on the stability o f the Las Colinas slope is illustrated
in Figure 5.16. The safety factor calculated by the Bishop circle method shows that the
critical horizontal acceleration triggering the landslide was 0.24~0.38 g.

PGA and Amplification Ratio at Different Locations

Horizontal Distance (m)

Figure 5.12 Horizontal peak ground acceleration and their amplification ratios at different
surface points along the profile. Amplification ratio is the ratio o f PGA at the local points
over the input PGA o f acceleration time-history at the base. The location o f the
monitoring points (such as #2) can be found in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.13 Most critical slip surface determined using the Bishop circular method at the
static condition (without earthquake). The slope is stable with FS=1.78.
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Figure 5.14 The most critical slip surface determined using the strength reduction method
under the condition o f seismic coefficient k=0.3. The area o f higher shear strain rate
forms the sliding surface. The groundwater level is below the sliding surface. Under this
condition, the factor o f safety is 1.04.
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Figure 5.15 The most critical slip surface, with the conditions as in Figure 5.14 except for
the groundwater level. When the groundwater level rose to above the sliding surface, the
factor o f safety dropped to 0.90.

Factor o f Safety vs. Ground Motion for Las Colinas Landslide
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Figure 5.16 Sensitivity analysis o f the effect o f horizontal earthquake acceleration on the
slope stability using the pseudo-static analysis method with the upper bound, average,
and lower bound shear strength value o f the soil mass (Table 4.5). The groundwater table
is similar to Figure 5.15.
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Chapter 6 Regional Earthquake-Induced Landslide Hazard Zonation:
Block Sliding Model

6.1 Introduction

Seismic-induced landslide hazard maps indicate the susceptibility o f slope failure
under potential earthquake shaking. Accordingly, hazard zonation maps should display
the location o f actual and potential slope failures and provide information on the time or
probability o f their future occurrences (i.e., the return period). The method developed in
this research could be used to generate landslide hazard maps over a large area and to
identify zones with different priorities for engineering and land use planning. In
geotechnical engineering, the pseudo-static seismic method is commonly used in the
evaluation o f slope stability. Also, in many cases, the dynamic displacement model
developed by Newmark (1965) has been used in earthquake-induced landslide assessment
(Jibson, 1987, Jibson et al., 1998). Both the pseudo-static and Newmark models have
been used not only to assess the stability o f an individual slope but also to assess stability
over a large area, especially in GIS-based earthquake-induced landslide hazard zonation.
The most common method used to determine seismic-induced slope stability is to
calculate the pseudo-static factor o f safety (FS), critical horizontal acceleration (ay), and
Newmark displacement (u) based on deterministic methods. Landslides, in which a
planar slip surface is approximately parallel to the ground surface, can be analyzed
effectively using the infinite slope analysis method (Skempton and Delory, 1957). In the
infinite slope model, the soil is assumed to slide on a planar slip surface, and the slope is
assumed to be infinite in extent at an inclination, a, to the horizontal.
The infinite slope model has been adopted by many researchers to perform the
slope stability analysis in GIS-based landslide hazard zonation. It is the preferred model
mainly because geotechnical parameters and the geometry o f landslides cannot be well
defined in a study area. However, in most cases, the sliding surfaces are not parallel to
the slope surfaces; this is especially true for the deep circular failure mode in
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homogenous slope materials. The depth o f the potential sliding mass is not constant. In
this case, the block sliding model developed in this study can be used to better assess
slope stability.
Another method described in this chapter is probabilistic analysis considering the
uncertainties o f geotechnical parameters. The Monte-Carlo method is applied to simulate
the probabilistic distribution o f geotechnical, seismic, and hydrogeological parameters.
In GIS-based raster data analysis, a grid square (or a cell, or a pixel) represents a
ID infinite slope element or a sliding block with the same size as the grid unit. Therefore,
the slope can be viewed as a combination o f number o f sliding blocks. Slope stability
analysis can then be performed based on each block. The output maps include the
pseudo-static factor o f safety, Newmark displacement, or critical acceleration, and failure
probability o f grids, indicating the landslide susceptibility o f a study area.

6.2 Infinite Slope Model

The infinite slope model is a one-dimensional model describing the stability of
slopes with an infinitely long failure plane. Failure is assumed to occur by sliding o f a
slab o f soil on a planar slip surface which is parallel to the ground surface. It is only
applicable to the calculation o f shallow translational slides (Figure 6.1).
Considering individual block sliding, the formula to calculate the static safety
factor is as follows (Skempton and Delory, 1957):
FS = c '+ { y -m y w)H cos2 a tan <f>'
yH sin a cos a
Taking into account the horizontal earthquake inertial force, kW, proportional to
the weight of the body, W, by a critical horizontal acceleration k, the factor o f safety
becomes (Van Westen, 1996, Luzi et al., 2000):
p g _ c'+(yH cos2 a - yHk cos a sin a - y whwcos2 a ) tan <f>'
yH sin a cos a + yHk cos2 a
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where: ([>'is effective friction angle (°); c ’ is effective cohesion (kPa); y is unit weight of
sliding mass (kN/m ); yw is unit weight o f water (kN/m ); H is depth o f failure surface
below the ground surface (m); hw is height o f water table above sliding surface (m); a is
slope surface angle (°); k is seismic coefficient. The hw can be replaced with m-h, as m=
hw/H; m can be considered as a groundwater saturation ratio.
If one also considers the vegetation root strength cr and tree surcharge qo, the
value of root strength will be added to the cohesion, and the soil weight will include
additional tree surcharge.

Figure 6.1 Infinite slope model: slice o f an infinite slope (T is shear strength; N is normal
force o f the slice; U is water force; L is width o f a slice, Hw is depth o f groundwater table,
and 0 is dip angle o f slip surface)

6.3 Block Sliding Model

An individual block, a grid in GIS raster dataset, is shown in Figure 6.2.
According to the limit equilibrium principle, the formula to calculate the static safety
factor of this block along the sliding direction is as follows:
F S,,a,lc =

c'A + (W c o s< 9 -f/)ta n ^ '
u. . n
W sin #

(6.3)
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where: 0 is slip surface dip angle along sliding direction.
Taking into account the earthquake horizontal acceleration, the pseudo-static
factor o f safety o f the block is:
FS pseudo

_ c’A + (W cos9 - k W sin 6 - U ) ta n <f>'
lF(sin 9 + k cos 9)

(6.4)

-j

where: A isarea of sliding surface, m ; U is water force,kN. The other means o f notation
are the same asthose o f Equation 6.2. A can becalculated as:
A = L2 / cos 9

(6.5)

where: L is the width o f a block, m.
The U can be calculated as:
U = y whwA

(6.6)

where hw is the average height o f the water column as shown in Figure 6.2.

U Water
Pressure

Figure 6.2 A sliding block in the ID slope analysis model (H: height o f the block; L:
width o f the block; hw: groundwater height from sliding surface; U: water force; W:
weight of the block; and N: normal force acting on the sliding surface)
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If the thickness o f the sliding block is assumed to be uniform and the dip angle of
the slip surface equals the slope surface angle, the block sliding model becomes the
infinite slope model. Hence, the infinite slope model can be considered as a special case
o f the block sliding model.

6.4 Newmark Displacement of Block Sliding

Newmark (1965) defined the following relationship to calculate the critical
acceleration (yield acceleration) in the case o f planar slip:
<*y = (F S slalic- l ) s m a

(6.7)

where FSstatic is the static factor o f safety o f a slope and a is the thrust angle o f the
landslide block, which can be approximated by the slope angle for an infinite slope model
or the angle of the sliding surface for a block sliding model.
The critical horizontal acceleration also can be directly derived from the slope
stability equation. For infinite slope, setting F S equal to unity in Equation 6.2, the
corresponding critical acceleration (k value when static FS=\) can be calculated as:
ay =

c '/c o s 2 a + (y - m y W)H tan <p'-yH tan a
" I.
.
.. "
yH + yH tan a tan (f>

(6-8)

For the block sliding model (Equation 6.4), the critical acceleration is:
cA - W sin 6 + (W cos0 - U) ta n 6
a = ------------------------------------------ W (cos 0 + sin 0 tan (j>)

,,
(6.9)

The Newmark displacement analysis requires a prior knowledge o f the static
factor of safety, slope angle, and earthquake strong-motion record. Many different
regression equations have been developed utilizing the basic Newmark (1965) methods.
Ambraseys and Menu (1988) developed a simple displacement prediction equation based
on peak and yield acceleration:
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logw = 0.90 + log

a„

n

max /

. -1.09

2.53

(6.10)
V ^max J

Where u is the estimated down slope permanent displacement caused by an earthquake,
cm; ay is yield acceleration, g; and aimx is peak ground acceleration {PGA) of the design
earthquake, g.
Equation 6.10 is valid for 0.1< a}/a max <0.9, and ay is computed using the residual
strength o f the soil. Based on the Newmark (1965) method, Equation 6.7 is valid only for
those cases where the pseudo-static factor o f safety is less than 1.0. In essence, the peak
ground acceleration a max must be greater than the horizontal yield acceleration ay (Day,

2002).
Jibson (1993) used a regression equation to estimate Newmark displacement as a
function o f Arias Intensity and critical acceleration:
logw = 1.46 lo g I a - 6 .6 4 2 a y +1.546

(6.11)

where u is the displacement, cm; Ia is Arias Intensity, m/sec; and ay is yield acceleration,
g. The model’s standard deviation is 0.409.
Jibson et al. (1998) modified Equation 6.11, and used a much larger group o f
strong-motion records from 13 earthquakes in California with 280 recording stations to
develop a new equation:
log u = 1.521 log I a - 1 . 9 9 3 ^ + 1.546

(6.12)

The model’s standard deviation is 0.375. The Newmark displacement again can be
estimated as a function o f Arias Intensity and critical acceleration.
Yegian et al. (1991) developed an expression to calculate the median normalized
Newmark displacement (wn) considering earthquake frequency and duration. Newmark
displacements were calculated for the regression analysis by double-integrating 348 time
histories o f actual earthquakes, which were compiled by Franklin and Chang (1977).
log(

UnS
* N eq T '

-1 1 .4 8
-) = 0 . 2 2 - 1 0 . 1 2 - ^ + 16.38
a„
V^max J
V ^max J
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The model’s standard deviation, cr,

, is 0.45. In the above equation, u„ is normalized

Newmark displacement, cm; N eq is an equivalent number o f cycles, and T is the
predominant period o f the input motion, sec. To employ this model, values for two
parameters, Neq and T, need to be selected. The mean number o f equivalent cycles for an
M=1 earthquake is approximately 8 according to Seed et al. (1975). Based on Seed et al.,
(1969), the predominant period is approximately 0.30 s at rock outcrops for distances less
than 40 km.
The PGA is the most commonly used ground motion parameter in seismic hazard
assessment and Newmark displacement calculation. A number o f regression equations o f
attenuation relationships for different geographic and tectonic environments have been
developed. For earthquakes in a subduction zone, peak ground acceleration can be
predicted by Atkinson and Boore’s model (Atkinson and Boore, 2003, Cepeda et al.,
2004), which was mentioned in Chapter 5.
The different permanent displacement approaches were compared for seismic
slope stability analysis by Miles and Keefer (1999) based on a case study o f the Oakland
East Quadrangle in California. A summary o f the statistics o f Newmark displacement and
standard deviation is provided in Table 6.1. The displacements obtained using these three
methods lead to strikingly different results. The method used by Yegian et al. (1991)
obtained the highest value, while method by Jibson et al. (1998) had a smaller value. The
displacement calculated by Ambraseys and M enu’s (1988) method is between the results
obtained by the Yegian et al. and Jibson et al. methods.
For landslide hazard zonation, a proper threshold value is required for grouping
hazard zones. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Wieczorek et al. (1985) used 5 cm as the
critical displacement for ground cracking and slope failures assessment in San Mateo
County, California. Keefer and W ilson (1989) used 10 cm as the critical displacement for
coherent landslides in southern California, and Jibson and Keefer (1993) used a 5-10 cm
range as the critical displacement for landslides in the Mississippi Valley. The above
threshold values can be used for displacement-based landslide hazard zonation.
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Table 6.1 Summary of the statistics of Newmark displacement and standard deviation for dry
and saturated conditions (Miles anc1Keefer, 1999)
Approaches
Ambraseys and
Menu (1988)
Yegian et al
(1991)
Jibson et al
(1998)

Mean (cm)

Min(cm)

Max (cm)

o (cm)

Dry

2.22

0.08

308.35

8.66

Saturated

13.17

0.10

520.97

45.15

Dry

6.89

0.00

1250.25

34.72

Saturated

44.74

0.00

1607.57

170.63

Dry

1.42

0.09

311.35

5.59

Saturated

10.72

0.12

598.93

44.35

6.5 Probability and Reliability Analysis of Slope Stability

6.5.1 Uncertainty, Reliability and Probability

Most observed phenomena contain a certain degree o f uncertainty. Slope stability
analysis deals with the uncertainty o f geotechnical parameters and environments.
Geological conditions, the spatial variability o f soil/rock properties, and the presence o f
ground water, the inadequacy o f test data, simplification o f the analysis model, seismic
events, and rainfall events are all factors with uncertainty. Conventional deterministic
slope stability analysis does not account for the above uncertainties in an explicit manner
and usually relies on a conservative approach to deal with the problem o f uncertainty.
Probabilistic methods, which complement conventional analysis, provide the means for
quantifying such uncertainty.
Reliability analysis deals with the relationship between the load a system must
carry and its ability to carry this load. Because the load and the resistance may be
uncertain, the result is also uncertain. It is common to express reliability in the form o f a
reliability index, which can be related to probability o f failure. In reliability analysis,
safety is determined by comparing the resistance to the applied load.
In the case of slope stability analysis, if R is the resisting force and S is the sliding
force, both R and S are random in nature and are statistically independent. Their
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randomness is characterized by mean, standard deviation, and corresponding probability
functions. When R is less than S, a shear failure occurs. Figure 6.3 shows the distributions
o f R and S and the definition o f failure probability. The area o f overlap between the two
curves (the shaded region) where the R is less than S provides a qualitative measure of
the failure probability (Haidar and Mahadevan, 2000). This area o f overlap depends on
three factors: the relative positions o f the two curves, which are represented by the means
(juR /is); the dispersions of the two curves, which are characterized by the standard
deviations (o* gs), and the shapes o f the two curves, which are represented by the
probability density functions, f R(r) and f s (s).

t

Ms

MR

S, R

Figure 6.3 Definition o f failure probability and the distribution o f S and R. The area o f
overlap between the two curves (the shaded region) provides a qualitative measure o f
failure probability (Haidar and Mahadevan, 2000).

From Figure 6.3, failure probability (or risk) can be expressed as (Haidar and
Mahadevan, 2000):
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Pf = P(failure) = P(R < S )
= Jo [Jo f R( r )d r] fS(S)ds

(6.14)

= ^ F R ( s ) fs (s)ds
where F r(s) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) o f R evaluated at s. Equation
6.14 can be considered the basic equation o f the risk-based design concept.
The margin of safety, M, is the difference between the resistance and the sliding
forces:
M =R -S

(6.15)

If R and S are normal variables (i.e. N(jur, fi) and N(jus, s)), we can infer that M is also a
normal random variable (i.e., N{/uR - /is ,

+ <j2s )). Equation 6.14 can, then, be used

to define the probability o f failure as
Pf = P (M < 0)
Pf =® 0 - ( jUr -M s )

or

(6.16)
or

Pf = 1 - 0

Mr ~ Ms
2

2

tr + <
ts
J<

or

where:

Pf = 1- <!>(/?)

is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) o f the standard normal variate,

P is the reliability index or safety index, defined as a ratio between the mean value o f M
and its standard deviation in first-order reliability method:
/ 3 = MkL = Mr^ M s=

(617)

+ a .V
Geotechnical engineers are usually more accustomed to dealing with the factor o f safety,
FS. The factor o f safety is:
D
FS = -

(6.18)
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Failure occurs as the factor o f safety drops below FS = 1, and the probability of slope
failure, Pj, is given by:
Pf =Pf { FS < 1.0)

(6.19)

However, R and S depend on other variables as well. For example, R depends on
in-situ soil properties and geometric parameters. The resisting forces have uncertainty
due to the inherent spatial variability o f soil properties.
The reliability index, p, is a convenient measure for evaluating the stability o f a
slope. In terms of the mean or expected value, £[FiS], and the standard deviation, <
jfs, of
the factor o f safety, the reliability index is defined by:
j8=£ [t o H

( 620)

a FS
Calculation o f reliability is more difficult when it is expressed in terms o f the factor o f
safety because FS is the ratio between two uncertain parameters, R and S.
The procedure for reliability analysis includes: establishing an analytical model,
estimating descriptions o f the parameters, calculating the statistical moments o f the
performance function, calculating the reliability index, and computing the failure
probability.
The commonly used methods for reliability analysis in slope engineering include
the first order reliability method or the Hasofer-Lind approach (FORM), the first-order
second moment (FOSM) method, point estimate methods, and the Monte-Carlo
simulation method (Baecher and Christian, 2003). In this research, the Monte-Carlo
simulation was used.

6.5.2 The Uncertainty o f Geotechnical Parameters

The uncertainty o f geotechnical parameters is caused by limited material test
results and the spatial variation o f geological conditions. Usually, the probabilistic
distribution o f shear strength and unit weight can be obtained by statistical analysis o f test
data.
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In probability analysis, the geotechnical or other parameters can be described as
random variables. If x is a random variable and n observations o f x are available, the
mean or expected value of x, denoted as pix or E(x), can be calculated for n observations
as:

(6.21)
where E(x) is a measure o f central tendency in a dataset, also known as the first central
moment.
The variance of x, a measure o f spread in data about the mean, also known as the
second central moment, denoted as Var(x), can be estimated as
Var(x) = J - j r (x , . - ^ ) 2
« - 1m

(6.22)

The standard deviation o f a set o f data x, denoted as ax, is
n
(6.23)
The skewness, also known as the third central moment, is
(6.24)
The range o f a dataset denoted as rx is the difference between the largest and
smallest values o f x,
(6.25)
Like the standard deviation, the range is a measure o f dispersion in a dataset.
Range has poor statistical properties in that it is sensitive to extreme values in a data set;
however, it is easily evaluated where there are insufficient observations o f x and is
therefore used often. However, the relationship between the standard deviation and range
depends on how many observations o f x are made. Assuming that the dataset has a
normal distribution, the standard deviation can be estimated as follows
<*x = <Xnax

(6.26)
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where N„ is a multiplier (i.e., correction factor) depending on sample size. The value of
N„ can be found in Table 6.2 (Baecher and Christian, 2003).
The groundwater table is affected by rainfall, drainage networks, regional
hydrogeologic conditions, and slope material properties. The basic hydrogeologic method
for determining the depth o f the water table is field investigation, which gathers
information on spring occurrence, and the depth o f the water table in local wells and
monitoring wells. This information can be found in regional hydrogeologic maps.
However, the water table varies with climatic changes and with the seasons, and its
distribution involves uncertainties which should be considered in slope stability analysis.

Table 6.2 Multipliers for estimating standard deviation for a range of a normally
distributed variables (Burington and May, 1970, Snedecor and Cochran, 1989,
Baecher and Christian, 2003)______________________________________________
n

Nn

n

N„

n

N„

2

0.866

11

0.315

20

0.286

3

0.510

12

0.307

30

0.244

4

0.486

13

0.300

50

0.222

5

0.430

14

0.294

75

0.208

6

0.395

15

0.288

100

0.199

7

0.370

16

0.283

150

0.190

8

0.351

17

0.279

200

0.180

9

0.337

18

0.275

10

0.325

19

0.271

Note: n is observations of a random variable; N n is correct factor, see Equation
6.26.

Equations 6.21 to 6.25 can be used for statistical analysis o f geotechnical
parameters. For shear strength, unit weight, or groundwater, the mean, standard deviation,
and best-fitting probability density function can be determined by material testing and
groundwater monitoring. For the distribution o f geotechnical parameters, the normal
distribution is frequently used. It is symmetrical, continuous, and can be described by the
following probability density function, f(x):
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(6.27)
where f(x) = probability density function; x = samples o f a population (-oo<x<0); ax =
standard deviation of x; and jux= mean o f x.
The mean, ux, and standard deviation, ax, are two parameters of the distribution
that are usually estimated applying Equations 6.21 and 6.23 to the available data. The
corresponding CDF can be expressed as:

(6.28)
—GO

X

The normal distribution function is widely used in probabilistic analysis o f slope
engineering, and is denoted as N(jix, <rx).

6.5.3 The Monte-Carlo Simulation

To simulate the uncertainties o f geotechnical parameters, the simplest form o f the
basic simulation o f a problem is to sample each random variable several times in order to
represent its real distribution according to its probabilistic distribution. The method most
commonly used for this purpose is the Monte-Carlo simulation.
The generation of random numbers for variables according to their distribution is
the heart o f Monte-Carlo simulation (Haidar and Mahadevan, 2000). In general, all
modem computers have the capacity to generate uniformly distributed random numbers
between 0 and 1. Such uniform random numbers, then, can be transformed to random
numbers with appropriate characteristics. A simple example is the transformation o f a
uniform random number, u„ between 0 and 1 to another uniform random number, x„
between a and b. The transformation can be performed by using the following equations
(Haidar and Mahadevan, 2000):
x. - a
b -a

(6.29)

or
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x, = a + (b —a)uj

(6.30)

where u, is uniform random number in [0, 1]; x, is uniform random number in [a, b],
X —u

If X satisfies the assumption o f normal distribution, N (//x, ax), then S = --------

is

a standard normal variate, N(0, 1). For normal distributions, the random number can be
generated as:

5

«. = 0 (5 ,) = 0 ( X' ~ Mx)
°x

(6.31)

, = X, ~ Mx
<*x

(6.32)

=MX+ <*xsi =MX+

(6.33)

O '1 is the inverse o f the CDF o f a standard normal variable. According to Equation 6.31,
in order to generate a random number o f normal distributions, the u, values first need to
be transformed to St, i.e., st= ®_1(w;).
A computer program can be written to generate random numbers according to any
distribution. There are many ways to transform an input o f one set o f randomly
distributed variables to an output with a different distribution function. Probably the most
important of these transformation functions is known as the Box-Muller (1958)
transformation. It allows us to transform uniformly distributed random variables into a
new set of random variables with a normal (or Gaussian) distribution.
If X] and X2 are uniformly and independently distributed between 0 and 1, then u/
and

«2

as defined below have a standard normal distribution N(0,1).
u, = ,/-2 1 n x , cos(2nx0)
y
L
u2 = ^ /- 2 1 n x , sin(27zx2)

(6.34)

In slope stability analysis, parameters with higher degrees of uncertainty are
randomly simulated. Those parameters include friction angle, cohesion, unit weight of
sliding mass, and groundwater level. The distribution o f random parameters is assumed to
be normal. Figure 6.4 shows the histograms o f 1000 randomly generated normal
distribution numbers for soil friction angle and cohesion for TB formation, respectively.
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In this technique, a large number of soil variables are sampled from their known
probability distribution. For each input set o f random parameters, the corresponding
value o f the factor o f safety is calculated using the infinite slope or block sliding model.
In the Monte-Carlo simulation, a large number o f factor o f safety values is generated (for
example 2000 values) by repeatedly inputting the random variable values. The final
simulation output is a set of 2000 possible factors o f safety which can be displayed as a
histogram. The histogram can then be used to determine the distribution of factors o f
safety. The mean value CfES] (or pFs) and the standard deviation aFS can be determined
from the simulation results using Equations 6.21 and 6.23, respectively. The probability
o f slope failure is the number o f factors o f safety, which is less than 1 over the total
number o f factors o f safety. The reliability index p can be evaluated by Equation 6.20.
The GIS grid-based method allows calculation o f the failure probability o f each
grid. Landslide hazard zonation can be determined by the failure probability of the grids.

Friction A ngle of TB Formation
Normal distribution N(35,1.95)

C ohesion of TB Formation
Normal distribution, N(35, 9.75)

250

250

200

200

£ 150
0)

03>

100
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£ 100
Li-

50

50

. . □DU:
28

30

32

_n_ O.4

0
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F ric tio n A n g le (d e g re e )

40

42

5

ill
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Soil Cohesion (kPa)

(a)
(b)
Figure 6.4 Normally distributed random numbers for soil friction angle and cohesion for
TB formation generated by Monte-Carlo simulation.

6.6 GIS Process

Figure 6.5 illustrates schematically the method used to evaluate slope stability and
landslide hazard zonation.
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The data layers needed for slope stability analysis are summarized in Table 6.3.
The grid size used for the regional landslide hazard zonation is 30 mx30 m. All data sets
needed for the analysis can be rasterized. The basic data format for stability analysis
inside the GIS environment using ArcObjects (Burke, 2003) is the ESRI grid. For
deterministic analysis o f the factor o f safety, Newmark displacement, and critical
acceleration, the numerical operation can be performed by using ArcObjects Macro VBA
(Visual Basic Application) programming. The ArcMap tools can be customized using
ArcObjects with VBA programming.
For the Monte-Carlo simulation, an easier way is to export the data into the
external slope stability analysis model before performing the analysis. The ESRI grid
files in Table 6.3 can be transformed into point feature files. All the point data in the
attribute table can be exported to text files. A VB (Visual Basic) program can easily deal
with the text data files and perform the Monte-Carlo simulation. The analysis results,
mean factor o f safety, failure probability, and reliability index then can be imported to the
GIS platform to display the result maps and perform landslide hazard zonation.

Table 6.3 Necessary data layers for slope stability analysis (block sliding model)
Data layers

Data Format

1

Slope surface angle (a)

Raster (ESRI Grid)

2

Slip surface angle (6)
Soil friction angle and standard
deviation ((|>and a*)
Soil cohesion and standard deviation (c
and a c )
Soil unit weight and standard deviation
(y and a T)
Soil depth (H)

Raster (ESRI Grid)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Horizontal acceleration (k or PGA)
Soil saturation ratio and standard
deviation (m and c m)
Vegetation root strength (cr)

Raster (ESRI Grid)
Raster (ESRI Grid)
Raster (ESRI Grid)
Raster (ESRI Grid)
Raster (ESRI Grid)

Notes

For Monte-Carlo
simulation, the point
feature data sets and
deviation of random
parameters (a m, a c,
a y, and cr,!)) are
needed.

Raster (ESRI Grid)
Raster (ESRI Grid)
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Figure 6.5 Flowchart o f the ID infinite and block sliding model for evaluating slope
stability and landslide hazard zonation
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6.7 Regional Landslide Hazard Zonation of Nueva San Salvador

6.7.1 General Description

Earthquake-induced landslide

susceptibility maps are

essential in highly

earthquake prone and landslide prone regions for loss-reduction land use planning. The
GIS-based infinite slope and block sliding models were applied to the test site in Nueva
San Salvador. The GIS source data for analysis were processed using ArcGIS 9.1. The
analysis models including pseudo-static analysis, the Newmark displacement model, and
the probabilistic model (Monte-Carlo simulation) were used in regional landslide hazard
zonation. The major aim of the analysis was to locate the landslide susceptible zones,
assess their hazard levels, and produce landslide susceptibility maps to aid in planning for
future earthquakes. Several groups o f input data were used for comparison and sensitivity
analysis.

6.7.2 Selection o f Geotechnical Parameters

The selection o f geotechnical parameters is a critical step for slope stability
analysis. Field investigation and laboratory and in-situ tests are necessary for the
determination o f geotechnical parameters. In this study, geotechnical parameters were
obtained from the published literature and geotechnical reports by Lotti C. & Association
(2001). Most o f the samples taken for testing were from the TB formation. The shear
strengths of San Salvador, Cuscatlan, and Balsamo formations are believed to be higher
than those o f the TB formation. The selection o f lithologic units (shown on a 30 m grid
size) was based on geologic mapping o f the region (Figure 3.6 in Chapter 3). For shallow
landslide susceptibility analysis, the sliding formation was confined to the shallow
material, which is usually weathered and has a low shear strength. For the TB formation,
the friction angle according to the direct shear test is between 30° and 39°, and the
cohesion varies between 6 and 90 kPa. For the unweathered bedrock, cohesion can
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exceed 180 kPa but the friction angle remains about 40°. The dry unit weight o f volcanic
•7

soil is very low and varies between 11 and 18 kN/m . Table 6.4 shows the mean and
standard deviation o f selected geotechnical parameters calculated using Equation 6.26
based on the average value and range o f geotechnical parameters listed in Table 4.7. The
N„ value in Equation 6.26 is assumed to be 0.325 for S4 formations because more tests
were performed on TB soil. For other formations, the soil testing was very limited, and
hence the N„ value is assumed to be 0.486.

Table 6.4 Shear strength parameters applied in landslide hazard zonation o f Nueva San Salvador
Formation

San
Salvador

Cuscatlan

Balsamo

Units

Friction (<j)°)

Cohesion, c (kPa)

Unit Weig it, y (kN/m3)

Mean

Gtanj>

Mean

Oc

S5

39

3.888

75

14.58

15

1.944

S4

35

1.95

35

9.75

12

0.65

S3

36

2.916

50

9.72

13

1.944

S2

38

2.916

65

14.58

13

0.972

C3

39

3.888

80

19.44

15

1.944

Cl

40

3.888

85

19.44

15

1.944

B3

41

4.86

110

19.44

17

1.944

B1

42

4.86

120

29.16

17

1.944

Mean

Gy

Because o f Nueva San Salvador’s tropical weather, most o f the land in the study
area is covered by orchard/plantation, coffee trees, and dense bushes. The root strength
thus increases slope stability. The general root strength varies from 3.7 to 12.6 kPa (Wu,
1984). For simplicity, the root strength is added to soil cohesion. The surcharge o f
vegetation is ignored because it has no significant influence on the slope stability based
on the block sliding method. By using Landsat satellite images and professional judgment
the vegetation can be divided into 4 classes. The root strength o f each of these classes is
listed in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5 Root strength of vegetation

Vegetation Class

Vegetation

1

Heavy vegetation area

2

Moderate vegetation area

Type
Orchard/coffee
plantation
Orchard

3

Scattered tree area

Tree

4

Grass and bared land

Tropical grass

Root strength (kPa)
10
5.7
3.0
0

6.7.3 Peak Ground Acceleration

Pseudo-static slope stability analysis requires a properly selected seismic
coefficient. The general method for determination o f PGA is listed in Table 2.5 (Chapter
2). Generally, for slope, dam, and embankment stability analysis, the selected horizontal
seismic coefficients are 0.15 to 0.5amax/gThe seismic hazard maps o f El Salvador (with 475-year return period
accelerations) proposed in different studies are shown in Figure 5.3 (Chapter 5). In Figure
5.3, four authors give different peak ground accelerations, namely 0.45-0.5 g, 0.8 g, 0.31
g, and 1.0 g. According to the slope stability study o f the Las Colinas landslide using the
pseudo-static analysis (Luo et al., 2004), the yield acceleration o f the Las Colinas
landslide was 0.3 g under unsaturated soil conditions. The January 13, 2001 earthquake
was probably the largest earthquake encountered in the region. Thus, the PGA o f that
earthquake was selected as amax for regional landslide hazard zonation. In this regional
landslide hazard zonation, the amplification o f ground motion was ignored. The upper
bound seismic coefficient value o f 0.5amax/g was selected for pseudo-static analysis.
Based on the January 13, 2001 earthquake records, the horizontal acceleration in the
study area predicted using geostatistic method (ordinary kriging) was about 0.4-0.8 g.
Hence, the actual seismic coefficients, k, applied in the slope stability analysis were 0.2 to
0.4.
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6.7.4 Landslide Depth and Groundwater Conditions

The slope failures triggered by earthquakes in El Salvador have been relatively
shallow. From the statistics o f 144 earthquake triggered historic landslides, 76% o f the
landslides had a depth o f 2 -6 m and 15% o f the landslides had failure depth over 20 m.
The infinite slope model is suitable for shallow mass sliding. Table 6.6 shows the soil
depths used in the regional hazard assessments by different authors. The general failure
depth applied in these analyses was 2 to 8 m.

Table 6.6 Soil depth used in application o f regional landslide hazard assessment by different
authors
Soil Depth in
Approach
Authors
Lithology Types
Analysis
Debris, sandstone, marble,
Luzi et al., 2000
Infinite slope model
4 -8 m
igneous etc.
Infinite slope,
Sandstone, silt, clay, shale,
Jibson et al., 1998
2.4 m
Newmark displacement
Quaternary deposits, etc
Van Westen and
Volcanic ash and filling
Infinite slope model
1-10 m
Terlien, 1996
materials
Khazai and Sitar,
Sandstone and clayey rock,
0.5-2 m
Infinite slope model
2002
etc.

The groundwater conditions in the study area are not exactly known. During the
dry summers, geologist at SNET observed a layer o f soil 7 m thick composed o f almost
dry, median to coarse grains in the Las Colinas area. The rest o f the geological layer
overlaying the welded ignimbrite (call TB in the profile), is predominantly fine grains,
and median and coarse material which has capillary water but is not under a saturation
condition. Even in the dry season, there are springs in the Las Colinas landslide zone
coming out along the fractures in the ignimbrite or in the contact zone between the top of
the ignimbrites and the ashes. During the rainy season, there are some narrow zones
where the layers might be saturated and associated with paleo topographic depressions.
This water could feed the fractures in the ignimbrites (TB). These zones are more
susceptible to landslides triggered by earthquakes or heavy rainfalls (Hernandez, 2005).
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In this research, the geologist at SNET suggested using 7m thickness for shallow
landslide analysis. The groundwater table is changeable, so an assumption o f a watertable
5m deep (m=0.3) was used to generate landslide hazard zonation. Dry and fully saturated
conditions were also considered for comparison. The fully saturated condition represents
a scenario with water table coinciding the ground surface. The dry condition represents a
scenario with the water level at a depth greater than the depth o f sliding surface.

6.7.5

Model Validation

Validation is a vital procedure for landslide hazard assessment. Once the results
of landslide susceptibility have been assessed using the analysis model, the model or
input data used in the analysis should be checked for accuracy and reliability.
To validate and fine tune the analysis model, field investigation, satellite images,
and past landslide information are used. This validation is a necessary step to decide
whether the calculated factors o f safety and displacement are acceptable, and whether
analyzed high landslide susceptibility areas are consistent with the past slope failure areas.
If the calculated static factor o f safety is less than 1.0 in a stable area, one can infer that
the selected geotechnical parameters might be lower than the actual parameters or that the
selected groundwater level is higher than the actual conditions. Considering the
uncertainty o f these parameters, back analysis to determine well-suited geotechnical
parameters is required.
El Salvador was hit by at least 14 destructive earthquakes with intensity up to X
from 1915 to 2001. The information on triggered landslides is available for the most
recent events. The January 13, 2001 earthquake was use to validate the analysis model.
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6.7.6

Results

The calculated cases o f regional landslide hazard zonation o f Nueva San Salvador
are listed in Table 6.7. These analyses considered the seismic coefficient k=Q.5amJ g , dry
and partially saturated soil conditions (m=0.3, depth o f the groundwater table Hw=5 m),
and interpolated soil depth. The final maps are represented by the critical acceleration,
Newmark displacement, factor o f safety, failure probability, and reliability index, which
are then used to classify the study area into five landslide susceptibility zones.

Table 6.7 The conditions used in regional earthquake-induced landslide hazard zonation
C ases

•

E valuation
Parameters

Florizontal S eism ic
C oefficien t, kh

G roundwater

S o il D epth
H

M ethod

N /A

D ry

Interpolated

P seudo-static

a max o f Jan 13, 2001

D ry

Interpolated

N ew m ark

1

Y ie ld acceleration

2

D isp lacem en t

3

Factor o f safety

0. 5 a m(J g

D ry

Interpolated

P seudo-static

4

Factor o f safety

0.5a„mJ g

m = 0.3

Interpolated

P seudo-static

5

Failure probability
R eliab ility index

0 .5 a mJ g

m = 0.3

Interpolated

M onte-C arlo

From a geotechnical engineering point o f view, a factor o f safety FS<1.0 indicates
an unstable slope, while if FS=1.0—1.15, the slope is marginally stable. For pseudo-static
slope stability analysis, an acceptable factor o f safety is 1.15 or greater. A factor o f safety
of 1.5 is typically an acceptable condition for a stable slope. For Newmark displacement,
a slope will be considered critical if its displacement value is 5-10 cm. The acceptable
displacement should be less than 5 cm. Therefore, landslide susceptibility can be
evaluated using the slope stability index. Following general practice, the degrees of
landslide hazard were grouped into five susceptibility zones (see Table 6.8).
As expected, most unstable slopes with lower critical acceleration and factors of
safety and with higher displacement and failure probability are associated with steep
slope angles and lower shear strength areas.
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Table 6.8 The landslide susceptibility zones, evaluation parameters, and ranges for each landslide
Z ones

L andslide susceptibility

ay
(g)

u
(cm )

FS

FP

R1

V ery high landslide susceptibility
0 - 0 .2
<1
>10
> 0.5
<0
zon e, landslides are expected.
H igh landslide su scep tib ility zon e,
0 .2 -0 .3
5 -1 0
1 -1 .1 5
0 .5 -0 .1
2
0 - 1 .0
landslides are lik ely to occur.
M oderate landslide susceptibility
zon e, m oderate le v els o f landslide
0 .3 -0 .6
2 -5
1 .1 5 -1 .3
0 .1 -0 .0 5
1 -2
3
hazard exist.
L ow landslide su scep tib ility zon e,
0 .6 -0 .8
0 -2
1 .3 -1 .5
0.005
2 - 3 .0
4
landslides are not lik ely to occur
V ery lo w lan d slid e susceptibility
>0.8
0
> 1 .5
< 0.005
> 3 .0
5
zon e, safe slo p es.
N otes: ay = yield acceleration or critical acceleration; w=Newm ark displacem ent, /• 5 -fa c to r o f safety;
/V = fa ilu r e probability; ///^ relia b ility index
1

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the yield acceleration and Newmark displacement
obtained from the block sliding model assuming dry soil conditions. The values o f yield
acceleration and displacement were grouped into five ranges to illustrate the relative
landslide susceptibility in the maps.
The areas with very high landslide susceptibility (those where the computed yield
acceleration is less than 0.2 g or the displacement is greater than 10 cm) are distributed
in the Balsamo Ridge area (south o f Nueva San Salvador), the Pan-American Highway
area (west of Nueva San Salvador), and the San Salvador volcano crater. Many unstable
slopes are also located in the south part o f the study area because o f its steep
geomorphologic features.
The Balsamo Ridge area, especially in the area o f the Las Colinas landslide, is a
critical area because o f its proximity to a community with a high population. The shear
strength o f soil is relatively low and the slope is steep. The January 13, 2001 earthquake
triggered a large landslide (the Las Colinas landslide) and caused a disaster to the
neighborhood. Slope mitigation is needed for the ridge area.
The Pan-American Highway was built along a drainage valley. Some o f the
slopes on the northern side of highway were steeply cut with slope angles over 70°. It is a
dangerous area prone to rock falls and block sliding, which actually occurred during the
2001 earthquakes.
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The volcanic crater area is also a high landslide susceptibility zone due to steep
slopes. Some residential and hospitality facilities have been developed around the crater.
A landslide damage analysis should be conducted in order to reduce the landslide risk.
Figure 6.8 shows a landslide susceptibility map representing factors o f safety at
dry soil condition and k=0.5amax/g. The locations of very high landslide susceptibility
areas (FS<1) are similar to those on the displacement map with (u>10 cm).
Groundwater conditions during earthquake shaking are poorly understood, but
they need to be considered in landslide hazard zonation. Several sensitivity analyses were
performed in response to changes o f groundwater level. The degree o f soil saturation has
a significant impact on the landslide susceptibility. Figure 6.9 shows the factor of safety
at groundwater saturation ratio m=0.3 (groundwater depth Hw=5 m). The area o f very
high susceptibility (FS<1) in saturated soil conditions is more than ten times the area of
high susceptibility in dry soil conditions.
Figure 6.10 shows the percentage (%) and area (km ) o f each landslide
susceptibility zone. In dry soil condition in the study area, the percentage and area o f very
'y

high landslide susceptibility are 0.12% and 0.29 km , respectively. In contrast, when
groundwater saturation ratio m=0.3, the percentage and area o f very high landslide
susceptibility are 1.08% and 2.36 km2, respectively.
The corresponding landslide susceptibility maps presented by failure probability
and the reliability index are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. In probabilistic analysis, the
factor o f safety is related only to the mean value o f the parameters. However, failure
probability and the reliability index are related to both mean value and standard deviation.
Figures 6.9, 6.11, and 6.12 show the same very high landslide susceptibility zones (the
areas with factor o f safety<l, failure probability >0.5, or reliability index >0).
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Figure 6.10 Graph shows the percentage (%) and area (km2) o f each landslide
susceptibility zone in the study area. The percentage and area o f the very high landslide
susceptibility zone are 0.12% and 0.29km2, respectively in dry soil conditions. The
percentage and areas o f very high landslide susceptibility are 0.99% and 2.36km2,
respectively for conditions o f m=0.3. The percentages o f very low landslide susceptibility
area for both cases are 97.21% and 92.39%, respectively.
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6.8 Discussion

The regional earthquake-induced landslide susceptibility maps provide valuable
information on the slope stability over a large area, which is o f great interest in land use,
infrastructure planning, engineering and hazard mitigation design.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show earthquake-induced landslide susceptibility during the
dry and rainy seasons, respectively. The conditions o f seismic shaking used in the
analysis are similar to those o f the January 13, 2001, earthquake. The decision makers for
land use and city planning need to take necessary precautions in planning and permitting
for residential or infrastructure development. Some mitigation to avoid future slope
failure is required in the area o f very high landslide susceptibility.
The block sliding model developed in this study is an appropriate method for
regional landslide susceptibility assessment. However, the reliability of the analysis relies
heavily on the spatial data used as input, and in particular on the geotechnical parameters
and groundwater conditions. This model will give unreliable results if the input data do
not correctly represent the actual geological conditions. For rock slopes, geological
discontinuities have a significant influence on the slope stability, which is not included in
the block sliding or infinite slope model. Due to the lack o f detailed data on material
properties, only general conclusions can be drawn from the resulting susceptibility maps.
The failure probability map which considered uncertainties o f geotechnical parameters is
a better method for landslide hazard zonation.
Moreover, the landslide hazard zonation produced using this method considered
only the occurrence o f translational slides. The landslides triggered by earthquakes may
be not translational slides, and perhaps they cannot be modeled correctly using a slope
analysis model with uniform sliding depth. Therefore, the resulting factor o f safety or
failure probability should not be used as absolute values. For the inclusion o f other
landslide types and failure mechanisms, the infinite or block sliding model should be
combined with other methods.
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Chapter 7 Site-Specific Earthquake-Induced Landslide Hazard Zonation: 2D Model

7.1 Introduction

A GIS-based two-dimensional (2D) deterministic approach to analyze seismic
slope stability was developed in this study. Unlike the infinite slope model and the block
sliding model, which rely on individual block analysis, the 2D approach is based on the
stability o f overall blocks within pre-defined slope profiles. Consequently, the
conventional 2D slope stability analysis method and probabilistic approach are applied to
the GIS-based slope stability analysis. The factor o f safety, critical horizontal
acceleration, and earthquake-induced Newmark displacement o f the slope profiles are
calculated using a customized program that was written for this research. The program
combines VBA with GIS grid-based spatial analysis. Slope stability and landslide hazard
are mapped in terms o f factor o f safety or failure probability. The Balsamo Ridge area in
Nueva San Salvador was selected for the site-specific hazard zonation.

7.2 GIS-based 2D Slope Stability Analysis Model

7.2.1 General Description

As mentioned in Chapter 6, a common GIS-based method, which is often applied
to translational slides, is the infinite slope model. It is a popular slope stability analysis
tool because it is both simple and applicable to many shallow landslides. In GIS-based
slope stability analysis, the infinite slope model uses grids (cells or pixels) in raster
datasets as mapping units. The factor o f safety or displacement in each grid is derived
from a combination o f GIS datasets. This method is appropriate for failure analysis o f a
soil mass that overlies a sloping drainage barrier that may be bedrock or a less permeable
and well compacted soil layer (Hammond el al. 1992). However, the infinite slope model
does not adequately predict deep-seated, rotational failure. In this study, a GIS-based 2D
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slope stability model was developed to analyze the earthquake-induced landslide hazard.
The slope profile (or cross section for slope stability analysis) was used as the analysis
profile and the mapping unit for 2D slope stability analysis. The slope stability o f the
study area was determined by combining the stability o f a number o f slope profiles. From
the point of view o f the raster data process, a slope profile consists o f a number o f grid
cells. Each grid cell is assigned a value for each factor (terrain parameters, geotechnical
properties, land use, etc.). The dataset needed for slope stability analysis for each profile
can be obtained from a stack o f raster map layers using GIS data processing. After that,
slope stability can be analyzed using 2D slope stability methods. This study uses the
ordinary method o f slices and the Bishop simplified method to perform the slope stability
analysis. In order to simplify the GIS-based process, a simple method, called the block
sliding method, is introduced for 2D analysis.

7.2.2 Ordinary M ethod of Slices

For the ordinary method o f slices, the factor of safety is obtained directly. This
method assumes that the inter-slice forces are parallel to the base o f each slice, and that
thus they can therefore be neglected.
In general, earthquake acceleration increases the overturning moment, assuming
that the potential sliding surface is circular with radius Ro (Figure 7.1). The mass above
the sliding surface is divided into a number o f vertical slices. Under the action of
earthquake inertia force, the overturning moment (driving moment) for all slices is given
by:
M 0 = R 0 • £ (Wj sin a,. + k W i cos a, )

(7.1)

7=1

where: M0= overturning moment for all soil slices, kN-m
R0 = radius o f potential circular surface, m
Wi = weight o f soil slice, kN
k= seismic coefficient
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a■
,= dip angle o f shearing surface (dip angle o f sliding plane), °.
n = total number o f soil slices

Figure 7.1 Stability analysis o f a slope using the ordinary method o f slices and the Bishop
simplified method. The left graph shows a circular sliding surface with radius o f R0 and
the right graph shows the force acting on a slice (T; is a shear force on vertical side,Pi is
ta normal lateral force, Ni is a normal reacting force, U; is a water force, and R; is a shear
force along a slip surface)

The resisting moment can be expressed as:
M r - Ra ■^ \ciLi + (Wi cos a, - kW; sin a, - Ui) tan (f)l ]

(7.2)

i=\

where: M r = resisting moment for all soil slices, kN-m
ci = cohesion o f slip surface, kPa
(j>i= effective friction angle o f shearing surface, degree
Ui = water force acting on the slip surface, kN
Lt = length o f slip surface, m
Under conditions o f equilibrium, the moment o f the driving force about the center
o f the sliding circle equals the moment o f the resisting force. The factor o f safety in
ordinary method o f slices is:
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I t jL j + ( Wi cos a , - kWj sin a , - U t) tan
FS =

]
(7.3)

y Wt (sin a , + kWi cos a , )
(=i
The critical horizontal acceleration (yield acceleration, ay), also known as the
minimum acceleration (that is, the acceleration required to reduce the factor of safety to
unity) can be calculated using Equation 7.3:
fl

I f iLi + (Wj cos a t - Ui) tan <pt - Wt sin a j ]
~ ------ :-------------------------------------------^ W- (cos a,. + Wj sin a j tan (j)j)
/=i

(7.4)

The ordinary method o f slices, in general, gives a conservative factor o f safety.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the ordinary method o f slices gives a lower yield
acceleration value than the actual value (Kim and Sitar, 2004).

7.2.3 Bishop Simplified Method

In the Bishop simplified method, slope failure is assumed to occur because o f the
rotation of a block o f soil on a circular slip surface centered on point O (Figure 7.1). By
examining the overall moment equilibrium about the rotation center, the factor o f safety
can be calculated. Also, it is also assumed that the interslice forces are horizontal.
Ignoring the interslice shear forces (i.e, AT=Tj+i-Ti=0 in Figure 7.1) and considering the
water force and the earthquake force, the original formulation by Bishop (1955) for
pseudo-static factor o f safety calculation can be rewritten as the following equation:
V [cbl + (Wf - kWj sin a : - ulbj) ta n <pl] —
m0
FS = /=!
rt

m„; = cos a ; +

^ Wj (sin a,. + k cos a (.)
/=i
tan ^ sin a ,
FS
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where: u, =ywH w, b, is the width o f slice. Note that the factor o f safety, FS, is presented on
both sides of the Equation 7.5. Hence, a trial-and-error or iterative procedure is needed to
find the value o f FS, and a number o f failure surfaces must be investigated to find the
critical sliding surface that produces the minimum factor o f safety.
Equation 7.5 can be rearranged in terms o f yield acceleration as follows:
X [C»A + (w i ~ u-h' ) tan
1 ~ Y , W, s i n a ,
n = ^ _____________________ ma, /=1________
>
”
1
y Wt (sin a , tan (f),
1- cos a ,)
/=i
mai = cos a i + tan (f>l sin a ,

(7.6)

Equation 7.6 can be used to directly compute the yield horizontal earthquake
acceleration.

7.2.4 Block Sliding Model

The factor o f safety o f a non-circular slope profile can be calculated on the basis
of the overall force equilibrium o f blocks within the profile such as the one in Figure 7.2.
Generally, the factor o f safety calculation for multiple sliding blocks also requires
consideration for the overall moment equilibrium about an assumed center o f rotation (R<,
is not constant). In order to simplify the GIS-based calculation, it has to be assumed that
the inter-block shear forces A T = T i+i-T i= 0 and normal forces A T = P i+i-Pi= 0. The total
resisting force and sliding force along the failure surface are the sum o f resisting force
and sliding force o f each block in the slope profile (in 2D, a block is also a slice).
Considering force equilibrium, an approximate value for the factor o f safety o f such a
profile can be obtained by dividing the total resisting force by the total sliding force:
I* ,
5 > jA j + (Wi cos a,. - kWj sin a i - Ui) tan
----------FS = ^
^

Yji
/= !

2

i=\

]

Wi (sin ai+kcos ai)]
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Where: R j= resisting force o f zth soil block, kN
Ti = Sliding force o f zth soil block, kN
Aj= area o f a slip surface, m2

Figure 7.2 A slope profile and its blocks in the 2D block sliding model. Assuming that
the blocks (blocks 1 to 9 in this case) will slide along a slip surface, slope stability is
calculated according to the total resisting and sliding forces o f the blocks.

The Equation 7.7 can produce errors because it ignores the influence o f force
direction, inter-block forces, and moment equilibrium. However, if the variation of the
angle of the sliding surface is less than 10 within the profile, the error in the factor of
safety in the profile could be less than 10%.
The difference between this method and the ordinary method o f slices is that the
sliding surface is not necessarily circular in the block sliding model. Thus, the factor o f
safety in the block sliding model might be less than the factor o f safety calculated with
the circular slices method. This is a simplified method to calculate 2D slope stability
using GIS-based analysis. In the GIS process, such blocks can be viewed as a grid in a
raster dataset. The force o f each grid on a slope profile can be calculated according to the
input datasets.
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7.2.5 Probability and R eliability Analysis

Since the factor o f safety calculated under the limit equilibrium method cannot
reflect the uncertainty o f geotechnical parameters, the Monte-Carlo simulation and the
first order reliability method (FORM) (also known as Hasofer-Lind approach (Hasofer
and Lind, 1974)), was explored for probabilistic analysis. The Monte-Carlo simulation
was discussed in Chapter 6. The Hasofer-Lind method is briefly introduced next.
The first order reliability method developed by Hasofer and Lind gives a measure
of the structural reliability in terms of the reliability or safety index, /?, which is defined
as the shortest distance between the origin o f the reduced coordinate system and the
failure surface defined by the limit state (g(X) = 0) as shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3 Hasofer-Lind reliability index: nonlinear performance function

The point on the failure surface corresponding to P is called the design point or
the most probable failure point (MPP) with coordinates defined as:
= -a,p
and direction cosines (unit vectors) defined as:
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where x ,' corresponds to x, in reduced coordinate system. When limit-state function is
nonlinear, as is the case here, P is determined through an iterative procedure based on an
initial estimate for the coordinates o f MPP.
The probability o f failure is directly related to (1 according to the following
relationship:
Pf =<S>(rP)

(7-10)

where ® is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) o f the standard normal variate.
The limit state function for slope stability analysis is formulated as:
g(X) = R - S

(7.11)

R is the resisting force and S is the sliding force, and both R and S are random in nature
and statistically independent. For the ordinary method o f slices, according to Equation
7.3, g(X) can be expressed as:
g ( X ) = Y k L + (W cos a - kW sin a - U) tan <f\
—S (W sin a + kW cos a)
= 2^[cL + y - tan <j>(h ■b ■cos a - k ■h ■b ■sin a ) - y w ■m • h • L • tan (j>

(7-i2)

- y ■(h ■b ■sin a + k ■h ■b ■cos a )]
where X is the vector o f random variables. So, the failure criterion is g(X)=0. In Equation
7.12, g(X) < 0 means failure, g(X) > 0 indicates safe, and g(X) = 0 represents the limit
state (boundary separating the failure and safe regions).
In this case, g is a function o f four random variables (friction coefficient, ta n ^ °,
cohesion, c; soil unit weight, y; and groundwater ratio, m). Each random variable is
assumed to be normally distributed. To simplify the expression, Equation 7.12 can be
rewritten as:
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g{X) —

(cL + Aj -y •tan (j) —A2 ■m ■tan ^ —A2•y)

(7.13)

Where:
A} = h - b - c o s a - k - h - b - s i n a

(7.14)

A2 = y w-h-L

(7.15)

A3 - h ■b sincr + k ■h- b • c o s a

(7.16)

Then

1 =1 ^

f

=Z ^

(7,7)

| ^ = E J i ta n ^ _ ^3

^ 7 = 2 ] ( 4 ta n ^ - 4 K

(7-18)

ds = ' Z A r ~ A m
d ta n ^

J 8 , a = Y . ( a i Y ~ A 2m )a x*nt
S ta n '^

(7-19)

= £ (~A2 tan <j>am)

(7.20)

J j^ = £ ~ A2 tan (/)

The procedure for calculation o f the reliability index /3 is described as follows:
(1) Assume an initial value for the design point x * . It is common to start with the
mean values o f the basic random variables.
(2) Evaluate the directional cosines at the failure point a,. The partial derivatives
that are needed for computing a, can be obtained using Equations 7.17 to 7.20.
(3) Solve the following equation for the root /?:
g[(/T - a c<*cP)>{Hr - a r(JrP ),{ n Xm^ - a ^ a tan^/3),{^m ~ a mcrmfi)] = 0

(7.21)

(4) Using /? obtained in step (3), evaluate a new design point using the following
equation
x * = /A - «,• P
(5) Repeat steps (1) to (4) until convergence of/? is obtained.
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The advantage o f estimating reliability with the Hasofer-Lind approach is that it
only depends upon the mean and variance (first and second moment properties) of
individual random variables and not their distribution type. The disadvantage is that, for
non-normal random variables, accuracy is sacrificed.

7.3 Critical Slip Surface for 2D Slope Analysis
A slope may fail along a number o f potential slip surfaces. In this study, a number
o f circular slip surfaces were generated for each corresponding slope profile, within the
depth and the dimension o f the potential sliding mass. The slip surface with a minimum
factor o f safety is considered to be critical. The depth and the dimension o f the potential
sliding mass were determined through statistical analysis o f the dimensions o f historic
landslides occurred in the study area and its vicinity.

7.4 Definition of Slope Profiles

An important step for the GIS-based 2D slope stability analysis is to define the
slope profiles. From a geomorphologic point o f view, a slope profile is a line across the
ground surface largely or entirely following the direction o f the true slope (Young, 1972).
Most slope profiles extend from drainage divide to talweg. In selecting representative
profiles, one has to consider the general landslide dimension, the slope shape, and the
geological conditions. These profiles are usually confined to slopes that are straight in
plan view (which might be only a portion o f entire slope profiles). Accurate topographic
map or DEM (digital elevation model) would, in theory, provide the necessary
information to construct the slope profiles.
A fully automatic method for slope profile definition is yet not available. Hence,
the final profile determination is done semi-automatically and is based on slope shape
and personal experience. The length o f the slope profiles can be approximated by looking
to historical landslide dimension data. DEM data in the study area is essential for a
drainage network and catchment boundary analysis. A typical basin can be partitioned
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using the first-order drainage line into three or four elementary slope units: a valley-head
slope, two lateral-slopes (or called valley-side slope), and a spur-end slope, as
represented in Figure 7.4. A slope profile can be within an elementary slope unit. The
rules to define the slope profiles for the slope stability analysis can be described as
follows:
(1) the profiles should be parallel to the flow direction (or steepest path) o f a slope
surface;
(2) in most cases, the profiles should be in between ridge line and valley line;
(3) the length of the profile should be determined through statistical analysis of
the length o f historic landslides;
(4) the density of slope profiles can be determined according to the degree of
accuracy required for the landslide hazard zonation;
(5) the features of slope shape and topographic and geological conditions may be
used to select slope profiles.
Figure 7.4 shows a catchment boundary and drainage line obtained by terrain
analysis using Arc Hydro (Maidment, 2002) tools in ArcGIS (Ormsby et al., 2004). It
also shows the slope profiles for 2D slope stability analysis.

7.5 GIS Data Process and Landslide Hazard Zonation

7.5.1 GIS Data Process

For GIS-based slope stability analysis, the geotechnical engineering datasets have
been created on the basis o f terrain, geology, and ground motion parameters. All o f the
datasets used in conducting a detailed seismic-induced landslide hazard zonation were
digitized or rasterized in a 10 m grid spacing using GIS platform, and are listed in Table
7.1.
Figure 7.5 is a flowchart showing the sequential steps involved in the landslide
hazard mapping procedure.
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Figure 7.4 Definition o f the elementary slope units in a basin (left) and the slope profiles
for 2D slope stability analysis (right) in the catchments. A typical basin can be partitioned
using the first-order drainage line into three or four elementary slope units: a valley-head
slope, two lateral-slopes (or called valley-side slopes), and a spur-end slope. A slope
profile can fall within an elementary slope unit.

Table 7.1 Necessary data layers for 2D slope stability analysis
Data Layers

Data Format

1

Slope surface angle (a)

Grid and Point

2

Slip surface angle (0)

Grid and Point

3

Soil friction angle (<|) and c^)

Grid and Point

4

Soil cohesion (c and a c )

Grid and Point

5

Soil unit weight (y and c Y)

Grid and Point

6

Soil depth (H)

Grid and Point

7

Horizontal acceleration (A:or PGA)

Grid and Point

8

Slope Profiles

Line and Point

9

DEM (X, Y, and Z Value)

Point or Text

Notes

For Monte-Carlo
simulation, the point
feature datasets and
deviation of random
parameters (am, a c,
cty, and a,),) are
required.
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2D Slope Stability Analysis Model

Geomorphology
Parameters

Geotechnical Parameters

Friction Angle, <t>

DEM Model
(X, Y and Z)

Depth of Sliding
Soil, H, m

Cohesion, c, kPa
Peak Ground
Acceleration, amax

Slope Angle

Dry Unit Weight, y,
kN/m3

Slope Profiles

Factor of Safety

Failure Probability

Slope Displacement

Depth of Ground
Water, Hw, m
Slip Surface
Angle

Reliability Index

Critical Acceleration

Geostatistic Analysis (Kriging)
Landslide Hazard zonation

Figure 7.5 Flowchart o f 2D slope stability and landslide hazard zonation

The slope stability analysis can be completed inside the GIS platform using
ArcObjects (Brake, 2003) or outside the GIS environment using any computer program.
For analysis outside o f GIS, all the datasets o f geomorphology and geotechnical
parameters in the study area are transformed into point feature from grid datasets
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including point coordinates (x, y, z), slope angle, profile ID, friction angle, cohesion, unit
weight, earthquake acceleration, predicted depth o f potential sliding mass, groundwater
depth, and/or predicted slip surface by employing ArcGIS. In the next step, attribute
tables o f those point map layers are converted into text files. Some effort is needed to
code a computer program such as VB to identify and extract the data o f the points within
each slope profile by their profile numbers. With the datasets o f slope profiles, the factor
o f safety can be easily obtained using the 2D slope stability analysis methods mentioned
above. Finally, by importing calculated factor o f safety data into GIS platform, the factor
o f safety o f each slope profile can be displayed and the landslide susceptibility hazard
zonation can be made by classification, or geostatistic analysis based on the slope
stability index (factor o f safety, critical acceleration, failure probability, etc.). A VB code
was developed in this research in order to complete the analysis including data extraction
for each profile, 2D factor o f safety calculation, and critical slip surface searching.

7.5.2 Slope Stability Interpolation

In 2D slope stability analysis, slope stability is represented by a number o f
selected slope profiles. The slope stability o f an area other than the selected profiles can
be estimated from the data and spatial distribution o f the stability index. Mathematically,
this problem can be treated as an interpolation problem. The estimation can be performed
using a deterministic method such as inverse distance weighted interpolation or a
geo statistical method such as the kriging method.
Kriging provides a method for interpolating values for the points not physically
sampled based on a continuous model o f stochastic variation. It makes the best use o f
existing knowledge by taking into account the way that a property varies in space through
the variogram model.
There are several varieties o f kriging methods. Ordinary kriging is by far the most
common type o f kriging in use. It estimates the value o f regionalized variables at
unsampled places. The ordinary kriging model is described by (Johnston et al., 2003):
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Z(s) = fi + e(s)

(7.23)

where .v is coordinates (X, Y) o f a location, and Z(s) is the value at that location. The
model is based on constant mean, //, and random error, e(s), with spatial dependence.
Assuming that the mean is unknown, the predictor is the weighted sum o f the data:
Z fc ) = 2 > ,Z f e )
M

(7.24)

where: Z(st) is the sampled value at the zth location; /., is an unknown weight at the z'th
location; so is a prediction location; and N is the total number o f sampled values.
In ordinary kriging, the weight,

depends on the semivariogram, the distance to

the prediction location, and the spatial relationships along the sampled values around the
prediction location. Ordinary kriging tries to find the optimal weight,
Another more complicated method for estimation is disjunctive kriging. In
general, disjunctive kriging tries to do more than ordinary kriging does. For instance, we
may want to know, for the given data, the likelihood or probability that the true values at
the target points exceed some threshold. To estimate these values, more elaborate
techniques which depend on the statistical distribution o f the variables at the target points
are needed. Disjunctive kriging is one o f the methods dealing with this kind o f estimation.
A complete description o f kriging can be found in reference books such as Cressie (1993)
and Chiles and Delfiner (1999).
The Geostatistical Analyst component o f ArcGIS is employed in the landslide
hazard zonation. Inverse distance weighted interpolation, ordinary, and disjunctive
kriging methods are used for the spatial estimation based on the results o f the slope
stability analysis. The factor o f safety or reliability index o f each profile and its
geographical location (the center o f each profile) are imported to ArcGIS for kriging. The
predicted map o f slope stability can be displayed as grid or contour map showing ranked
zones o f landslide susceptibility.
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7.6 Landslide Hazard Zonation at the Balsamo Ridge, Nueva San Salvador

7.6.1 General Description

The Balsamo Ridge area o f Nueva San Salvador was selected as the study area for
the 2D GIS-based analysis model. The Balsamo Ridge is located south o f Nueva San
Salvador. The January 13, 2001 earthquake triggered many landslides, leaving tensile
cracks along the Ridge. Since the northern slope o f the Ridge is much steeper than its
southern side, slope failure and cracks were found on its northern slopes. The width o f
the landslides was 10 m to 40 m (except the Las Colinas landslide). The landslide height
was 15 m to 40 m (JSCE, 2001). Figure 7.6 shows the triggered landslides, landslide
crowns, cracks, and scarps in the east part o f the Balsamo Ridge area during the 2001
earthquakes.
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Figure 7.6 Slope failures along the Balsamo Ridge area, Nueva San Salvador (after Lotti
C. & Association, 2001)
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The extensive cracks remaining along Balsamo Ridge create a serious threat o f
further landslides. Immediate slope mitigation and the relocation o f the residents who
lived in the range o f potential sliding area were organized by the city government. The
public is concerned about the potential landslides that could be triggered by future large
earthquakes. The site-specific landslide hazard zonation can provide the detailed and
quantitative information necessary for hazard reduction in such an area.
The analysis models, including pseudo-static analysis and the probabilistic model
(Monte-Carlo simulation and Hasofer-Lind method), were tested in the study area.
The selection o f geotechnical parameters was described in Chapter 6. The
determination o f peak ground acceleration and the selection o f the horizontal seismic
coefficient are complex procedures. According to Table 2.5 (in Chapter 2), the minimum
seismic coefficient for pseudo-static analysis is about 0.10, and usually k is 0.15 to
0.5amax/g- In this 2D slope stability analysis, in order to compare the results for different
ground motion levels, seismic coefficients o f k=0, 0.3, and 0.6 were used. k=0.3
corresponds to peak ground acceleration o f 0.6g, assuming k=0.5amax/g.
Considering the topographic amplification in the study area, the actual peak
ground acceleration at the top o f Balsamo Ridge during the January 13, 2001 earthquake
might have exceeded 0.6 g and possibly reached 1.56 g according to the seismic response
analysis in Chapter 5. The slope stability at k=0.6 was also calculated. The amax o f the
January 13, 2001 earthquake shaking was used for displacement analysis to calibrate the
analysis model.
In the 2D analysis model, a deeper sliding mass than that used in the infinite slope
model was considered because Balsamo Ridge is covered by thick TB formation. One
piece o f evidence for the deeper sliding mass in this area is that the Las Colinas landslide
had a sliding mass more than 35 m thick. A 15m thick potential sliding mass was selected
for the general 2D slope stability analysis. For comparison, the distribution o f predicted
sliding depth based on historic landslides using the geostatistic method (kriging) was also
used in the stability analysis. This prediction data indicates a varying depth o f sliding
mass associated with slope location. Figure 7.7 shows the slope profiles for 2D slope
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stability analysis. A total o f 459 profiles were selected for the 2D analysis that cover 4.91
km2.
88=1530“ W
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89‘ i 7 t r w

/

Profiles £> Slope Units

Figure 7.7 Slope profiles (459 profiles in total) for 2D slope stability analysis overlaid on
image o f the Balsamo Ridge area

7.6.2 Result Comparison

Figure 7.8 shows the factor o f safety distribution in the Balsamo Ridge area,
which was obtained from the statistics o f 459 profiles calculated using the Bishop method
under different k values but the same groundwater conditions (depth o f groundwater table
Hw=7 m). From these curves, at static conditions (no earthquake), all o f the factors o f
safety are greater than 1. If seismic coefficient k is 0.3, 20 profiles have FS less than 1.0.
At the condition o f k=0.6, the slope stability decreased steeply and 41% o f the profiles
fail or are at the critical condition.
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FS Distribution at Static and Dynamic Condition
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Figure 7.8 Factor o f safety distribution at different acceleration conditions (Static, k=0.3,
and k=0.6, Hw=7 m). If seismic coefficient k is 0.3, 20 profiles have FS less than 1.0.
The difference in the factor o f safety calculated using ordinary method o f slices,
the Bishop simplified method, and block sliding method and the comparison and
trendlines o f factor o f safety between the Bishop and ordinary method or block sliding
model are shown in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. The correlation coefficient for both linear
trendlines is greater than 0.90, which shows strong linear correlation. On average, from
the results o f 459 profiles, the factor o f safety calculated using the Bishop simplified
method is 6 % greater than that using ordinary method o f slices and 16% greater than that
using block sliding model. The factor o f safety calculated using ordinary method o f slices
is 10% greater than that using block sliding model. These results show that both the block
sliding model and the ordinary method o f slices are conservative. The Bishop simplified
method is the most widely used method in slope engineering. Once the factor o f safety
under the ordinary method o f slices or block sliding model is obtained, the factor o f
safety under the Bishop simplified method can be estimated according to their
relationship.
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FS Distribution Calculated by Three Methods
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Figure 7.9 The results o f a comparison o f the factor o f safety o f 459 profiles using
different methods under the same conditions (k=0.3 and Hw=7 m). Generally, the Bishop
simplified method o f slices obtained higher factor o f safety than the ordinary method o f
slices. The block sliding model obtained the lowest factors o f safety.
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Figure 7.10 The comparison o f the factor o f safety o f 459 profiles using the Bishop
simplified method, the ordinary method o f slices, and the block sliding model (k=0.3 and
Hw=7 m).
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Figures 7.11 to 7.12 show the relationships among mean factor o f safety, failure
probability, and the reliability index calculated using the Monte-Carlo simulation from
the results o f 459 profiles under conditions o f k=0.3 and Hw=7 m. Theoretically, the
factor o f safety is only related to the mean value o f input geotechnical parameters. Failure
probability and the reliability index are not only related to mean value, but also to the
standard deviation o f each o f the input parameters. However, failure probability has a
fixed relationship with the reliability index, as presented in Equation 7.10. For any profile,
it is apparent that when the factor o f safety equals 1.0, the failure probability is 0.5 and
reliability index is 0. Beyond this point, the relationship is related to the standard
deviation o f input parameters.
Figure 7.13 is a graph o f critical acceleration compared against the static factor o f
safety calculated using ordinary method o f slices. The following exponential regressive
equation describes the relationships between critical acceleration and the static factor o f
safety:
ay = 1.081exp(-0.005419FS)-1.714exp(-0.4869FS)

(7.25)

where: FSstatic is static factor o f safety. R-square is 0.9604.

Figure 7.11 Failure probability vs. mean factor o f safety o f 459 slope profiles obtained
using the Monte-Carlo simulation. Normal distribution is assumed for geotechnical
parameters.
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Factor of Safety vs. Reliability Index
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Figure 7.12 Reliability index vs. mean factor o f safety o f 459 slope profiles obtained
using the Monte-Carlo simulation. Normal distribution is assumed for geotechnical
parameters.

Static Factor of Safety vs. Critical Acceleration

Static Factor of Safety (FS)

Figure 7.13 Yield horizontal acceleration against the static factor o f safety calculated
using the ordinary method o f slices. When the static factor o f safety equals 1.5, the
critical acceleration is around 0 . 2 2 g.
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Figure 7.14 is a graph o f critical acceleration against the pseudo-static factor o f
safety (k=0.3 and Hw=7 m) calculated using the ordinary method o f slices. In this figure,
when the factor o f safety equals 1.0, the critical acceleration is around 0.3 g.

Psuedo- Static Factor of Safety vs. Critical Acceleration
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Figure 7.14 Yield horizontal acceleration against the pseudo-static factor o f safety
calculated using ordinary method o f slices (7c=0.3, Hw=7 m). When the factor o f safety
equals 1 , the critical acceleration is around 0.3 g.
Figure 7.15 shows the Newmark displacement graphed against yield horizontal
acceleration calculated using the Ambraseys and Menu Equation and the equations o f
Jibson et al. In the displacement analysis, the PGA (or amax) and I a values were generated
using the ordinary kriging based on data from the ground motion records o f the January
13, 2001, earthquake. Figure 7.15 also illustrates that the Ambraseys and M enu’s
equation has a larger displacement than Jibson et al.’s equation. In the valid range for
0.1< ay/amax <0.9, the maximum displacement calculated by the Ambraseys and M enu’s
Equation is 120 cm, and the corresponding displacement is 45 cm using the Jibson et al.’s
Equation.
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Critical Acceleration vs. Displacement
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Figure 7.15 Yield horizontal acceleration graphed against the Newmark displacement
calculated using Ambraseys and Menu’s Equation and Jibson et al.’s equation. In this
case, the Jibson et al. equation obtained a larger displacement than Ambraseys and
M enu’s equation.

7.6.3 Landslide Hazard Zonation

Earthquake-induced landslide susceptibility can be assessed and grouped, using
one o f the slope stability indices, into five categories: very high, high, moderate, low, and
very low landslide susceptibility zones. The recommended ranges o f Newmark
displacement and the factor o f safety for each landslide susceptibility zone are listed in
Table 7.2. Like ID analysis, the landslide susceptibility in the study area also can be
classified by critical acceleration, failure probability, or the reliability index. The
relationships among mean factor o f safety, failure probability, and the reliability index
displacement, and critical acceleration are shown in Figures 7.11, 7.12, 7.14, and 7.15.
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Table 7.2 Landslide susceptibility zones and evaluation parameters

Landslide Susceptibility

Zones

Very high landslide susceptibility zone,
landslides are expected
High landslide susceptibility zone,
landslides are likely to occur
Moderate landslide susceptibility zone,
moderate level of landslide hazard exists
Low landslide susceptibility zone,
landslides are not likely to occur
Very low landslide susceptibility zone,
safe slopes

1

2

3
4
5

Displacement,
u (cm)

Factor of Safety,
FS

> 10

< 1

5-10

1-1.15

2-5

1.15-1.3

0 1 -2

.

1.3-1.5

0

>1.5

As expected, most unstable slopes are associated with areas o f steep slope angle
and lower shear strength. In the 2D study, the unstable slope profiles in the Balsamo
Ridge area mainly occurred at the northern slope. Figure 7.16 shows the yield (critical)
horizontal acceleration calculated using ordinary method o f slices. The very high
landslide susceptibility area, where the horizontal yield acceleration is less than 0.3 g, is
close to the slope crown area o f the northern side o f the ridge. The southern side o f the
ridge belongs to low to the moderate landslide susceptibility zone because o f its low
slope angle.
Figure 7.17 shows the factor o f safety map obtained using the Bishop simplified
method. The crown area o f the ridge has a lower factor o f safety. Comparing the results
calculated using the ordinary method o f slices (Figure 7.18), the factor o f safety
distribution has some differences. Because the ordinary method o f slices is conservative,
the Bishop simplified method is a recommended method for factor o f safety calculation
in landslide hazard zonation. Figure 7.19 shows the classified reliability index o f slope
profiles at the study area calculated using the ordinary method o f slices and the HasoferLind method (k=0.3, Hw=7 m). In Figures 7.18 and 7.19, the result o f landslide
susceptibility classification according to the reliability index is very similar to that
according to the factor o f safety, since both calculations are based on the ordinary method
o f slices.
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Figure 7.16 Critical (yield) horizontal acceleration o f the slope profiles in the study area
calculated using the ordinary method o f slices (k=0.3, Hw=7 m)
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Figure 7.17 Factor o f safety o f the slope profiles in the study area calculated using the
Bishop simplified method (k=0.3, Hw=7 m)
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Figure 7.18 Factor o f safety o f the slope profiles in the study area calculated using the
ordinary method o f slices (k=0.3, Hw=7 m)
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Figure 7.19 Reliability index o f the slope profiles in the study area calculated using the
ordinary method o f slices and the Hasofer-Lind method (k=0.3, Hw=7 m)
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Figure 7.20 shows a slope stability comparison in static and earthquake conditions
with Hw=7 m. In the static condition (Figure 7.20a), all slope profiles are stable. Figure
7.20b shows the Newmark displacement during the January 13, 2001 earthquake. The
slope profiles with displacement greater than

1 0

cm have the high landslide susceptibility.

Figures 7.20c and 7.20d show failure probability and the reliability index calculated using
the Bishop simplified method with the Monte-Carlo simulation (k=0.3, Hw=7 m).

(a) Static factor of safety by Bishop M ethod

(c) Fails re probability by Bishop and M C M ethod

(b) Displacement by Ambraseys and M enn Equation

(d) Reliability index by Bishop and M C M ethod

Figure 7.20 Slope stability comparison in the static and earthquake conditions (Hw=7 m):
(a) static factor o f safety using the Bishop simplified method; (b) Newmark displacement
during the January 13, 2001 earthquake; (c) failure probability at k=0.3 calculated using
the Bishop simplified method with the Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation; and (d) reliability
index at k=0.3 calculated using the ordinary method o f slices with the Monte-Carlo (MC)
simulation.
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Figures 7.21 and 7.22 show the landslide susceptibility map predicted by the
ordinary kriging method based on the pseudo-static factor o f safety and the reliability
index o f slope profiles. The map shows that the high landslide susceptibility zone (FS<1,
or reliability index< 0 ) is distributed in the crown area o f the northern slope o f the ridge.
In this zone, potential landslides are expected under strong earthquake shaking similar to
the January 13, 2001 earthquake. For validation o f the analysis model, the triggered slope
failures (cracks, slides, scarps, and crowns) during the January 13, 2001 earthquake are
overlapped with the slope stability map. Comparing the analysis results o f the triggered
landslides, most o f the landslides and cracks occurred in the high landslide susceptibility
zones. Slope mitigation is necessary in this area in order to avoid slope failure during a
future earthquake event. Some slope stabilization works had been completed around this
area by the local government with the help o f an engineering consulting company.
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Figure 7.21 Landslide susceptibility map interpolated using the ordinary kriging method
(factor o f safety was calculated using the Bishop simplified method under the conditions
o f k=0.3, Hw=7 m).
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Figure 7.22 Landslide susceptibility map interpolated using the ordinary kriging method
(reliability index was calculated using the Monte-Carlo simulation under the conditions
o f k=0.3, Hw=7 m)

7.7 Discussion

The accuracy o f slope stability calculation was improved by using the GIS-based
2D slope stability analysis, which involves deterministic and probabilistic methods and
slope profile definition. This method can be used to analyze the slope stability o f a large
number o f slope profiles which are consistent with the slope stability analysis in
geotechnical engineering design. A study o f earthquake-induced slope stability
demonstrates the applicability o f GIS to data processing and slope stability calculation.
Such 2D analysis methods are most suited for the site-specific landslide hazard zonation.
In order to consider the spatial variability o f the soil properties and the uncertainty
o f geotechnical parameters, the probabilistic analysis may increase the accuracy o f slope
stability analysis and landslide hazard assessment in a study area.
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The proposed geomorphologic and geotechnical data processing procedure via
GIS is available through spatial data analysis. A slope stability analysis model outside the
GIS environment can be implemented with minor effort by using the VB program. Such a
2D method is beneficial to landslide hazard assessment and slope engineering practice. A
map o f factor o f safety with a level o f accuracy achieved using the 2D method can be
used for engineering design and decision-making in land use development.
In this study, we have adopted three methods, namely the ordinary method o f
slices, the Bishop simplified method, and the block sliding model, for earthquake-induced
slope stability analysis. The Monte-Carlo simulation has also been used for probabilistic
analysis. It is observed that the three slope stability methods all obtained very useful
results for landslide hazard assessment. The results o f the three methods show a strong
linear correlation among them. On average, based on the results o f 459 profiles, the factor
o f safety calculated using the Bishop simplified method is 6 % greater than that using the
ordinary method o f slices and 16% greater than that using the block sliding model. The
factor o f safety calculated using the ordinary method o f slices is

1 0

% greater than that

using the block sliding model.
Comparing the results obtained using the infinite slope model and the 2D method
at the same horizontal acceleration (k=0.3) and groundwater conditions (groundwater
depth is 7m), the trend o f slope stability and the high landslide susceptibility zones are
consistent. Figure 7.23 illustrates the ID factor o f safety calculated using the infinite
slope model in the Balsamo Ridge area. For the shallow potential landslides, the very
high landslide susceptibility grids (factor o f safety less than 1 ) are distributed in the slope
crown area and are strongly related to slope angle. This figure also shows that most o f the
very high landslide susceptibility grids occur in the region o f earthquake-triggered
landslide, which is also the region where crack occurred during the

2 0 0 1

earthquakes.

Figure 7.24 shows the comparison o f factor o f safety distributions calculated
using the ID infinite slope model and the 2D Bishop simplified method at k=0.3, Hw=7m
condition. The ID result is overlaid on the 2D landslide susceptibility map. At the crown
area, both methods obtained similar results.
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Figure 7.23 The factor o f safety distribution map for the Balsamo Ridge area calculated
using the infinite slope model under the conditions o f k=0.3, Hw=7 m.

Figure 7.24 The factor o f safety distribution map for the Balsamo Ridge area calculated
using the infinite slope model (shown as dots) and the 2D Bishop simplified method
(filled contour map) under the conditions o f k=0.3, Hw=7 m .
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Result comparison o f landslide hazard zonation based on the slope stability index
using the geostatistical method (kriging), shows that the 2D model is a feasible and costeffective approach to slope stability analysis and seismic-induced landslide hazard
zonation.
It is important to note that such a GIS-based slope stability analysis can yield
erroneous results if the input data, especially the geotechnical properties and groundwater
conditions are not correctly determined. The most common drawback o f the 2D
deterministic model is that data processing for this analysis is time consuming, which is
true for any GIS-based approach. The necessary data processing requires frequent data
format conversion, such as from raster grids to feature points. The coordination system,
map projection, and size o f each map layer must exactly match. There is also a need to
develop an automatic slope profile definition program.
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Chapter 8 Site-Specific Earthquake-Induced Landslide Hazard Zonation: 3D Model

8.1 Introduction

Slope failures in natural terrain and road cuts are three-dimensional (3D) with
spatial variations in geological characteristics. However, in geotechnical engineering,
slope stability has usually been analyzed using 2D methods. Since the late 1960s, more
attention has been paid to the development and application o f 3D slope stability analysis.
A large number o f studies o f 3D slope stability problems have been done in the last two
decades (Duncan, 1996). Most 3D approaches are extensions of the 2D slice methods.
Along them, Hovland’s analysis (Hovland, 1977) was based on an extension o f the
ordinary method o f slices, which assumed zero normal stresses on vertical surfaces. The
Hungr’s method (Hungr, 1987) was an extension of the Bishop simplified method. Lam
and Fredland (1993) presented a generalized model which is an extension of the 2D
general limit equilibrium formulation.
By summarizing studies o f the 3D slope stability, Duncan (1996) concluded that
the 3D safety factor is greater than the 2D factor o f safety and that the percentage
difference between the 2D and 3D analysis can be as large as 30%. Some authors
generalized this observation and concluded that the difference ranges between 3% and
30% and that the average is 13.9% (Gens et al., 1988). A 3D slope stability analysis could
be conducted to supplement a 2D analysis.
In some cases, the ID and 2D slope stability analyses and landslide hazard
zonation produced in GIS applications yield acceptable results. However, the results
appear to give a conservative estimate for slope stability due to the fact that they ignore
the influence o f lateral forces. Therefore, for a more accurate and realistic stability
analysis it is necessary to use the 3D methods to analyze slope stability, even though the
3D analysis is more difficult to perform than the ID infinite slope model. A few attempts
to use a 3D model have recently been made (Xie et al., 2003, 2005).
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Among the 3D methods, the general limit equilibrium method of columns is the
m ost popular and is considered as the most feasible method for practical engineering
applications. The overall slip surface can be assumed as a sphere or ellipsoid. The
potential failure mass is separated into discrete columns. Such discrete soil/rock columns
in 3D analysis can be described using grid-based raster data sets in GIS. The slope
geometry and geotechnical parameters o f each column can be presented in several map
layers. The grid can be generated so as to be compatible with the columns in the 3D slope
stability analysis. GIS spatial analysis tools can easily process multiple datasets. Thus the
column-based 3D models can be used for the stability calculation in GIS. The factor of
safety o f a slope area can be obtained by running an analysis program inside the GIS
environment or by exporting it to an external analysis module for calculation.
The Balsamo Ridge area in Nueva San Salvador was selected for this site-specific
hazard zonation. The area experienced strong seismic shaking which triggered destructive
landslides, cracks, and other surface damage during the 2001 earthquakes. The horizontal
earthquake acceleration at the top o f the ridge was estimated to be over 0.6g (Jibson et al.,
2004).

8.2 Slope Stability Analysis Model: 3D Column Method

8.2.1 General Description

In GIS-based 3D landslide hazard assessment, the slope unit was selected as a
mapping unit. Terrain or hydrology analysis methods can be used to identify such slope
units from the DEM (Digital Elevation Model) dataset. All original datasets for stability
analysis are available with respect to each grid cell. After partitioning the study area into
a number o f slope units, the slope unit data can be exported to an external computer
program. A 3D slope stability program extracts data o f each grid within the boundary of
pre-defined slope units. By inputting data for each slope unit into the 3D slope stability
analysis model, the factor o f safety can be obtained.
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In this study, a GIS-based 3D approach was developed based on the block
(columns) analysis within pre-defined slope units. The conventional 3D slope stability
analysis method can be applied in the GIS-based slope stability analysis. The Hovland’s
(1977) 3D slope stability analysis method was used to calculate the factor of safety. A
relatively simple 3D block sliding method was also explored. In the 3D models, the
calculation was performed outside the GIS platform with an external slope stability
program. The GIS data were exported to an external computer program o f slope stability
analysis. The results calculated by the program were imported to the GIS platform. And
then, the slope stability and landslide hazard zonation were performed in a GIS platform
based on the 3D factor o f safety. A VB program was developed to implement the 3D
slope stability analysis.

8.2.2 Hovland’s 3D Column Method

The geometry o f a potential 3D slope failure mass is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The
failure mass is divided into a number o f columns with vertical interfaces. The potential
overall slip surface postulates as a spherical or ellipsoid surface. A 3D view of individual
columns, analogous to a slice in a 2D analysis, is shown in Figure 8.2. In Figure 8.2, H is
height of the column; L is width o f the column; Hw is height o f groundwater; El, E r Pl
Pr are intercolumn normal force; TL, TR, S l , S r are intercolumn shear force; N, U, T are
normal forces, water pressure, and shear forces acting on the slip surface, respectively;
and a is dip angle o f the slip surface.
Hovland’s method (Hovland, 1977) is an extension o f ordinary method o f slices.
The analysis assumes that the soil column is selected small enough so that all faces can
be described by planes. The depth o f the column, H, is simply computed approximately
from the center o f the top surface to the center o f the slip surface (bottom). In order to
avoid complicated coordination transformation, the global coordination system and
vector method are applied in the geometric description and force analysis for each
column, as will be described in this section.
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Figure 8.1 Schematic view o f a 3D potential failure mass. The potential overall slip
surface is postulated to be a spherical or ellipsoid surface. Each GIS grid represents a soil
block or soil column.

Figure 8.2 A 3D view o f an individual column. H is the height o f the column; L is width
o f column; Hw the height o f groundwater; E l , E r , P l , P r are intercolumn normal forces; T l ,
T r , Sl , Sr are intercolumn shear forces; N, U, T are normal force, water pressure, and
shear force acting on the slip surface, respectively; and a is the dip angle o f the slip
surface.
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The formula o f the factor o f safety can be derived in a manner similar to that used
for the 2D ordinary method o f slices. Like the 2D method, the 3D method also ignores
the intercolumn forces. The 3D static factor o f safety can be expressed as:
n
, 4

+ (Wi cos a, - r wK A ) tan h ]

FS3D= - --------------;------------------------------------------^ Wj s i n a j
/=i

(8.1)

where: (/), is effective friction angle o f sliding surface; ct is cohesion o f sliding surface; a,
is dip angle o f sliding surface (plane); A, is area o f slip surface; W, is weight o f soil
column; yw is unit weight of water; hw is water column height from the center o f slip
surface to groundwater table; and n is total number o f columns.
Considering the horizontal earthquake force, kW, the 3D pseudo-static factor of
safety can be calculated as:
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where: k is the seismic coefficient.
This method may be inaccurate because it assumes a zero normal stress on the
vertical surface. However, for GIS-based slope stability and landslide hazard zonation,
such deviations may be considered acceptable for site specific landslide hazard
assessment.
One o f the important steps in the 3D column method is determining the spherical
or ellipsoid slip surface for each slope unit. This 3D surface will intersect with each soil
column and form a potential sliding surface. The overall slip surface consists o f the
individual slip surfaces o f all columns, and is assumed to be planar with a dip angle and
dip direction. In the force analysis, all forces will be decomposed at each slip surface. In
order to simplify the coordinate transformation, all slip surfaces and forces should be
described in a same coordinate system. Therefore, the vector analysis method is used to
perform the geometry and force analysis in the 3D model.
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8.2.3 Geometric D escription o f Columns

In the 3D model, the vector analysis method is employed to describe the geometry
o f sliding blocks (or soil columns) and the accompanying forces (Goodman and Shi,
1985). Based on the rigid limit equilibrium concept o f stability analysis, the principal
assumptions are: ( 1 ) the sliding surface o f each column is assumed to be perfectly planar
(which is acceptable if the width o f columns is small enough); (2 ) sliding blocks are
assumed to be rigid; (3) the failure mode o f multiple blocks is planar failure (sliding
along one sliding surface); (4) at the critical condition, the factor o f safety o f all
individual columns is the same; (5) the overall factor o f safety is calculated based on the
force or moment equilibrium o f the entire column system.
Defining the coordinate system as x being east, y being north and z being up, the
slope surface and sliding surface o f a column is represented by a plane with dip angle (a)
and dip direction ((5). The equation o f the plane through point (xo, yo, zo) with normal
vector (/, m, n) is:
l ( x - x 0) + m ( y - y 0) + n ( z - z 0) = 0

(8.3)

The values o f normal vector coordinates o f the sliding plane or joint are:
/ = sin a sin (5
<m = sm a c o sf3

(8.4)

n = c o sa
where: a

=

dip angle o f a plane; (3 = dip direction o f a plane; and

(x &

y o ,

zq

)

are the

coordinates o f a point on the plane as shown in Figure 8.3.
The 3D geometric analysis can be used to determine the normal vectors of planes,
coordinates o f comers, the areas o f slip surface o f each column, sliding direction, and the
volume of each column.
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Figure 8.3 A plane and its normal vector (n). The coordinate system is x being east, y
being north and z being up. Plane equation can be determined by its normal vector and a
point on the plane.
8.2.4 Force Description by Vector Analysis

If the magnitude and direction o f a force is represented by F , then the
components o f the force are the coordinate values:
F = (X,Y,Z)

(8.5)

The magnitude of the force is:
\f \ = J x 2 + Y 2 + Z 2

( 8 .6 )

The direction o f F is given by:
X

Y

7 =

Z

(8.7)

F

For example, the direction n o f a normal force on a plane P is:
n = (l,m,n)

(g g)

If the magnitude o f a normal force is N, then the components o f N at X, Y and Z direction
will be:
N = (IN, mN, nN)

(8.9)

For horizontal earthquake force:
\Fq\ = kW

(8.10)
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Fq =kW(sin/3e, cosfie,

0

)

( 8 .1 1 )

where: A?=seismic coefficient
W = the weight o f rock block, kN
[3e = direction o f horizontal acceleration
The resultant force, R , o f a series of intersecting forces Fj, F2, ..., Fn is:

;=1

1=1

1=1

1=1

8.2.5 Defining the Overall Slip Surface

The overall slip surface can be assumed to be a spherical or ellipsoid surface. For
a spherical surface, if the coordinates o f 4 points are given in 3 dimensions, then the
equation o f the slip sphere containing those points on the surface can be found by solving
the following determinant.

x 2 + y 2 +z 2
2 ,
2 ,
2
*1
+ Tl + Zl
2 ,
2 ,
2
x 2 + y 2 + z2
2
2
2
x 3 + y3 + z3
*4

2

,

2 ,
2
y 4 + Z4

X

y

Z

1

X,

Ti

z,

1

z2

1

x2
x3

y3

z3

1

*4

y4

Z 4

1

The conditions on the 4 points are: no three combinations o f the 4 points can be
collinear and all 4 points cannot lie on the same plane (coplanar). Figure 8.4 shows a
spherical slip surface defined for 3D slope stability analysis.
If the determinant is found using the expansion by minors with the top row, the
equation of the sphere can be written simply in term o f the minors Mq:
(x 2 + y 2 + z 2) M u - x M n + y M u - z M u + M ]5 = 0
The general equation o f a sphere with radius, Ro, centered at (x& y o ,

(8.14)
z q

)

is:
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( x - x 0) + ( y - .y 0) + ( z - z 0) = R 0

(8.15)

The center, (x& yo, zo), and radius, Ro, o f the sphere can be solved based on
Equations 8.14 and 8.15:
x0 =

/Mn

w = - —M u / M u
0
2
13
11
z0 =

(8.16)

/Mn

Ro = x o~^ yo~^z o ~ M l5/ M }i

If either the four points are coplanar or three are collinear, the M u will equal zero.

0 (xo, yo.

m

’(i\

Slope surface
x4.y4.z4 & < ’) /
Y

K"V .* fcX
•/
I

X

su rface

Figure 8.4 Spherical slip surface definition for the 3D slope stability analysis. A spherical
slip surface can be determined by 4 space points. The conditions on the 4 points are: no
any three points can be collinear and all 4 points cannot lie on the same plane (coplanar)
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8.2.6 Critical Slip Surface for 3D Slope Stability Analysis

The slope may fail along a number o f potential slip surfaces. In this study, a
number o f spherical slip surfaces were generated for each slope unit within a pre-defined
depth and dimension o f potential sliding mass. The slip surface with the minimum factor
of safety will be considered to be the critical surface. The depth and dimension of the
potential sliding mass was determined by statistical analysis o f the dimensions of
historical landslides in the study area and its vicinity.

8.3 Block Sliding M odel

The GIS-based 3D block sliding model is an extension o f the 2D block sliding
model. The area for the 3D block sliding model is the entire slope unit, which is shown in
Figure 8.5.
This approach is based on force equilibrium o f columns o f potential sliding mass
in a slope unit. Ignoring the lateral forces acting on the vertical sides o f each column, the
total resisting forces and sliding forces are the sums o f resisting forces and sliding forces
of all columns within an entire slope unit, respectively. The 3D pseudo-static factor of
safety can be calculated by dividing the total resisting force by the total sliding force:
2

> jAi + (Wj cos a , - kWj sin a , - Uj) tan

]

* S 3 D = - r — = - ----------- ;------------------------------------------Yj;
/=l

Y ^
1=1

(8-17)

+ k C0S a >^

where FS sd is the 3D pseudo-static factor o f safety. Other elements in Equation 8.17 are
same as those in Equation 8 .1. This method ignores all o f the intercolumn forces acting
on the sides of the columns. The magnitudes o f resisting force and sliding force mainly
depend on the slope surface inclination and the area of pre-defmed slope units.
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Equation 8.17 can produce error due to ignoring the influence o f force direction,
inter-coloum forces, and moment equilibrium. However, if the variation o f angle o f
sliding surface is less than 10 within a profile, as in the 2D block sliding method, the
error in the factor o f safety o f slope unit may be less than

1 0

%.

This is a simplified GIS-based method for the 3D slope stability analysis. The
results may be conservative due to the fact that the entire area o f a slope unit was used.
Actually, landslides rarely happen in such a large area. Therefore, caution should be
exercised when interpreting the results. However, this method can speed up GIS-based
analysis because there are fewer complications in computation.
In order to improve the accuracy o f the 3D block sliding model, the boundary o f
slope units can be buffered to a certain distance. The buffered boundary area will not be
considered as the area o f the slope unit, which will reduce some distortions near valley
baselines and the dividing line in a drainage basin, because the areas near the valley line
and dividing lines usually have smaller slope angle.

Figure 8.5 The analysis area for the 3D block sliding model and the Hovland’s column
method. The analysis area for the 3D block sliding model is the entire slope unit, and the
analysis area for the Hovland’s model is the area o f a spherical slip surface within the
slope unit.
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8.4 The Definition of Slope Units

The GIS-based 3D slope stability and landslide hazard zonation requires selecting
suitable mapping units. A mapping unit is a portion of the land surface which contains a
set o f ground conditions different from the adjacent units across definable boundaries
(Hansen, 1984). Division o f landscapes into identifiable sections is based primarily on
soil-forming processes, or landforms and landscape elements, or combination of both.
The general mapping units in landslide hazard zonation include grid cells, uniquecondition units, slope units, and geomorphic units. For the 3D slope stability analysis, the
slope unit was selected as mapping unit for this study area. Since a physical relationship
exists between landsliding and the fundamental morphological elements in a mountain
area, the slope unit seems most appropriate for landslide hazard assessment (Carrara et al.,
1995).
The slope unit can be considered to be the left or right side o f a sub-basin o f any
order into which a watershed can be partitioned. Therefore, it can be delimited by a ridge
line and a valley line. The slope unit partition is based partly on plan forms and partly on
the position o f slope in relation to drainage lines. The basin can be partitioned into three
units using catchment boundaries and first-order drainage lines: the valley head and the
two lateral slopes as illustrated in Figures 8 .6 . Slope units can be resized according to the
prevailing slope failure mode and size, partitioning a river basin into nested subdivisions,
coarser for larger landslides and finer for smaller slope failures (Montgomery and
Dietrich, 1994). Slope units can be further subdivided into geomorphic units. Ruhe and
Walker (1968) further identified geomorphic units of headslope, noseslope, and sideslope,
which are divergent, convergent, and linear possibilities for flow lines, corresponding to
curvature in planimetirc view (Figure 8 .6 ).
Due to the difficulties in manually identifying sub-basin boundaries, an automated
procedure is required. Many techniques for automatically generating drainage-divide
networks are available, for example, ArcHydro (Maidment, 2002) and ArcGIS
Hydrology tools. Information about the drainage network can be obtained from the DEM
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or ESRI grid. ArcHydro tools in ArcGIS can be used to draw dividing lines to form slope
units using the ridge lines and valley lines as boundaries. However, this method requires
a high resolution DEM data. Low resolution DEM data may not be sufficient for detailed
slope unit classification. As a result, low resolution DEM data cannot provide reliable
and accurate results for the 3D slope stability analysis. The final slope unit classification
is performed according to the drainage network, catchment boundaries, and slope types
with manually adjustments. Experience in terrain analysis is necessary to carry out such a
slope unit classification.
The effective size o f slope units for slope stability analysis depends on the scale
o f the topographic map. A larger scale topographic map can serve to form finer slope
units. Therefore, large scale topographic maps are suggested for more accurate slope
stability analysis. However, the appropriate size o f the slope unit should relate to the
average size o f the historic landslides occurred in the study area as well.

Figure 8 . 6 Definition o f slope units (left) and geomorphic
to determine mapping units in the 3D slope stability
partitioned by ridge lines and valley lines and elementary
head (or head slope), lateral slope (or side slope), spur-end

units (right) in a basin as used
analysis. Slope units can be
slope can be defined as valley
(or nose slope).
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8.5 GIS Data Process and Landslide Hazard Zonation

The GIS procedure for data processing for the 3D analysis is similar to that for the
2D analysis. The factor o f safety of the slope units is calculated using a VB program
developed for this study. The slope stability and landslide susceptibility are mapped
based on the 3D factor o f safety.
All of the data sets needed to conduct a detailed seismic-induced landslide hazard
zonation were digitized and rasterized at a 10m grid spacing in ArcGIS platform. The
data layers needed for 3D analysis are listed in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 Data layers for the 3D slope stability analysis
Data Layers

Data Format

1

Slope surface angle (a)

Grid and Point

2

Slip surface angle (0)

Grid and Point

3

Soil friction angle (<)) )

Grid and Point

4

Soil cohesion (c)

Grid and Point

5

Soil unit weight (y)

Grid and Point

6

Soil depth (H)

Grid and Point

7

Horizontal acceleration (A:or PGA)

Grid and Point

8

Slope units

9

DEM model (X, Y, and Z value)

Polygon and Point
Point or Text

Figure 8.7 is a flow chart showing the sequential steps involved in hazard
mapping.
The earthquake-induced landslide susceptibility zone can be estimated using the
value o f the factor o f safety listed in Table 8.2.
In the 3D columns method, the factor o f safety o f a spherical sliding mass
represents the factor o f safety o f a slope unit. In fact, the analyzed spherical sliding mass
is only a part o f a slope unit because the length o f a sliding mass is inside the boundary o f
a slope unit. Considering the analyzed spherical sliding mass as a sampled point, the
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factor o f safety o f the unsampled region can be estimated by interpolation techniques
using geostatistical analysis. As in the 2D analysis, the inverse distance method or the
ordinary kriging method is used for the 3D landslide hazard zonation.

3D Slope Stability Analysis Model

Geomorphology
Parameters
DEM Model
(X, Y, and Z)

Geotechnical Parameters

Friction Angle,

°

Depth of Sliding
Soil, H, m

Cohesion, c, kPa

Slope Angle

Peak Ground
Acceleration, amax

Slope Units

Dry Unit Weight, y,
kN/m3

Depth of Ground
Water, Hw, m
Slip Surface
Angle, °

Figure 8.7 Flowchart o f the 3D slope stability analysis and landslide hazard zonation.
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T ab le 8.2 T he lan d slid e su sce p tib ility z o n e s and ranges o f factor o f sa fety fo r each
lan d slid e su scep tib ility zo n e ______________________________ ________________________

Zones
1

2

3
4
5

Landslide Susceptibility
Very high landslide susceptibility zone,
landslides are expected
High landslide susceptibility zone,
landslides are likely to occur
Moderate landslide susceptibility zone,
moderate levels of landslide hazard exists
Low landslide susceptibility zone,
landslides are not likely to occur
Very low landslide susceptibility zone,
safe slopes

Pseudo-static FS
< 1

1-1.15
1.15-1.3
1.3-1.5
>1.5

8.6 Landslide Hazard Zonation of Balsamo Ridge, Nueva San Salvador

8.6.1 General Description
The 3D slope analysis model was tested in the Balsamo Ridge area o f Nueva San
Salvador. The analysis models include Hovland’s column method and block sliding
method. The geotechnical parameters are same as those in the 2D analysis.
According to statistical data o f historic landslides, the length o f half of the
documented landslides is between 25 and 100 m. Therefore, for Hovland’s method, the
length o f potential landslides is considered to be between 25 and 100 m. The maximum
depth o f the sliding mass is 15 m. In the analysis, the slope stability analysis program
searches for the slip surface with the minimum factor of safety.
The study area in Balsamo Ridge area is divided into 262 slope units. The total
'j

area of the study region is 4.91 km , and the average surface area o f slope units is 18,745
m 2 Figure

8 .8

shows the slope units used in the 3D slope stability analysis. In Figure 8 .8 ,

the slope units are overlaid onto a contour map and a hillshed image o f the Balsamo
Ridge area.
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8.6.2 Result Comparison

The main testing scenarios o f the 3D analysis are listed in Table 8.3. Static (no
earthquake) and dynamic loading (seismic coefficients k=0.3 and k=0.6) with dry and
partially saturated conditions are considered in the calculation. Both the Hovland’s
column method and the block sliding model were used to analyze the 3D slope stability.

89‘ 18’30"W

89 '18'0"W

8917'30“W

89"17'CTW

89“ 18'30"W

89'18'0"W

89"17'30"W

89“ 17'0"W

Figure 8 . 8 Slope units and their ID numbers for the 3D slope stability analysis in the
study area

Table 8.3 The calculating conditions in the 3D slope stability analysis
3D Hovland’s Method and Block Sliding Model
Cases

k

Ground W ater Condition

Max. Soil Depth

1

No earthquake

Dry

15m

2

0.3

Dry

15 m

3

0.3

7m

15 m

4

0 .6

7m

15 m
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Figure 8.9 shows the 3D factor o f safety distribution under different peak ground
accelerations with the same groundwater conditions (depth o f groundwater table Hw=7m),
which was obtained using the statistics from 262 factors o f safety calculated using
Hovland’s model. From these curves, under static condition, the factors o f safety o f all
slope units are greater than 1.2, which indicates that the entire area is stable. If k is 0.3,
the factors o f safety o f the three slope units are less than 1.0, and 32 o f slope units’
factors o f safety are between 1 and 1.15. At the condition o f k=0.6, the slope stability
decreases rapidly, and 125 slope units fail or are at the critical condition.

Distribution o f 3D Factor of Safety

Factor of safety

Figure 8.9 Factor o f safety distribution (3D) under the conditions o f 7m depth o f ground
water and different peak ground accelerations (statistical histogram curves o f 262 factors
o f safety calculated using the Hovland’s column method)

Figure 8.10 shows the comparison o f factor o f safety using the Hovland’s method
and the block sliding method. The correlation coefficient, R, is 0.61. The correlation o f
the two factors o f safety is not perfect, but they do have a significant relationship.
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Factor of Safety of Bishop Method vs.
Block Sliding Method

Figure 8.10 Comparison of factor o f safety using the Hovland’s method and the block
sliding method (k=0.3 and Hw=7 m)
8.6.3 Landslide Hazard Zonation

The value of the factor o f safety was ranked to illustrate relative landslide
susceptibility. The ranges of factor o f safety for each susceptibility zone are listed in
Table 8.2.
The maps (Figures 8.11 and 8.12) show the distribution o f the factors o f safety
obtained from the 3D Hovland’s model under static (k=0) and dynamic conditions
(k=0.3). Under static conditions, the slope units within entire area are stable. At k=0.3,
three slope units in the northwest part o f the area fail and thirty-two slope units on the
northern slope are marginal (FS=1.01 to 1.15). Consistent with the 2D result, the high
and moderate landslide susceptibility areas (lower factor o f safety areas) are distributed
along the northern side o f the ridge. Some o f the triggered landslides and cracks during
the 2001 earthquakes occurred in these areas. This result is consistent with the instability
and the slope failure areas during

2 0 0 1

earthquakes.
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89‘ 18'30'W

89°18‘0"W

89" 17'30"W

89‘ 17'0'W

Figure 8.11 The 3D factor o f safety calculated using the Hovland’s model (no earthquake,
Hw=7 m) and locations where slope failures occurred during 2001 earthquakes.
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Figure 8.12 The 3D factor o f safety calculated using the Hovland’s model (k=0.3, Hw=7m)
and locations where slope failures occurred during 2 0 0 1 earthquakes
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For comparison purposes, the slope stability calculated using the block sliding
model is shown in Figure 8.13. The factor o f safety calculated using the block sliding
model has the same trends as that calculated using the Hovland’s model. Comparing the
results calculated using both models, Hovland’s model yields higher factors o f safety.
The 3D results show that most o f the historic landslides and cracks occurred in the high
landslide susceptibility zones.
Figures 8.14 and 8.15 show the landslide hazard zonation map predicted using the
ordinary kriging method based on factor o f safety calculated using the Hovland’s and the
block sliding model. The map generated by the block sliding model appears to have
slightly overestimated the very high landslide susceptibility area (Figure 8.15). The map
generated by Hovland’s model slightly underestimated the very high landslide
susceptibly zones. Overlaying the historic slope movement, the landslides, scarps, and
cracks appear in the very high and high landslide susceptibility zones. These results
indicate that the 3D analysis model is valid for landslide hazard zonation. To avoid
potential slope failure in the future earthquakes, slope mitigation is necessary in this area.

89°18'30”W
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89°17*30"W
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Figure 8.13 The 3D factor o f safety calculated using the block sliding model (k=0.3).
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Figure 8.14 The landslide susceptibility map predicted by the 3D factor o f safety
(Hovland’s method, k=0.3) using geostatistical analysis

Figure 8.15 The landslide susceptibility map predicted by the 3D factor o f safety (block
sliding model, k=0.3) using geostatistical analysis
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8.7 Discussion

The GIS-based 3D model presented in this chapter is designed for slope stability
analysis and potential landslide hazard assessment. This GIS-based 3D method for
earthquake-induced landslide hazard assessment was applied for the first time in the
study area in Nueva San Salvador, El Salvador. The GIS-based 3D slope stability
analysis model provides hazard mitigation and preparation guidance to engineers and
planners by supplying more detailed information concerning landslide susceptibility. The
method can be used to analyze the slope stability o f a large number o f slope units.
Generally speaking, there are some differences between the 3D factor of safety
and the 2D factor o f safety. The 3D factor o f safety is generally higher than the 2D factor
o f safety with a few exceptional situations where the 3D factor o f safety less than the 2D
factor of safety.
According to the case study, the 3D factor o f safety is related to the dimension o f
the computed potential failure mass, the number o f columns (and the size o f columns),
groundwater conditions, and earthquake intensity. The input parameters are critical in
order to obtain precise results.
The precision o f slope geometry depends on the scale o f digital topographic maps.
If a high precision DEM is available, high accuracy slope units could be determined
using terrain analysis software. That would lead to more accurate results in the 3D slope
stability and landslide hazard zonation. If the resolution o f DEM data is sufficient (such
as 1 to 5 m), the GIS-based 3D slope stability analysis can be used by geotechnical
engineers to analyze slope stability for design and mitigation purposes.
Hovland’s method is a simple 3D model for slope stability analysis. The result of
landslide hazard zonation based on the Hovland’s 3D factor of safety is acceptable.
Future work should focus both on developing a 3D model which will take into account
inter-column forces, and on developing a GIS-based groundwater model which can be
coupled with the slope stability analysis.
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Figure 8.16 shows the comparison o f the 2D and 3D factor o f safety distributions.
The 2D and 3D results have some differences: the 3D factors o f safety usually are
15~30% greater than the 2D factors o f safety. That means 2D models yielded larger very
high and high landslide susceptibility zones than did the 3D model. Figure 8.16 also
shows that most o f the very high landslide susceptibility profiles generated by the 2D
method are in the areas o f the high or moderate landslide susceptibility as determined
using the 3D method.

Figure 8.16 The factor o f safety distribution map calculated using the 2D Bishop
simplified method (line segments) and the 3D Hovland’s method (slope units) under
k=0.3, Hw=7 m conditions in the Balsamo Ridge area
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and Future Research

9.1 Conclusions

9.1.1 Approaches to Landslide Hazard Assessment

A new GIS-based model integrated with one-, two- and three-dimensional (ID ,
2D, and 3D) deterministic approaches for analyzing slope stability and mapping landslide
hazards has been developed in this research. Slope stability methods used in the GIS
process include the infinite slope model, the block sliding model, the ordinary method o f
slices, the Bishop simplified method, and the Hovland’s column method. These
deterministic approaches integrate the techniques o f GIS spatial analysis, geostatistical
analysis, the limit equilibrium method, probability analysis, and seismic slope stability
analysis. The GIS-based approaches were applied to regional and site-specific landslide
hazard zonation in Nueva San Salvador, El Salvador. The pseudo-static and Newmark
displacement methods, both o f which are widely used in geotechnical engineering, were
applied to seismic slope stability analysis. A slope stability map produced using 2D and
3D methods could be used for engineering design and land development decision making.
The slope stability analysis model simulates the uncertainties o f major
geotechnical parameters including shear strength o f the soil (friction angle and cohesion),
the unit weight o f the soil, and the depth o f the groundwater table. Both the Monte-Carlo
simulations and the first order reliability analysis (Hasofer-Lind method) were used in
conducting a probability analysis of slope stability. In conducting a risk-based analysis, a
probability approach is preferable to a deterministic approach because it is more rational
than deterministic approach.
This research evaluates the topographic effects o f ground motion and seismic
response in the Balsamo Ridge area in which a middle-class Nueva San Salvador
neighborhood was devastated by an earthquake-induced landslide in 2001. Slope stability
and landslide susceptibility for this area were mapped in terms o f slope stability index
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(factor o f safety, critical acceleration, Newmark displacement, failure probability, and
reliability index). The 2D and 3D models produced useful results for site-specific
earthquake-induced

landslide hazard zonation.

The earthquake-induced landslide

susceptibility maps, that were produced, identified areas prone to earthquake-induced
landslides under a variety o f scenarios. These maps will assist geologists and policy
makers in El Salvador to make decisions on how to best choose favorable locations for
various land uses, and how to produce site development schemes for public works and
infrastructure planning.

9.1.2 Landslide Hazard in Nueva San Salvador

The final earthquake-induced landslide susceptibility maps produced in this study
include regional landslide susceptibility maps o f Nueva San Salvador, which cover about
100 km 2 and site-specific landslide susceptibility maps for the Balsamo Ridge area,
which cover about 5 km .
Previous regional landslide hazard zonation conducted in the study area shows
that the areas of very high landslide susceptibility are located in the Balsamo Ridge area
(south o f Nueva San Salvador), along the Pan-American Highway (west o f Nueva San
Salvador), and inside the San Salvador volcano crater. Many o f the highly unstable slopes
are in the southern part o f this area, which is characterized by steep geomorphological
features.
The Balsamo Ridge area, especially around the site o f the Las Colinas landslide,
is a critical area due to its high landslide susceptibility and its proximity to a densely
populated community. The shear strength o f the geomaterial is relatively low and the
slope is steep. The January 13, 2001 earthquake triggered a large landslide (the Las
Colinas landslide) and caused a disaster for the neighborhood. The seismic response
simulation showed that the magnitude o f ground vibration along the top o f Basalmo
Ridge was increased. The peak ground acceleration and displacements along the top o f
Basalmo Ridge was significantly amplified in the simulation with amplification ratios o f
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2.6 in the northern crest and 2.5 in the southern crests, respectively. Near the crest o f the
northern slope, the simulation showed horizontal displacements o f up to 105 cm and
vertical displacements o f up to 30 cm. The results o f the simulation matched both the
failure area and the approximate effects o f the January 13 2001 Las Colinas Landslide.
The simulation indicates that the crest on the north side o f the ridge is where the slope is
most likely to fail in a future earthquake. Slope mitigation is therefore urgently needed in
the ridge area.
Another area where slope mitigation is desperately needed is along the PanAmerican Highway. The Pan-American Highway was built along a drainage valley, and
the northern side o f the slope was cut steeply. The angle o f some slopes exceeds 70°. It is
a dangerous area where rock falls and block slides caused damages during the

2 0 0 1

earthquakes and will likely to cause further damage during a future earthquake.
Despite the fact that volcano craters have high landslide susceptibility, mitigation
is not a priority in these areas. These areas are generally unpopulated, and the risk of
landslide damage and fatality is relatively low.
For site-specific hazard zonation, the unstable slope profiles in the Balsamo Ridge
area mainly occur on the northern slope which has a steep angle. The area is of particular
importance since there is a community located on the slope o f this ridge. The soil mass in
this area has a low strength. The factors o f safety for 20 profiles in this area are less than
1.0, and the Newmark displacements o f those profiles are greater than 10.0 cm, indicating
high landslide susceptibility. In contrast, the southern side o f the ridge belongs to a low to
moderate landslide susceptibility zone because it has a relatively low slope angle.
Consistent with the 2D analysis, the results o f the 3D model indicate that the high
and moderate landslide susceptibility areas are distributed along the northern side o f the
ridge. The results o f slope stability analysis show that: (1) in the Balsamo Ridge area, if
the horizontal seismic coefficient k=0.3 and the depth o f groundwater table is 7 m, the
slope on the northern side of the ridge (which faces the residential area) will have high
landslide susceptibility; therefore, slopes near the Las Colinas area might fail or reach the
critical condition; (2 ) horizontal acceleration and groundwater have a strong influence on
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the slope stability; consequently, if slope soils were saturated, most o f the northern slope
would fail under strong earthquake shaking; (3) if the horizontal seismic coefficient
k=0.6 occurs, slope failure would likely happen in most o f the Balsamo Ridge area.
Mitigation and slope stabilization are therefore crucial to the long-term safety o f the
Balsamo Ridge area.

9.2 Future Research

9.2.1 Landslide Hazard Zonation Model

To improve the performance o f deterministic and probabilistic models, future
research should concentrate on the following slope failure modeling problems:
(1) The model developed in this study considers each grid as having homogenous
geological material throughout. The vertical variation o f soil property was not considered
in this study. Due to the high spatial variability o f the lithology and geological parameters,
future models for slope stability and hazard assessment should be able to simulate
heterogeneous soil masses. This ability to model heterogeneous soil masses will
significantly improve the accuracy o f landslide hazard zonation.
(2) To perform fast and effective slope stability analysis, scientists need an
automated process to generate mapping units (such as slope profiles and slope units) for
GIS-based 2D and 3D slope stability analysis. Future research should therefore work
toward developing an automated method for generating mapping units.
(3) The groundwater condition is a critical factor for slope stability analysis.
However, changes in groundwater levels are affected by the hydrogeological conditions,
rainfall, and land cover (e.g. vegetation). Future research should place an emphasis on
groundwater data collection and groundwater modeling so that input data can more
closely represent the actual groundwater condition.
(4) The currently used empirical equations for Newmark displacement were
derived mainly from the earthquake database for the western United States. These
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equations might not be accurate for displacement analysis in El Salvador and other
regions in Central America. Therefore, development o f an empirical equation for seismicinduced displacement evaluation derived from the Central America earthquake data is
strongly suggested.
(5)

Although the pseudo-static approach to stability analysis is straightforward in

producing a factor o f safety, it suffers from many limitations. For example, a constant
seismic coefficient may not accurately simulate the complex dynamic effects of
earthquake shaking, particularly if soil strength decreases during shaking. Hence, it is
necessary to carry out a detailed investigation o f the dynamic material properties.

9.2.2 Landslide Hazard Zonation o f El Salvador

Detailed field investigation o f historic landslides in San Salvador needs to be
carried out in the future. A relational geodatabase of landslide depth, dimension, slope
angle and aspect, distance from road and water drainage, distance from fault, geological
formation and lithology, and shear strength o f the sliding mass should be completed in
order to obtain a landslide distribution and allow weighting o f causative factors. Such a
geodatabase could be used to present the landslide distribution and to enable future
landslide hazard zonation.
Detailed geological, geotechnical, and hydrological data for the San Salvador area
are critical for earthquake-induced landslide hazard zonation. Detailed data collection is
essential to accurate geological hazard assessment. Subsurface investigations, field
sampling, in-situ and laboratory testing o f geotechnical parameters, hydrological records,
and the review o f available published information would be o f particular help in making
future hazard assessments. High resolution remote sensing products are also necessary
(such as aerial photographs and IKONOS images with 1 to 4 m resolution) to identify
areas of landslide occurrence, analyze vegetation distribution, and investigate land use
over a large area.
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It is also necessary to perform in-situ monitoring of slope movements and pore
water pressures. Slope displacement data during a strong earthquake is desirable for
Newmark displacement-based landslide hazard evaluation. The measured displacement
would be very useful in determining a displacement threshold value.
The determination o f peak ground acceleration and seismic coefficients is critical
to seismic slope stability analysis using either pseudo-static or Newmark displacement
methods. More accurate landslide hazard zonation requires more detailed investigations
o f the parameters o f the seismic hazards, such as the seismic hazard prediction o f El
Salvador in 475 return years, the largest earthquake magnitude, and peak ground
acceleration in highly landsliding prone area.
El Salvador is situated in an earthquake prone region. The whole country
frequently suffers from earthquake-induced landslides. In order to minimize earthquake
damage and avoid fatalities, landslide susceptibility evaluation o f the entire country is
strongly recommended. Earthquake-induced landslide risk analysis o f highly populated
areas is essential for earthquake hazard response planning and loss-reduction design.
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